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Welcome

Dear Colleagues,
I am delighted to welcome you to the 57th Annual Meeting of the Society for MathematicalPsychology (MathPsych) and the 22nd International Conference on Cognitive Modeling (ICCM)at Tilburg University, the Netherlands. Our joint format ensures that all sessions are open toall attendees, encouraging enriching cross-disciplinary dialogue.
When asked about my favorite conference, I always say it’s MathPsych/ICCM. Each session I at-tend brings new insights, innovative methods, and the opportunity to connect with colleagues.Moreover, every time I share my work, I gain new perspectives that enhance my research. Ianticipate this year’s meeting will be equally rewarding for all of us.
Our program committee has curated an engaging schedule. I urge everyone to attend thekeynote addresses by Professor Iris van Rooij and Professor Iris Groen. On the first day, wewill host a Senior Fellow fireside chat with 2023 winner Professor Rich Shiffrin, moderatedby Professor EJ Wagenmakers. This marks the first time we’re able to conduct this eventlive. Additionally, later in the conference, we’ll hear from the William K. Estes Early CareerAward 2023 winner, Professor Gregory Cox. These sessions promise to be highlights of theconference. The 2024 awards including the William K. Estes Early Career Award, R. DuncanLuce Outstanding Paper Award, Computational Brain & Behavior Outstanding Paper Award,and the Society for Mathematical Psychology Senior Fellow Award will be announced at ourvirtual business meeting on 21 July, 2024.
Please join me in expressing gratitude to this year’s conference organizers. Our local team,chaired by Bruno Nicenboim and supported by Noortje Venhuizen and Drew Hendrickson,alongside ICCM representatives Catherine Gilbert, Marco Ragni, and Jelmer Boast, and theSociety’s representatives Joachim Vandekerckhove, Leslie Blaha, Betsy Fox, and Peter Kvam,have worked tirelessly to bring this meeting to fruition. If you encounter them, please take amoment to thank them for their dedication and effort.
I look forward to seeing you this year.
Sincerely,
Timothy J. PleskacPresident of the Society for Mathematical Psychology

µψ
mathpsych.org
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About MathPsych/ICCM 2024

MathPsych

The Society for Mathematical Psychology promotes the advancement and communi-cation of research inmathematical psychology and related disciplines. Mathematicalpsychology is broadly defined to include work of a theoretical character that usesmathematical methods, formal logic, or computer simulation. The official journalsof the society are the Journal of Mathematical Psychology and Computational Brain
& Behavior.
ICCM

The International Conference on Cognitive Modeling (ICCM) is the premier confer-ence for research on computational models and computation-based theories ofhuman behavior. ICCM is a forum for presenting, discussing, and evaluating thecomplete spectrum of cognitive modeling approaches, including connectionism,symbolic modeling, dynamical systems, Bayesian modeling, and cognitive architec-tures. ICCM includes basic and applied research, across a wide variety of domains,ranging from low-level perception and attention to higher-level problem-solvingand learning.
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Code of conduct

The Society for Mathematical Psychology (SMP) is committed to the higheststandards of diversity, equity, inclusion, and the free expression of ideas.We seek to provide an environment in which diverse participants may learn,network, and enjoy the company of colleagues. We recognize a shared re-sponsibility to create and sustain that environment for the benefit of all. ThisCode of Conduct sets forth our commitment to providing a harassment-freeand inclusive environment at SMP sponsored events (including all scientificmeetings) as well as for all individuals engaged in SMP related business. Allforms of harassment are prohibited. Specific prohibited behaviors includebut are not limited to the following:
• Harassment or intimidation based on gender, gender identity, gen-der expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, appearance, bodysize, race, ethnicity, political orientation and views, religion (or lackthereof), or other group status• Unwelcome behavior as well as verbal or written comments (includingonline comments) related to the above categories that create a hostilemeeting environment (e.g., sexist or racist jokes)• Sexual harassment or intimidation, including unwelcome sexual at-tention• Unwelcome physical contact• Harassing photography or recording• Stalking or following (physical or virtual)• Sustained disruption or threatening of conference presenters• Cyberbullying (i.e., the use of computers, cell phones or other devicesto send or post emails, text messages or images intended to harassanother person) and social media abuse• Advocating for, or encouraging, any of the above behavior• This code of conduct is not intended to limit the terms of open and re-spectful scientific inquiry or discussion. Critical examination, debate,and robust disagreement regarding beliefs and viewpoints, germaneto the topic of discussion and presented respectfully do not, in them-selves, constitute harassment.

We expect individuals to follow this code of conduct at all SMP scientificmeetings and in all other SMP related business.
Enforcement

Individuals asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to complyimmediately. If an individual engages in harassing behavior, the SMP execu-tive board retains the right to take any actions to keep SMP a welcoming
12



environment for all individuals. These actions include simply warning theoffender, expulsion from a scientific meeting with no refund of registrationor other attendance-related costs, expulsion from the society, and/or ban-ishment from all future SMP meetings. Appeals for any of these actions willbe handled by the executive board.
Reporting

If you are being harassed, notice that someone else is being harassed, orhave any other concerns, please report it to us immediately. We value yourinvolvement in SMP, and will make every effort to ensure that you feel safeand welcome in our society.
You can make a report by emailing info@mathpsych.org. This email is di-rectly monitored by the secretary/treasurer and the president. Any reportsmade by email will be accessible by the executive board. You may also makea report in person to any member of the executive board.
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Workshops and social events

SE: Social event, WS: Workshop

Workshops

Date Session

July 19
10:00 – 13:30 WS Workshop: Reinforcement Learning ModelingFor Human Choice Behavior (de Groot | CUBE216 room)
July 19

10:00 – 13:30 WS Workshop: How To Publish And Evaluate YourModel (Révész | CUBE 217 room)
July 19

15:00 – 18:30 WS
Workshop: Women of Mathematical Psychology- Professional Representation for Inclusivity andMinority Empowerment (WOMP-PRIME)Professional Development Symposium(Auditorium | CUBE 1 room)

July 23
10:00 – 18:00 WS Workshop: ACT-R (Vuyk | CUBE 220 room)

Social events

All the social events will be held on the Open Space of the Cube building.

Date Session
July 19

18:30 – 20:00 SE Opening Reception
July 20

17:00 – 20:00 SE MathPsych Posters
July 20

17:00 – 20:00 SE ICCM Posters
July 20

17:00 – 20:00 SE Funding opportunities at the NSF
July 21
18:30 – ? SE Conference dinner at the Restaurant Auberge d’Bonheur

14
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MathPsych/ICCM Schedule | July 20

CT: Contributed Talk, KN: Keynote, SY: Symposium

9:00 - 17:00 | Registration

CUBE 36 9:00-10:00 | CBB Editioral board meeting

Room 10:00-11:40 | Symposium: Advancing Dynamic
Models of Psychological Processes

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Snijder, A.

A multiverse analysis of the
psychometric properties androbustness of dynamic structuralequation models

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Aristodemou,

B.

You Could do Better Tomorrow -
Modeling day to day fluctuations incognitive performance

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Berkhout, J.

Theoretical implications of how we
model night gaps in ESM

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Kievit, R.

Capturing asymmetrical temporal
dynamics using thresholded timeseries models

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Schaaf, M.

A state-based time series model
capturing mood fluctuations over time

Room 10:00-11:40 |Memory

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Huang, J.

How cognitive load and cognitive
reflection impact probabilityjudgments?

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Haridi, F.

Semantic Similarity and Context Cues
alleviate Set-size Effects on Long-TermMemory Retrieval Times

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Potthoff, C.

Working memory, attention and
executive control in digit span tasks

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Göttmann, A.

Neurocognitive psychometrics of
interindividual differences in workingmemory

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Shiffrin, R.

The REM model of Shiffrin & Steyvers
(1997) Predicts 2AFC and Four-wayClassification (4WC)

Room 10:00-11:40 | Risky choice 1
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Donders
CUBE 218 CT Hof, L.

How sampling strategies shape risky
choice

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Lob, A.

Modeling the roles of epistemic and
aleatory uncertainty in people’ssubjective perceptions of uncertainty

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Li, Y.

The influence of probability versus
utility on repeated mental simulationsof risky events

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Maier, M.

Investigating Risky Choices With ’Fatal’
Outcomes Using the ExtinctionGambling Task

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Pachur, T.

An affect-based computational
framework for modeling risky choicewith nonmonetary outcomes

Room 10:00-11:40 | Evidence accumulation: Race Models

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Alauki, A.

Evaluating the effects of response
scale resolution on confidencejudgements: A Multiple ThresholdRace model approach

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Jahansa, P.

Modeling the stop signal task: further
results on the copula approach

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Ebrahimi

Mehr, M.

Examining the Psychological
Significance of the Jumps in theDecision Process through Test-RetestReliability Analysis

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Voss, A.

Is Evidence Accumulation Jumpy? A
Lévy-Flight Model explains Fast Errorsin Perceptual Decision Making

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Hato, T.

Bias Against Lévy Flight: What
Happens When We Misspecify LévyFlight as Diffusion Model?

Room 10:00-11:40 | ICCM: Linguistic Phenomena
Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT van de Braak,

L.
Intractability obstacles to explanations

of communication
Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Woensdregt,

M.

Challenges for a Computational
Explanation of Flexible LinguisticInference
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Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Matsumuro,

M.

Memory activation and retrieval
strategy in lexical alignment:Comparing the ACT-R model of humanand computer interlocutors

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Nishikawa, J.

Exploring an Approach for
Phonological Awareness EstimationEmploying Personalized CognitiveModels and Audio FiltersVuyk

CUBE 220 Group Q & A

11:40-12:00 | Coffee break

12:00-13:00 | Keynote speaker: Iris Groen - ICCM
Auditorium
CUBE 1 KN Groen, Iris

Modelling real-world visual perception
with deep learning

13:00-14:00 | Lunch break, JMP Board Meeting (CUBE 36)

Room 14:00-15:40 | Language & AI

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Ostrovsky, T.

From Verbal Reports to Model
Validation: Theoretical Framework andApplication

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Ungermann,

P.
Using LLMs to automate the analysis

of verbal report
de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Ye, Y.

Conceptions of status: A natural
language processing approach

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Cornell, C.

The Role of Episodic Memory in
Storytelling: Comparing LargeLanguage Models with Humans

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Withdrawn

Room 14:00-15:40 | Statistics

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Steinhilber,

M.

The Dark Side of Sequential Testing: A
Simulation Study on QuestionableResearch Practices

18



de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Failenschmid,

J.

Exploring non-linear trajectories in
intensive longitudinal data: Acomprehensive review of the availablestatistical methods

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Stevenson,

N.
Generalized Bayesian hierarchical
structural equation modeling

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Donzallaz, M.

Spurious correlations in cognitive
models: Bayesian hierarchicalmodeling to the rescue

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Aktepe, S.

Assessing the relevance of random
effects for statements in mixed-effectsmodels of the illusory truth effect

Room 14:00-15:40 |Mental architectures
& information processing

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Zhang, H.

Deciphering Decision-Making
Efficiency: The interplay of reliabilityand credibility in automatedinformation processing

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Liu, Y.

Varieties of Selective Influence:
Toward a More Complete Taxonomyand Implications for SystemsIdentification

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Houpt, J.

Deriving critical tests of ACT-R using
systems factorial technology withglobal model analysis

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Fific, M.

MSPN: A Modular Serial-Parallel
Network for Computational Modelingof Response Time and Choice in FacialRecognition Across Composite,Part-to-Whole, and Other-Race EffectParadigms

Donders
CUBE 218 CT Turner, B.

Learning in the Context of Partial
Information

Room 14:00-15:40 | Evidence Accumulation:
Multi-Attributes, Multi-Responses, and Complexity

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Rieskamp, J.

A computational framework to
account for visual attention inmulti-attribute decisions

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Fernandez, K.

Cognitive models of multi-response
choice
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Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Gonçalves, D. Speed, accuracy, and complexity

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Mayaux, D.

Value and contrast in evidence
accumulation models

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Nie, M.

Analyzing the Impact of Choice
Complexity on Risky Choices

Room 14:00-15:40 | ICCM: Emotion & Cognition
Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Lebiere, C.

A Proposal for Extending the Common
Model of Cognition to Emotion

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Nagashima,

K.

Trait Inference on Cognitive Model of
Curiosity: Relationship betweenPerceived Intelligence and Levels ofProcessing

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Conway-

Smith,
B.

The Computational Mechanisms of
Detached Mindfulness

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Werk, A.

How to Provide a Dynamic Cognitive
Person Model of a HumanCollaboration Partner to a PepperRobotVuyk

CUBE 220 Group Q & A

15:40-16:00 | Coffee break

16:00-17:00 | Fireside Chat: Rich Shiffrin
Auditorium
CUBE 1 KN Shiffrin, Rich

Fireside Chat with Senior Fellow,
Moderated by E.-J. Wagenmakers

17:00-20:00 | Poster session (Funding opportunities at the NSF)
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MathPsych/ICCM Schedule | July 21

CT: Contributed Talk, KN: Keynote, SY: Symposium

9:00 - 17:00 | Registration

9:00-10:00 |WoMP Advisory board meeting (CUBE 36)

Room 10:00-11:00 | Symposium:
Computational Psycholinguistics

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Paape, D.

Using multinomial processing trees to
model latent cognitive processesduring garden-pathing

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Coco, M.

Scan Pattern Similarity Predicts the
Semantic Similarity of SentencesAcross Languages Above and BeyondTheir Syntactic Structure

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Bolliger, L.

Introducing ScanDL: A diffusion-based
generative model of eye movements inreading

Room 10:00-11:00 | Evidence accumulation
& neuroscience

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Boag, R.

A consensus guide to planning tasks
for evidence accumulation modelling

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Withdrawn

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Weindel, G.

Hidden multivariate pattern analysis
reveals the duration of encoding anddecision processes in single-trial EEGdata

Room 10:00-11:20 | Real-world decisions

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Mohammad,

S.

Modeling overtaking decisions in
dynamic traffic interactions usinggeneralized drift-diffusion models

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Pleskac, T.

Understanding Race Bias in the
Decision to Shoot with an IntegratedModel of Decision Making

Donders
CUBE 28 CT von Krause,

M.

Exploring the associations of diffusion
decision model parameters withsocioeconomic success

21



Donders
CUBE 28 CT Lo, C.

To compete, or not to compete, that is
the question

Room 10:00-11:00 | Philosophy & theory

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Szollosi, A.

Invariants of human behaviour
revisited: Snapshot vs universalexplanations in psychology

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Donkin, C. What makes formal modelling work?

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Tabakci, C.

Comparing Bayesian and non-Bayesian
accounts of human confidence reports:A computational replication study

Room 10:00-11:20 | ICCM: Problem Solving Skills

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Williams, A.

"I Knew it!" Model-Based Dissociation
of Prior Knowledge Confounds inMemory Assessments"

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Ragni, M.

Predicting complex problem solving
performance in the tailorshop scenario

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Larue, O.

Exploring Analogical Transfer with
Tower of Hanoi Isomorphs

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Ben-Artzi, I.

Computational mechanisms
underlying latent value updating ofunchosen actions

11:20-11:40 | Coffee break

Room 11:40-12:40 | Symposium:
Computational Psycholinguistics

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Brouwer, H.

Retrieval (N400) and Integration
(P600) in language comprehension

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Frank, S.

Neural language model gradient as a
predictor of ERPs and sentenceacceptability

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Rabovsky, M.

Interindividual differences in
predicting words versus sentencemeaning: Explaining N400 amplitudesusing large-scale neural networkmodels

Room 11:40-13:00 | Risky choice 2
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Révész
CUBE 217 CT Marti, M.

Decomposing financial
decision-making with feedback

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Regenwetter,

M.

Choose for others as you would
choose for yourself? A layered analysisof probabilistic preferential choice

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Olschewski,

S.

Risk Seeking and Risk Aversion in
Choices and Valuations fromExperience

Room 11:40-12:40 | Real-world modeling

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Schnuerch,

M.

Pinocchio disassembled: Hierarchical
diffusion modeling of the cognitivecost of lying

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Laskar, P.

A Reciprocal-Practice-Success (RPS)
model of free practice

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Withdrawn

Room 11:40-13:00 | Reinforcement learning
Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Collingwood,

C.
A two-drift race model of human

habits
Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Miletić, S.

Understanding the structure of
fluctuations in decision making

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Danwitz, L.

Framing the Exploration-Exploitation
Trade-Off: Distinguishing BetweenMinimizing Losses and MaximizingGains

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Thalmann,

M.
How General Are Individual

Differences in Exploration Strategies?

Room 11:40-13:00 | ICCM: Reasoning patterns

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Taylor-Davies,

M.

Rational Compression In Choice
Prediction

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Ragni, M.

Predictive Algorithms for Individual
Reasoning about Possibilities

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Todorovikj, S.

Model verification and preferred
mental models in syllogistic reasoning
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Vuyk
CUBE 220 Group Q & A

13:00-14:00 | Lunch break

13:00-14:00 | SMP Executive Committee meeting (CUBE 36)

14:00-15:00 | Keynote speaker: Iris van Rooij
Auditorium
CUBE 1 KN van Rooij, Iris

Reclaiming AI as a theoretical tool for
cognitive science

15:00-15:20 | Coffee break

Room 15:20-16:20 | Symposium:
Computational Psycholinguistics

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Dotlacil, J.

Studying language and cognition using
models of discourse meanings

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Cassani, G.

Meaning modulations and stability in
Large Language Models: An analysis ofBERT embeddings for psycholinguisticresearch

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Duff, J.

Modeling individual differences in a
pragmatic reference game as aconsequence of variabledisengagement from unsuccessfulstrategies

Room 15:20-16:40 | Signal detection theory

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Fischer, O.

Two perspectives on decisions under
risk and uncertainty: Modelingdiscrepancies and their psychologicalexplanations

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Jakob, M.

An empirical test of the
two-high-threshold contrast model

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Biegler, R.

Time-variant payoffs and signal
detection theory

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Koß, C.

Reconciling signal-detection models of
criterion learning with the generalizedmatching law
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Room 15:20-16:40 | Executive functions & cognitive control
Donders
CUBE 28 CT Wientjes, S.

Episodic retrieval of cognitive control
demand: A computational model

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Fradkin, I.

How do we avoid doing or saying the
wrong thing at the wrong time:exerting cognitive control during andafter accumulation of internal evidence

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Yim, H.

Is focusing enough in category
learning?

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Heathcote,

A.
Choice models for the Dual-Modes of

Cognitive Control task battery
Room 15:20-16:40 | Reasoning

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Zimmer-

mann,
K.

Jumping to racial prejudice
Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Ilić, M.

Testing AI models as cognitive models
for abstract reasoning development

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Cruz, N.

Disentangling conditional
dependencies

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Himmelstein,

M.

Measuring Persuasion Without
Measuring a Prior Belief: A NewApplication of Planned Missing DataTechniques

Room 15:20-16:40 |Mental representation

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Yan, H.

Recovering individual mental
representations of facial affect usingMarkov Chain Monte Carlo with Peopleand Gatekeepers

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Yu, K.

Exploring latent processes of human
generalization via computationalmodeling

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Shahar, N.

State-independent and
outcome-irrelevant model-freelearning

16:40-17:40 | SMP Business Meeting (Auditorium | CUBE 1)

18:30 | Conference dinner (Auberge du Bonheur, Bredaseweg 441, Tilburg)
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MathPsych/ICCM Schedule | July 22

CT: Contributed Talk, KN: Keynote, SY: Symposium

9:00 - 17:00 | Registration

Room 10:00-11:20 | Beliefs & selective attention
de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Sommer, J.

Cognitive processes and judgmental
strategies in belief updating

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Ralston, R.

Generalizing categorization models as
attractor networks yields powerfullearning architectures

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Li, Y.

Can the queueing model of visual
search account for feature search?

de Groot
CUBE 216 CT Turner, B.

Inferring Constraints on Attention: An
Across Species Analysis

Room 10:00-11:00 |Mental processes & health

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Jiawen-Liu, S.

A Novel Approach Using Pairwise
Choice Questions and Order ConstraintModels

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Lasagna, C.

A drift diffusion modeling
investigation of altered self-referentialsocial perception in psychosis andbipolar disorder

Révész
CUBE 217 CT Ghaderi-

Kangavari,
A.

Exploring stimulus- and action-value
reinforcement learning in Parkinson’sdisease

Room 10:00-11:20 | Neuroscience

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Stolle, C.

Model selection for parsimonious
whole-brain decoders: beyondcross-validation

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Preusse, F.

Nonstationarity of the hemodynamic
response function in event-relatedfunctional magnetic resonance imaging

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Krause, J.

Massive generalized additive models
of neurophysiological time-series

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Steeghs-

Turchina,
M.

Modeling EEG with axon delay times
to analyze individual differences incognition
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Room 10:00-11:20 | Social cognition: Wisdom of the crowd

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Vanhas-

broeck,
N.

Minds for Mobile Agents: A pedestrian
model based on psychologicalprinciples

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Wort, F.

Distribution Inference and Surface
Tracing (DIST): A computational modelof ensemble perception

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Angne, H.

Why two heads together are worse
than apart: A context-based account ofcollaborative inhibition in memorysearch

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Lee, M.

Using cognitive models to debias
anchoring effects in wisdom of thecrowd aggregation

Room 10:00-11:20 | ICCM: Learning processes

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Bennet, D.

Genetically evolving verbal learner: a
computational model based onchunking and evolution

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Wilschut, T.

Modeling Instance-Based Rule
Learning in an Adaptive RetrievalPractice Task

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Collins, M.

Dissecting the Drivers of Change
Points in Individual Learning: AnAnalysis with Real-World Data

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Shahar, N.

Exploring the Steps of Learning:
Computational Modeling ofInitiatory-Actions among Individualswith Attention-Deficit/HyperactivityDisorder

11:20-11:40 | Coffee break

Room 11:40-13:00 | Symposium: Computational Models
of Confidence and Metacognition

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Guggenmos,

M.

ReMeta toolbox: inferring latent
metacognitive parameters fromconfidence datasets

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Benwell, C.

Sub-clinical psychiatric symptom
dimensions are associated with shiftsin metacognitive bias but notmetacognitive noise
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de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Ceja, V.

Select-a-frame: constructing
comprehensive and comparablemetacognitive behavioral profiles

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY West, R.

From perception to confidence:
Leveraging natural image statistics

Room 11:40-13:00 | Symposium: Deep learning and simulation-
based inference for computational cognitive modeling

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Sokratous, K.

Unveiling the Hidden: Machine
Learning Approaches for the Discoveryof Latent Structures

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Elsemüller, L.

Integrating efficient sensitivity
analyses into amortized Bayesianworkflows

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Kaper, R.

Modeling the impact of stress on
representation formation usingvariational autoencoders

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Schumacher,

L.

Validation and comparison of
non-stationary cognitive models: Adiffusion model application

Room 11:40-12:40 | Numeric cognition

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Seitz, F.

Investigating the cognitive processes
underlying quantitative judgments:Insights from combining cognitivemodeling and eye tracking

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Sun, Y.

Compressed Representations and
Attentional Competition in NumericIntegration for Average Estimations

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Castillo, L.

Characterizing People’s Sampling
Engines Using Random Generation

Room 11:40-12:40 | Context effects
Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Spektor, M.

Testing context effects: How to have
your cake and eat it, too

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Davis-Stober,

C.

Testing the Additively Separable
Representation of Utility Theories: AnExperiment Evaluating Monotonicity,Transitivity, and Double Cancellation

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Gelastopou-

los,
A.

The disjunction effect does not violate
the Law of Total Probability
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Room 11:40-13:00 | ICCM: Neuroscience Models
Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Sainz Villalba,

L.
A Neuro-Symbolic Implementation of

Mouse Reward Timing Learning
Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Preuss, K.

How to Match Cognitive Model
Predictions with EEG Data

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Frank, S.

Simulating Event-Related Potentials in
Bilingual Sentence Comprehension:Syntactic Violations and SyntacticTransferVuyk

CUBE 220 Group Q & A

13:00-14:00 | Lunch break, ICCM Business meeting (CUBE 36)

14:00-15:00 | Keynote speaker: Gregory Cox
Auditorium
CUBE 1 KN Cox, Gregory Estes early career award lecture

15:00-15:20 | Coffee break

Room 15:20-17:00 | Symposium: Computational Computational
Models of Confidence and Metacognition

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Rausch, M.

A comparison of static models of
perceptual confidence andmetacognition

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Hellmann, S.

The importance of accumulation time
in the computation of confidence

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Chen, H.

Linear ballistic accumulator models of
confidence and response time

de Groot
CUBE 216 SY le Denmat, P. Learning how to compute confidence
de Groot
CUBE 216 SY Gunay, E.

Computational Modelling of
Post-decisional EEG Markers InformingConfidence

Room 15:20-17:00 | Symposium: Deep learning and simulation-
based inference for computational cognitive modeling
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Révész
CUBE 217 SY Radev, S.

Amortized Bayesian inference with
hybrid expert-in-the-loop andlearnable summary statistics

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Nunez, M.

Using simulation-based Bayesian
inference to explore the unidentifiedspaces of (neuro-)cognitive models

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Huang, M.

TogetherFlow: Bayesian
simulation-based emergent attentionaldynamics in room-oriented immersivesystems

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Bockting, F.

Invertible neural networks for
simulation-based prior knowledgeelicitation

Révész
CUBE 217 SY Lüken, M.

Assessing the robustness of amortized
Bayesian inference forevidence-accumulation models appliedto different experimental designs

Room 15:20-16:20 | General
Donders
CUBE 28 CT Bompas, A. Decision versus non-decision time
Donders
CUBE 28 CT Dai, J.

Evidence accumulation is not essential
for generating intertemporalpreference

Donders
CUBE 28 CT Chávez De la

Peña, A.

An EZ Bayesian hierarchical drift
diffusion model for response time andaccuracy

Room 15:20-17:00 |Memory & perception

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Salvatore, N.

A neural network model of free recall
and its connection to neural machinetranslation

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Spicer, J.

Mental Sampling in Preferential
Choice: Specifying the SamplingAlgorithm

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Zhang, L.

Integrating orthographic feature
frequency with global matchingmodels of recognition memory

Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Perquin, M.

Tactile sensorimotor transformations
are reliable over time, but do notgeneralize across tasks
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Mellenbergh
CUBE 219 CT Busemeyer, J.

Comparison of Markov and quantum
walk models of bistable perception

Room 15:20-16:40 | Social cognition

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Speeken-

brink,
M.

State of Play: Interacting Latent
Markov Chains in Repeated Games

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Batzke, M.

Exploring the Social and Temporal
Dynamics of Striving for CognitiveConsistency in Political Belief Change

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Fitch, A.

The Value of Environmental and
Health Outcomes under Delay and Risk

Vuyk
CUBE 220 CT Malaviya, M.

Teaching Functions with Gaussian
Processes
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Administrative meetings

IO: Invitation only, MO: Members only

Board meetings

All board meetings are by invitation only and will be held in the Business Room |Cube 36 room.

Date Board meetings
July 20

09:00 – 10:00
CEST

IO CBB Editorial Board Meeting
July 20

13:00 – 14:00
CEST

IO JMP Board Meeting
July 21

09:00 – 10:00
CEST

IO WoMP Advisory Board Meeting
July 21

13:00 – 14:00
CEST

IO SMP Executive Committee Meeting

Business meetings

All business meetings are open to all members and are strongly encouraged toattend. Meetings will be held in the Business Room | Cube 36 room except the SMPBusiness meeting, which will take place in the auditorium.

Date Business meetings
July 21

16:40 – 17:40
CEST

MO SMP Business meeting
July 22

13:00 – 14:00
CEST

MO ICCM Business meeting
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Keynotes and awards

AW: Award, KN: Keynote

All the following sessions will be held in the Auditorium | CUBE 1 room.All times are in CEST.

Date Session
July 20

12:00 – 13:00 KN Keynote speaker: Iris Groen - ICCM
July 20

16:00 – 17:00 AW Fireside chat: Rich Shiffrin (moderated by E.J.Wagenmakers)
July 21

14:00 – 15:00 KN Keynote speaker: Iris van Rooij
July 22

14:00 – 15:00 AW Keynote speaker: Gregory Cox - Estes early careeraward lecture
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Keynote abstracts

Reclaiming AI as a theoretical tool for cognitive science

The idea that human cognition is, or can be understood as, a formof computation is a useful conceptual tool for cognitive science. Itwas a foundational assumption during the birth of cognitive sci-ence as a multidisciplinary field, with Artificial Intelligence (AI) asone of its contributing fields. One conception of AI in this contextis as a provider of computational tools (frameworks, concepts,formalisms, models, proofs, simulations, etc.) that support the-ory building in cognitive science. The contemporary field of AI,however, has taken the theoretical possibility of explaining hu-man cognition as a form of computation to imply the practicalfeasibility of realising human(-like or -level) cognition in factualcomputational systems; and, the field frames this realisation as ashort-term inevitability. Yet, as we formally prove herein, creatingsystems with human(-like or -level) cognition is intrinsically com-putationally intractable. This means that any factual AI systemscreated in the short-run are at best decoys. When we think thesesystems capture something deep about ourselves and our thinking,we induce distorted and impoverished images of ourselves and ourcognition. In otherwords, AI in current practice is deteriorating ourtheoretical understanding of cognition rather than advancing andenhancing it. The situation could be remediated by releasing thegrip of the currently dominant view on AI and by returning to theidea of AI as a theoretical tool for cognitive science. In reclaimingthis older idea of AI, however, it is important not to repeat concep-tual mistakes of the past (and present) that brought us to wherewe are today. This is joint work with Olivia Guest, Federico Adolfi,Ronald de Haan, Antonina Kolokolova, and Patricia Rich. The fullpaper is available here (https://osf.io/preprints/psyarxiv/4cbuv).

van Rooij, Iris
Radboud University,
Nijmegen

Session:
MathPsych keynote
speaker

Modelling real-world visual perception with deep learning

Deep neural networks (DNNs) have emerged as powerful com-puter algorithms that achieve human-level performance on chal-lenging tasks such as object recognition and language compre-hension. This has opened up a new research field in which ex-planations of brain function are sought in comparisons betweenDNNs and human behaviour and brain activations. In this talk Iwill discuss why and how this computational modelling approachcould indeed help us explain the brain, focusing specifically on thecase of human visual perception of naturalistic real-world imagesand videos.

Groen, Iris
University of
Amsterdam

Session:
ICCM keynote speaker
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Models and Meaning: Coming Out as a Mathematical Psychologist

I love introducingmyself to laypeople as a "mathematical psycholo-gist" because they often view the termas an inherent contradictionbetween the strict formal world of mathematical and computa-tional models on the one hand and the fuzzy ineffable realm ofthe mind on the other. By embracing that apparent conflict, Ithink mathematical psychology is in a unique position to help ad-vance the science of cognition beyond the recent crises which haveexposed issues in our experimental and statistical methods. Math-ematical psychology has already played a large part in developingtools that expand access to Bayesian statistics and psychometrics,but I think it has an even more valuable part to play in advancingthe psychological theories our methods are meant to test—byimbuing formal models with meaning and enabling meaning to beexpressed via formal models. In this talk, I consider a number ofissues I have encountered in developing mathematical models toexpress cognitive theories. These issues manifest, like mathemat-ical psychology itself, as tensions between seemingly opposingends of a continuum. These include some specific issues relatedto my own areas of research, like the tension between episodicand semantic memory; the tension between associations andthe items they bind together; and the tension between neuraland cognitive levels of description. They also include broader is-sues like the tension between statistical/descriptive models andcausal/mechanistic models; the tension between quantitative fitand explanatory power; and the tension between models as psy-chometric tools versus expressions of theory. I make no attemptto resolve these tensions. Instead, I argue that the value of math-ematical psychology lies in providing the language to articulatethese tensions and to enable researchers to decide for themselveswhere they fall along these various continua in a given scientificcontext—to express what they mean in terms of models and touse models to help them explore what they mean.

Cox, Gregory
University at Albany

Session:
Estes Award Winner

Fireside chat: Rich Shiffrin (moderated by EJ Wagenmakers)

A discussion with Rich Shiffrin about his career as a mathematicalpsychologist. The discussion will be led by E.J. Wagenmakers. Shiffrin, Rich
Indiana University

Wagenmakers, EJ
University of
Amsterdam

Session:
Fireside Chat
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Tutorial/Workshop abstracts

Reinforcement learning modeling for human choice behavior

Reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms have proven to be excep-tionally effective in modeling human value-based learning anddecision-making behaviors. This workshop offers an in-depth in-troduction to RL algorithms and their application in modelinghuman decision-making behaviors. Starting with the fundamen-tals, participants will learn model-free RL algorithms applied toa multi-armed bandit task. The workshop will then advance toexplore two key extensions; (1) hierarchical RL modeling, where asequence of action is required to complete a goal, and (2) model-based RL modeling where action-values are computed based onmental simulation of possible state transitions. Throughout theworkshop, participants will engage in practical, hands-on codingexercises. These will include Bayesian parameter recovery to iden-tify RL agents’ parameters using Stan. Additionally, attendees willexperience parameter estimation applied to existing human em-pirical data. The workshop is tailored for a wide audience fromthose with a basic understanding of programming and statistics toexperienced researchers in cognitive modeling seeking to deepentheir understanding of basic RL modeling techniques. By the endof the session, participants will have acquired basic theoreticalknowledge and practical skills in implementing RL models, settingthe stage for further exploration and application of RL in variousdomains of cognitive science and beyond.

Shahar, Nitzan
Tel Aviv University

Katabi, Gili
Tel-Aviv University,
Israel

Ben-Artzi, Ido
Tel Aviv University

Marcus, Maya
Tel-Aviv University,
Israel

Elchayani, Shir
Tel-Aviv University,
Israel

Session:
Workshop:
Reinforcement Learning
Modeling For Human
Choice Behavior
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How to publish and evaluate your model

This tutorial draws from a book in process about design patterns incognitive modeling, tentatively titled Design patterns in modelingand HCI. It will be published by Oxford University Press.“How to publish your model” provides general comments on pub-lishing reports of models and the steps in modeling and simula-tion. It notes the importance of writing and of the final results. Itdescribes the various types of outputs, including talks and publica-tions. It provides a detailed process for handing the preparation,submission, and revision of a paper reporting a model, particularlyabout the importance of staying in touch with stakeholders. Italso talks about how to present a model as well as providing someadvice on how to write a conference paper and a journal article inthese areas.“How to evaluate your model” introduces the basic concepts inevaluating a model, which is done after describing the model andits behavior. After debunking the concept of proving a model, thischapter presents the case that you would like to do two funda-mental things: show that the model is worth taking seriously, bothto yourself and to others, and to know where to improve it. Thischapter notes methods and design patterns for doing these twotasks looking at non-numeric, simple, and advanced methods thathave been used, using a score card as a way to summarize the fit.It will also address interactions of these tasks with publishing yourmodel.

Ritter, Frank E
Penn State

Session:
Workshop: How To
Publish And Evaluate
Your Model
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MathPsych Talk abstracts

Evaluating the effects of response scale resolution on confidence
judgements: A Multiple Threshold Race model approach

We evaluate the metacognitive properties of confidence and howresponse scales of different resolution affect it. Specifically, weused the Multiple Threshold Race model (MTR; Reynolds et al.,2021) to understand the placement of confidence boundaries andhow they change across scales of different resolutions. In twostudies, we tested how accurate people’s confidence judgementsare on a simple perceptual task: participants were asked to evalu-ate whether there were more blue or orange dots in a dynamiccluster. To understand the impact of response scales, participantsrate how confident they are about that judgement. We manipu-lated the scale resolution so that it had 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, or 21 levels,as well as included a scale with continuous resolution. We alsomanipulated the difficulty of the task as well as included a speedvs. accuracy manipulation (whether speedier or more accurateresponses was encouraged). Results show that reaction timesfollow Hick’s law (1952) under standard conditions but violate thelaw under time pressure. Difficulty also affected participant re-sponses: people were generally overconfident in high-difficultyconditions, but their overconfidence decreased as the resolutionof the response scale increased. By modeling the data with theMTR model, we aim to understand the cognitive processes thatconstitute confidence judgements.

Alaukik, Abhay
University of Florida

Odegaard, Brian
University of Florida

Heathcote, Andrew
Univeristy of
Amsterdam

Kvam, Peter
University of Florida

Session:
Evidence Accumulation:
Race Models

Examining the Psychological Significance of the Jumps in the Decision
Process through Test-Retest Reliability Analysis

In decision-making, the Levy flights model (LFM), an extension ofthe diffusion decision model, adopts a heavy-tailed distributionwith the pivotal ’alpha’ parameter controlling the shape of thetail. This study critically examines the theoretical foundations ofalpha, emphasizing that its test-retest reliability is essential toclassify it as a cognitive style measure. Our analysis confirms thealpha parameter’s test-retest reliability across various occasionsand tasks, supporting its role as a trait-like characteristic. Thestudy also explores LFM parameter interrelations, despite lowcorrelation among the other parameters (so representing distinctaspects of data), there is a pattern of strong correlation betweenalpha and threshold. Investigating the practice effect, our analysesindicate a consistent decrease in non-decision time, threshold,and often alpha across sessions, alongside the drift-rate increase.We also employ Bayesflow for parameter estimation, evaluatingits precision with different trial counts. These findings providevaluable guidelines for future LFM research.

Ebrahimi Mehr, Mehdi

Shahid Beheshti
University

Amani Rad, Jamal
Shahid Beheshti
University

Session:
Evidence Accumulation:
Race Models
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Modeling the stop signal task: further results on the copula approach

The stop signal task is a popular tool for studying responseinhibition. Participants perform a response time task (go task)and, occasionally, the go stimulus is followed by a stop signalafter a variable delay, indicating that subjects should withholdtheir response (stop task). In the stimulus-selective version ofthe task, two different signals can be presented after the gosignal, and subjects must stop if one of them occurs (stop signal),but not if the other occurs (ignore signal). A major challengein modeling is the unobservability of stop signal processing ifstopping is successful. In the dominant model, performance ishypothesized as a race between two stochastically independentrandom variables representing go and stop signal processing.An important prediction of all independent race models is thatthe distribution of reaction times to the go signal, without astop signal being present, lies below the go signal distributionwhen a stop signal is presented after a certain time interval (stopsignal delay). In previous work based on the statistical concept ofcopula, we have shown that observed violations of this predictioncan be accounted for by dropping the stochastic independenceassumption (Colonius, Jahansa, Joe & Diederich, CBB 2023).Here, we present further results on the distribution inequalityfor stochastically dependent race models with different types ofmarginal distributions and corresponding copulas.

Jahansa, Paria
Oldenburg University

Colonius, Hans
Oldenburg University

Diederich, Adele
Oldenburg University

Session:
Evidence Accumulation:
Race Models
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Bias Against Levy Flight: What Happens When WeMisspecify Levy Flight
as Diffusion Model?

Individuals may employ diverse decision-making strategies, andthe Levy Flight (LF) model, developed by Voss et al. (2019), accom-modates these variations through a fat-tailed process of evidenceaccumulation. Although the Diffusion Model (DM) is commonlyused in modeling binary decision-making, we propose that incertain instances, the LF model could be a more faithful repre-sentation of the data-generation process. We aim to investigatewhether a bias exists when the true data-generating model is LFand the DM is employed to interpret the data, and vice versa. Toinvestigate this, we conducted an extensive simulation study usingsimulation-based inference with neural networks as implementedin the BayesFlow framework, an approach suitable for modelslacking analytical likelihood functions, as the LF. Another aspect ofour study examined the potential biases present in neural networkestimates. To assess this, Stan was utilized as a benchmark forthe neural estimators. A comparison of parameter estimates forthe standard DM between BayesFlow and Stan revealed a closecorrespondence for both DM and LF data, thereby validating ourmethodology against a strong baseline. In terms of our substan-tive question, both BayesFlow and Stan revealed nearly identicalestimation biases when fitting the DM to LF data: non-decisiontime was underestimated, boundary separation and starting pointis overestimated in fast responses, and drift rate estimation dete-riorated as drift rate increased. These results suggest that neuralnetworks can closely approximate the true posteriors of DM, butthese posteriors may exhibit notable biases when estimating thecore DM parameters from LF-like data.

Hato, Tuba
Heidelberg University,
Germany

Schumacher, Lukas
University of Basel

Radev, Stefan
Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute

Voss, Andreas
Heidelberg University

Session:
Evidence Accumulation:
Race Models

Is Evidence Accumulation Jumpy? A Lévy-Flight Model explains Fast
Errors in Perceptual Decision Making

In the last decades, the diffusionmodel (Ratcliff, 1978) has becomea standard model for fast binary decisions, as it is able to mapdata from many different cognitive tasks. The diffu-sion modelassumes that binary decisions are based on continuous evidenceaccumulation with constant drift and Gaussian noise. However,recently, it has been suggested that mod-els with heavy-tailednoise distributions provide better fit especially for fast perceptualdeci-sions. These so-called Levy-Flight Models of decision mak-ing are characterized by jumps in evidence accumulation. In thepresent study, the goodness-of-fit of the standard diffusion modeland the Levy Flight model are compared for four different tasks.Specifically, partici-pants had to assess the direction of arrows(perceptual task) or the odd/even status of num-bers (numericaltask). Both tasks were administered in a single stimulus conditionand a multiple stimulus condition, whereat in the latter condition,the task was to indicate the dom-inating stimulus type. Followingprevious results, we expected more jumpiness in evidence accu-mulation for the easier conditions (i.e. the arrow task and thesingle stimulus condition). Results confirmed these assumptions.

Voss, Andreas
Heidelberg University

Session:
Evidence Accumulation:
Race Models
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The REMmodel of Shiffrin & Steyvers (1997) Predicts 2AFC and Four-way
Classification (4WC)

After study of a list of items, recognition memory is usually testedwith a single item, half from the list (targets, or OLD) and half notfrom the list (foils, or NEW). The present research tests the abilityof existing models to generalize to new situations by using a novelparadigm: testing with two items, both OLD, both NEW, or one ofeach. Some tests used Two-Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC) inwhich Ss were asked to choose the item more likely OLD; othertests used four-way classification (4WC) in which Ss were asked toclassify the two items as 1) both old, 2) both new, 3) left old, rightnew, or 4) left new, right old. Both choice probabilities (accuracy)and response time were measured. Each S studied lists containing12 words, 24 words, 12 pictures, 24 pictures, or lists of 12 wordsrandomly mixed with 12 pictures. After study of mixed lists, sometests were two words, some were two pictures, and some wereone picture with one word. The choice probabilities in all theseconditions were predicted well by the Retrieving Effectively fromMemorymodel (REM) of Shiffrin and Steyvers (1997) using the 1997parameter values. Signal-detection modeling (unequal varianceGaussian strength distributions) predicted the choice probabilitiesusing different parameters for different conditions, but suggestedthat decisions are based on the ratio of strengths rather than rawvalues, similar to the way that REM uses odds based on likelihoodratios. Initial analysis and modeling gave support to the idea thatREM can be extended successfully to predict response times.

Mohamed, Zainab
IU Bloomington

Meyer-Grant,
Constantin
University of Freiburg

Shiffrin, Rich
Indiana University

Session:
Memory

How cognitive load and cognitive reflection impact probability
judgments?

Sampling is pivotal in existing models of probability judgments,yet it harbors two unresolved questions: (1) the specific factorsthat affect sampling errors have not been thoroughly investigated;(2) whether there are judgment errors beyond sampling’s reachremains unknown. Our study aims to tackle these gapswith two ap-proaches. First, we suggest that sampling errors inversely correlatewith cognitive reflection scores, indicating that intuitive thinkersare more susceptible to such errors than analytical thinkers. Sec-ond, we posit that an increased cognitive load could limit theability to collect samples, thereby increasing sampling errors. Ourexploration focuses on the impact of these two factors on proba-bility and normality identities as presented by Costello and Watts(2014) and Huang et al. (2024). We evaluate how well currentsampling models predict the relationship between the two fac-tors and the identities. Additionally, we investigate whether someidentities exhibit different responses to the two factors comparedto others.

Pothos, Emmanuel

Busemeyer, Jerome
Indiana University

Huang, Adam
Indiana University

Session:
Memory
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Semantic Similarity and Context Cues alleviate Set-size Effects on
Long-Term Memory Retrieval Times

We all know the feeling of searching our memory for that oneparticular piece of information. However, if long-term memory(LTM) retrieval is indeed a search process, the time it takes toremember a specific memory should be strongly affected by twofactors: 1. The number of memories and 2. the organization ofthese memories. We tested these assumptions and used retrievaltimes (RTs) to investigate how LTM is organized. Specifically, par-ticipants learned word pairs and we tested how LTM RTs for cuedwords are affected by the number of learned word pairs. Addi-tionally, we also manipulated the semantic similarity of the wordsin a word pair using Word2Vec embeddings to test whether se-mantic similarity decreases search times in LTM. The validity ofthe Word2Vec embeddings was confirmed in a separate study,where we showed a high correlation (r = 0.81) with human pair-wise similarity ratings. We found that RTs were indeed longer afterlearning more word pairs and that semantically similar word pairscould be retrieved faster. In a second study, we tested whetheradditional context cues during encoding and retrieval speed upRTs. Preliminary results suggest, that this is the case. However,in line with cue-overload theory, the benefit of the context cuedepended on how many items were originally associated with acontext cue. These findings are consistent with a search-basedmodel of retrieval, illustrating its sensitivity to the number ofmem-ory candidates, while highlighting the role of the specificity of thecue in optimizing search performance.

Haridi, Susanne
Helmholtz Institute
Munich

Thalmann , Mirko

Schulz, Eric
Helmholtz Institute
Munich

Session:
Memory
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Neurocognitive psychometrics of interindividual differences in working
memory

Measuring individual differences in working memory processesis challenging, particularly if one is interested in the question ofwhich specific aspect of working memory capacity is most rele-vant for individual differences in cognitive abilities. Mathematicalmodels can address this issue, as they are capable of mappingprocesses of interest with parameters that are mathematically de-rived from hypotheses about the nature of these latent processes.The Memory Measurement Model framework (M3; Oberauer &Lewandowsky, 2018) consists of a collection of such cognitive mea-surement models that isolate parameters associated with distinctworking memory processes, such as the formation of bindings orthe filtering of irrelevant distractors, in widely used paradigms likesimple or complex span tasks. Based on simulations, we developeda series of experiments for different stimulus modalities, tailoredto estimate the parameters of the M3 complex span models andto be concurrently used for electrophysiological research. Wedemonstrate that the estimated parameters are related to specificneurocognitive processes such as the P300 and the contingentnegative variation and are capable of mapping individual differ-ences in these processes. We will discuss how this neurocognitivepsychometric approach enables more precise measurement oflatent working memory processes and whether model parameterscan be mapped to neurocognitive correlates.

Göttmann, Jan
University of Mainz

Schneider, Daniel
Leibniz Institut für
Arbeitsforschung an der
TU Dortmund

Schubert, Anna-Lena
University of Mainz

Session:
Memory
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Working memory, attention and executive control in digit span tasks

A considerable number of non-central nervous system (non-CNS)cancer survivors face long-term cognitive impairments aftersuccessful treatment, which affects various domains of cognition.Two tests used to measure working memory and attention arethe digit span forward and digit span backwards, which werecomputerized to assess cognitive deficits in cancer survivors.These tests are generally analyzed through all-or-nothing scoring,discarding potentially useful information from input data.We aim to construct a novel model to separate various processesmeasured in the digit span tests. We investigate which cognitiveprocesses are impaired in cancer survivors.We use a computerized testing battery to gather input data fromthe digit span tests, and use partial-credit scoring based onDamerau-Levenshtein distance as the primary outcome measure.We formulate a hierarchical Bayesian cognitive process modelwhich uses these data to identify three separate processes:Working memory capacity, i.e., the maximum span length anindividual is able to reproduce and influences both forward andbackwards performance; attentional control, which modulatesforwards and backwards performance; and executive control,which exclusively modulates backwards performance. Wecompare these process outcomes between non-CNS cancersurvivors and healthy controls, to investigate whether our modelis more informative than traditional clinical measures.The digit span tests can be separated into three distinct cognitiveprocesses, which can then be used to compare patient popula-tions to healthy controls. More generally, formal modeling allowsfor the extraction of more precise information in describing thecognitive deficits faced by patients.
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Modeling the roles of epistemic and aleatory uncertainty in people’s
subjective perceptions of uncertainty.

An old debate in the decision sciences is concerned with the ques-tion of how different forms of uncertainty influence people’s per-ceptions and hence their choices. One plausible classification dis-tinguishes between aleatory uncertainty which refers to stochasticvariability in outcomes and epistemic uncertainty which refers toa lack of knowledge of something that is, in principle, knowable.Although this distinction is commonly used, to date no study hassystematically disentangled (1) whether people perceive these twoforms of uncertainty differently, (2) whether their perceptions areindependent or correlated, and (3) how the respective perceptionsare associated with people’s perception of a situation’s generaluncertainty. To answer these questions, we conduct an experi-ment with a 2 (epistemic uncertainty: low vs. high) x 2 (aleatoryuncertainty: low vs. high) between-subjects design. We imple-ment this design both in the self-report (vignette-based scenarios)and the task (incentivized lotteries) space to thus model the re-lationship between different types of perceived uncertainty. Bymodeling how an individual’s perception of uncertainty changesas a function of source and degree of uncertainty, we intend tomake at least two contributions. First, we inform researchers onhow to investigate the distinct influence of types and perceptionsof uncertainty on a decision maker’s choices. Second, we aim tocontribute to the debate on how to distinguish risk, uncertainty,and different flavors thereof.
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The influence of probability versus utility on repeated mental
simulations of risky events

There has been considerable interest in exploring how the utility ofan outcome impacts the probability with which it is mentally sim-ulated. Earlier studies using varying methodologies have yieldeddivergent conclusions with different directions of the influence.To directly examine such mental process, we employed a randomgeneration paradigm inwhich all the outcomeswere either equally(i.e., followed a uniform distribution) or unequally (i.e., a binomialdistribution) probable. While our results revealed individual differ-ences in how the utility influenced responses, the overall findingssuggested that it is the outcomes’ probabilities, not their utilities,that guide this process. Notably, an initial utility-independentbias emerged, with individuals displaying a tendency to start withsmaller values when all outcomes are equally likely. Our findingsoffer insights into the benefits of studying the mental samplingprocesses and provide empirical support for particular samplingmodels in this domain.
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Investigating Risky Choices With ‘Fatal’ Outcomes Using the Extinction
Gambling Task
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An affect-based computational framework for modeling risky choice
with nonmonetary outcomes

The development of formal models of decision making under riskhas been shaped largely by decisions between options with mon-etary outcomes, with the most prominent model being cumu-lative prospect theory (CPT). Whereas CPT is good at describingchoices betweenmonetary lotteries, it shows poorer performancein the context of decisions between options with nonmonetaryand nonnumerical outcomes (e.g., medications with possible sideeffects). We suggest that this may be due to affective processesand context-dependent evaluation—which are not consideredin CPT—playing a larger role in nonmonetary than in monetarychoices. We propose three psychologically motivated modifica-tions to CPT’s modeling framework to capture these differences:(a) representing the subjective value of a nonmonetary outcomeby an affect rating (rather than a monetary equivalent); (b) de-termining the subjective affective value of an outcome relativeto the value of the worst outcome in the choice problem; (c) as-suming that the probability weighting for an outcome dependson the amount of affect triggered. We submit model variants ofCPT implementing the proposed modifications to a model com-parison in three empirical data sets. For choices between optionswith negative nonmonetary outcomes (medications with possi-ble side effects), these modifications substantially improve CPT’sperformance relative to that of the original version of CPT. Thesame does not hold for monetary choices. Overall, in addition tofleshing out key differences in the processing of monetary andnonmonetary risky options, our work demonstrates how affectiveprocesses can be formally integrated within classical theories ofdecision making under risk.
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How sampling strategies shape risky choice

When making decisions under risk, information about the options’payoff distributions is often initially limited and must thereforebe actively gathered. Making such experience-based decisionsnot only requires a procedure for comparing options, but also aprocedure for guiding and stopping information search. Althoughsearch, comparison, and stopping are elementary components ofthe decision-making process, rather little is known about how theymight contribute to particular preference patterns. Here, we de-velop a computational framework to specify sampling strategiesfor experience-based risky choice in terms of a search, a com-parison, and a stopping rule, and examine the choice patternsemerging under different settings of these rules. Our analysesdemonstrate how descriptive hallmarks of decision making underrisk–such as deviations from expected value (EV) maximization,risk aversion, and over- or underweighting of rare events–canarise from the operation and interplay of the building blocks thatcompose the sampling strategies. For instance, we show howfrequent switching between options during search and a longersearch process lead to more EV maximization and a linear weight-ing of outcomes and probabilities when the samples are integratedand evaluated according to a summary comparison rule. In con-trast, we show how the same search pattern leads to systematicdeviations from EV maximization, an S-shaped probability weight-ing function, and a highly compressed value function when thesamples are integrated and evaluated according to a roundwisecomparison rule. Moreover, our analyses reveal how samplingstrategies produce different choice behaviors depending on theproperties of the choice ecology.
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Cognitive models of multi-response choice

The literature on value-based decision-making often focuses onsingle-item selections. However, many decisions like grocery shop-ping or forming a team, involve choosing multiple items. These“multi-response” decisions require selectingmultiple options froma set. Despite their prevalence in everyday life, little work hasexamined the cognitive mechanisms underpinning multi-responsedecision-making. Our study extends the Sequential SamplingModel (SSM) framework to test competing strategies that peoplemay use in multi-response choice. In our task, subjects were askedto choose one, two, or three food items out of a set of four. Oursubjects generally chose their highest ranked foods (based on in-dependent ratings). Interestingly, they also generally chose higherranked items first. Subjects’ response times for their first selecteditems were similar to their response times when choosing a singleitem. However, subsequent responses were made more quickly.Together, these results suggest that in multi-response choice peo-ple may evaluate their options in parallel, allowing them to gathersupport for multiple items at once, and leading to the fastest re-sponses for the best items. Model simulations confirm that anSSM account can capture these patterns, while several alterna-tive models cannot. Together, our work offers a starting point forstudying the dynamics of multi-response decisions.
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Value and contrast in evidence accumulation models

In evidence accumulation models of value-driven choice, driftrates are known to reflect the relative preference of the decision-maker over the alternatives. Although common evidence accumu-lation models - such as the DDM and LBA - are equally able to fitdata for a given choice set, they generate diverging predictionsabout the effect of increasing the value of an alternative and theircalibrated drift rates are not easily comparable.In this paper, I clarify theoretically the relation between drift ratesacross evidence accumulation models. I characterize evidence ac-cumulation models by their range - the set of choice and responsetime distributions that they can generate - and their contrast - theextent to which increasing the value of one alternative slows downthe choice of another. Common evidence accumulation modelshave a similar range, as my simulations reveal, but a drasticallydifferent contrast.Since the correct level of contrast is an empirical question, I pro-pose a tractable framework to calibrate it on an existing model. Ialso give general conditions under which this approach is applica-ble. Evidence accumulation model with a similar range generatesimilar predictions once their contrast is properly calibrated. Icalibrate a LBA model and its contrast on data generated by aDDMwith varying alternatives values and find the level of contrastpredicted by theory for a DDM.Overall, this paper sheds a new light on the long-lasting debateson model equivalence and mimicry from the perspective of value-driven choice.
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Analyzing the Impact of Choice Complexity on Risky Choices

The pervasive challenge of information overload often leadsdecision-makers to avoid complex options in favor of simpler tounderstand alternatives, even if the complex options are morerewarding. However, previous research only focused on the behav-ioral phenomenon of complexity aversion. Here, we provide a driftdiffusionmodeling approach to better understand how complexityaffects decision making in a different experimental environments.In our experiment, we use compound lotteries to examine deci-sion making not only between complex and simple options butalso in situations where both options are either complex or simple.Through the application of drift diffusion models, we aim to eluci-date the cognitive mechanisms at play during the decision-makingprocess.As results we found no support for complexity aversion whencontrasting complex with simple options. However, comparingdecisions between complex and simple options, we found effectsof complexity on decision making in response times, choice consis-tency, risk taking, and the effect of rare outcomes (or skewness) ondecisions. Building on these behavioral effects, we employed driftdiffusion models to test the cognitive processes through whichcomplexity affects decision-making. This approach reveals signifi-cant effects of complexity on risk preference, choice consistency,and the subjective interpretation of probabilities. The new ex-perimental results and the computational modeling advance ourunderstanding of how complexity impacts risk-taking behavior anddelineates the cognitive processes involved.
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Speed, accuracy, and complexity

Response time is often used as an indicator of how complex aproblem is in various settings, such as lottery choice, loans, andportfolio selection. This is sometimes justified by is the observa-tion that, in many cases, faster choices tend to be more accurate.Existing evidence suggests a more ambiguous relationship be-tween speed and accuracy, wherein sometimes faster decisionsare better, and in other instances slower decisions are more accu-rate.In this paper, we reconcile this ambiguous relation between speedand accuracy by revisiting a standard Wald problem of optimalstopping. We show that whilst choice quality is monotone in prob-lem complexity (noise-to-signal ratio), expected stopping timeis inverse U-shaped. This suggests a nuanced relation betweenspeed and accuracy: in simple problems, people choose fast andwell; in slightly more complicated ones, they choose slower andless well; but if they become much more complicated, choices arenecessarily worse, but response times are now faster. Extendingour model to dynamic effort control, we uncover that this non-monotonicity also suggests restraint in using response times toinfer ability: high ability individuals may choose faster in simpleproblems and slower in more complex ones. Moreover, we showthat this non-monotonicity is a generic feature of models withcostly information acquisition. Finally, we leverage our resultsto examine the effect of incentive distortion on behaviour. Wefind that incentive distortion is more effective in steering choicesin more complex problems, opening the way to infer problemcomplexity from simple manipulations of incentives.
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A computational framework to account for visual attention in
multi-attribute decisions

The impact of visual attention on choice processes has been es-tablished over the last decades. Several studies are consistentwith the view that visual attention increases the subjective valueof the attended option. However, a few computational modelshave been proposed to investigate how attention and subjectivevalues interact in multi-attribute choices. Moreover, these mod-els disagree in terms of whether value is modulated by attentionadditively or multiplicatively. The additive theory states that theboost up subjective value depends only on gaze duration, andgaze on an option magnifies the subjective value at a constantrate. On the other hand, the multiplicative theory assumes thatthe magnitude of the attention-driven boost is value-dependent,and gazing at a high-value option yields a more significant boostin subjective value. Although there is a long debate on these twotheories, recent studies have shown that both additive and mul-tiplicative interactions between subjective value and gaze timemay be essential for explaining empirical data and have suggestedhybrid theories. For multi-attribute decisions, however, extant at-tentional models only consider the multiplicative interaction. Thiswork introduces a new computational framework to account forattention inmulti-attribute decisions. Ourmodel assumes a hybridattentional mechanism for the interaction between subjective val-ues and gaze duration. We have tested the model on four datasetsfrom various domains (e.g., clothing/brand, food/nutrition, foodbundle, and money risk tasks). The results from the nested modelcomparison show that the proposed hybrid model works betterthan the other computational models.
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Conceptions of status: A natural language processing approach

People care about their status in the society. But how do theydefine status? What features and attributes does a high-statusindividual have? Traditional self-report methods are not wellsuited for uncovering the multidimensional and implicit meaningor meanings of status. We therefore used natural languageprocessing (NLP) techniques to address these questions.We used Word2Vec embeddings to predict status ratings(obtained from 161 participants) for 350 globally recognizednames from the Pantheon 1.0 dataset. We achieved a correlationof .65 between actual and predicted status ratings. We alsoexplored personality traits associated with perceived high statusby multiplying the model’s weight vector with embeddingrepresentations for trait words. We found that the “Intellect”construct (Goldberg, 1990) had the highest similarity, suggestingknowledge and intelligence are key perceived indicators of statusfor our (student) participants. Moreover, using a bottom-upapproach by measuring the similarity between the weightvector and 10,000 common English words, we extracted the 100adjectives most semantically related to status. Three clusterswere identified: culture and art (e.g., cultural, musical, andclassic), math and technology (e.g., mathematical, technologicaland physical), and nationalities/races (e.g., Indian, Asian andBrazilian).We will also report results from an ongoing study that recruit abroader group of participants from Prolific. We will ask themto describe "high status" individuals in their own words, ratherthan rating given names. This study aims to explore how status isevaluated more generally.
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Using LLMs to automate the analysis of verbal reports

In this presentation, we argue that verbal reports, often over-looked due to their perceived subjectivity and inefficiency forlarge-scale analysis, can be invaluable in understanding decision-making processes. Drawing fromMechera-Ostrovsky’s framework,we demonstrate that such reports can validate the formal compo-nents in cognitive models, as well as explore their more implicitassumptions. To make the collection and analysis of verbal reportsmore efficient, we introduce a new, user-friendly platform, whichis integrated in the jsPsych library, that uses advanced machine-learning methods to capture and automatically analyze verbalreports collected during an experiment.We demonstrate the capabilities of this platform through a casestudy on a memory task. In this study, we provide a detailed ex-planation of our data evaluation process, which includes SpeechRecognition, Auto-Summarization, and Text Vectorization. We willshow how the text-vectorization step involves converting sum-maries of text into high-dimensional vectors, which then enablesthe use of numerical methods like clustering, hypothesis testing,and visualization. Our case study serves as a fundamental illus-tration, presenting a flexible structure that can be convenientlyadapted to different pipelines, tasks, and applications. Overall,our approach provides a scalable and accessible alternative fortranslating qualitative data into quantified data, opening up newoptions for the way verbal reports can be utilized in cognitiveresearch.
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From Verbal Reports to Model Validation: Theoretical Framework and
Application

We introduce a novel theoretical framework that merges verbalreports with computational cognitive models. This approach lever-ages the context-sensitive capabilities of advanced large languagemodels (LLMs) to analyze participants’ verbal descriptions of theirapproaches to performing a task. To facilitate such an analysis,we have developed a JavaScript-based plugin for use with JsPsychthat enables real-time speech recognition, where spoken reportsare automatically converted into text and subsequently analyzedusing LLMs. This tool significantly reduces the typical burden ofanalysing self-report data.The talk will start by outlining the theoretical framework, empha-sising its potential to enrich our understanding of cognitive pro-cesses through verbal data. It will then continue with discussingthe functionalities of the plugin, ranging from its voice-to-texttranscription capabilities, vectorisation, and the application ofanalytical techniques such as keyword extraction, clustering, andlabelling. These features are pivotal for quantitatively assessingverbal data. Additionally, we will share insights from a pilot studyconducted to evaluate the efficacy of our software, providing acomprehensive overview of its potential to enhance cognitivemodelling research. In summary, this talk provides a generalisableroadmap for researchers interested in collecting verbal reports.
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The Role of Episodic Memory in Storytelling: Comparing Large Language
Models with Humans

We compare storytelling in GPT-3.5, a recent large languagemodel,with human storytelling. Although GPT models are capable ofsolving novel and challenging tasks and matching human-level per-formance, it is not well understood if GPT processes informationsimilarly as humans. We hypothesized that GPT differs from hu-mans in the kind ofmemories it possesses, and thus could performdifferently on tasks influenced by memory, such as storytelling.Storytelling is an important task for comparison as GPT becomesan increasingly popular writing and narrative tool. We used anexisting dataset of human stories, either recalled or imagined (Sapet al., 2022), and generated GPT stories with prompts designedto align with human instructions. We found that GPT’s storiesfollowed a common narrative flow of the story prompt (analogousto semantic memory in humans) more than details occurring inthe specific context of the event (analogous to episodic memoryin humans). Furthermore, despite lacking episodic details, GPT-generated stories exhibited language with greater word affect(valence, arousal, and dominance). When provided with exam-ples of human stories (through few-shot prompting), GPT was notable to align its stories’ narrative flow with human recalled stories,nor did it match its affective aspects with either human imaginedor recalled stories. We discuss these results in relation to GPT’straining data as well as the way it was trained.
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Varieties of selective influence: Extensions and surprises!

Abstract: All science, including psychological science, is subject towhat Townsend and Ashby havecalled the principle of correspondent change which ensures thatexperimental manipulations act asinformed agents with respect to predictions and testing criticaltheoretical features. Mostly, thistype of program goes unspoken. Within the general field knownas the information processingapproach, S. Sternberg invented the additive factors method inwhich the aforesaid feature plays amajor and explicit role. We call this approach a theory drivenmethodology because the scientistformulates a set of theories or models and then formulates exper-imental variables that will permitstrong tests among the hypothetical alternatives. Our term forthe general approach is systemsfactorial technology. Often, these tests can be accomplished withqualitative, non-parametric,distribution free methods, but our so-called sieve method advo-cates, once the initial qualitativesteps are accomplished, a move to assessing more detail paramet-ric versions of the model classes.Over the decades, the meta-theory underpinning SFT and like ap-proaches has evidenced dramaticgrowth in both expanse and depth. Particularly, the critical as-sumption of selective influence,testable to some extent, has received extensive and sophisticatedtreatment. The various centralallied concepts are interlinked but do not form a simple linearly-ordered chain. This study carrieson exploration of the central concepts and relationships and theirimplications for psychologicalresearch.
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Learning in the Context of Partial Information

In our everyday lives, there are often more aspects of the envi-ronment than we can reasonably attend. As a consequence, weselectively attend to some aspects of the environment – usuallythose aspects which are most relevant to our goals – and ignoreaspects that are deemed irrelevant. It follows then, that usingselective attention can limit a learner’s impression of an environ-ment, because the information that is stored in memory is only abiased sample or partially encoded version of that environment.However, previous theories assume perfect and consistent ac-cess to all available dimensions, regardless of how attention isdistributed. Here, we build upon existing models of categorizationto illustrate how partial encoding can account for differences inlearning. We use three benchmark datasets to demonstrate howthe model can flexibly capture different learning strategies withinthe same task by creating a map of the corresponding representa-tion. Most importantly, models equipped with partial encodingreadily account for unique behavioral profiles suggesting failureof selective attention to relevant dimensions.
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Deriving critical tests of ACT-R using systems factorial technology with
global model analysis

Cognitive architectures (CAs) are unified theories of cognitionwhich describeinvariant properties in the structure and function of cognition,and how sub-systems (e.g.,memory, vision) interact as a coherent system. An important roleof CAs is integratingfindings across many domains into a unified theory and preventingresearch silos. Onedownside of CAs is that their breadth and complexity createchallenges for deriving criticaltests of core architectural assumptions. Consequentially, it isoften unclear to what extentempirical tests of CAs are driven by core architectural vs. auxiliaryassumptions. Toaddress this issue, we developed a methodology for derivingcritical tests of CAs whichcombines systems factorial technology (SFT; Townsend & Nozawa,1995) and global modelanalysis (GMA), forming what we call SFT-GMA. In SFT-GMA, GMAis performedwithin an SFT model space of qualitative model classes spanningfour dimensions:architecture, stopping rule, dependence, and workload capacity.Constraints on the modelspace are derived from core architectural assumptions which mayprovide a basis for criticaltests. To demonstrate the utility of SFT-GMA, we applied it to theACT-R cognitivearchitecture (Anderson et al., 2004). Despite many degrees offreedom in the specificationof parameters values, production rules, and declarative memoryrepresentations, SFT-GMArevealed that ACT-R’s core architectural assumptions imposetestable constraints on theSFT model space. In particular, ACT-R is incompatible with mostparallel SFT models ofperceptual processing. We believe that the use of theorem-basedmethods such asSFT-GMA have the potential to stimulate theoretical progress forCAs.The views expressed in this paper are those of theauthors and do not reflect the official policy or position ofthe Department of Defense or the US Government. Thiswork was supported by the Air Force Research Laboratory(FA8650-22-C-1046). Approved for public release; distributionunlimited. Cleared 12/21/2023; Case Number: AFRL-2023-6387.
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Deciphering Decision-Making Efficiency: The interplay of reliability and
credibility in automated information processing

Effective information exchange plays a crucial role in attaining col-laborative benefits, evident by dyads exchanging their confidenceto reach integrated joint decisions. However, there is limited un-derstanding of whether the credibility of automated informationinfluences decision-making, particularly when decision makerswere presumed to seek assistance from automation. In a catego-rization task, participants were randomly assigned to interact withautomated aids varying in credibility and reliability for performingdifficult and easy tasks. With the employment of the single-targetself-terminating (STST) stopping rule in Systems Factorial Technol-ogy, participants’ decision efficiency was measured by comparingdecision performance with the assistance of the automated aidto a null model where the task was processed without any assis-tance. Results showed a robust validity effect (the performancediscrepancy between the valid and invalid automated cues) inresponse times and accuracy when participants were aided byhigh-reliability automation. This effect was further amplified bythe impact of high-credibility automated information, particularlyin the context of difficult tasks. The STST capacity highlighted thesignificance of automation reliability, rather than credibility, indetermining the processing efficiency of automated information.Specifically, the decision making with high-reliability informationdemonstrated efficient processing in difficult tasks when providedwith valid information. Together, our findings suggested that cred-ibility influences the attenuation of the validity effect when de-cision makers rely on highly reliable suggestions, yet it does notimpact processing efficiency. Our research contributed to under-standing the role of automation credibility and its interaction withreliability in automated information processing.
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MSPN: A Modular Serial-Parallel Network for Computational Modeling
of Response Time and Choice in Facial Recognition Across Composite,
Part-to-Whole, and Other-Race Effect Paradigms

The debate in face perception research revolves aroundholistic ver-sus analytical processing. Evidence supports both methods, withneural and subjective data showing faces can be viewed both aswholes and by individual parts. This dual approach aligns with hier-archical object representation, where neural groups target specificvisual traits. The challenge lies in merging these processes within aunified framework and connecting them to cognitive functions likememory and decision-making involved in recognizing faces. Wepropose a novel computational framework termed the ModularSerial-Parallel Network (MSPN), which synthesizes several percep-tual and cognitive approaches including memory representations,signal detection theory, rule-based decision-making, mental ar-chitectures (serial and parallel processing), random walks, andprocess interactivity. MSPN provides a computational modelingaccount of four stages in face perception: (a) representational(b) decisional, (c) logical-rule implementation, and (d) modularstochastic accrual of information and can account for both choiceprobabilities and response-time predictions. As an exploratorytool, we utilized MSPN to validate facial theories across multi-ple paradigms: (i) In the composite face paradigm, the analysesrevealed support for holistic encoding in aligned conditions and an-alytic encoding in misaligned conditions. The Congruency × Align-ment interaction, often used to infer holistic processing, showedmixed results across models, raising concerns about its validity;(ii) in the part-to-whole paradigm analytic encoding and holisticencoding was equally successful in accurately capturing facial fea-ture recognition patterns. MSPN effectively revealed shifts in facialperception when transitioning to object stimuli, but since serialand parallel modules show similar fits, exploring interactivity be-tween facial features is crucial; (iii) in the other-race effect studywe used MSPN as a theoretical tool in a face classification taskexploring how people perceive faces from different races. TheMPSN showing an impressive ability in fitting the individual choiceresponse time distributions over other models. It suggests that fa-cial processing can vary based on the task and doesn’t always relyon holistic perception. The research didn’t find a significant differ-ence in how participants perceived faces of other races, possiblydue to factors like sample size and adjustmentsmade for individualdifferences in detecting facial features. Overall, MSPN provideddetailed insights into cognitive processing dynamics, revealing theinterplay between holistic and analytic encodingmechanisms. Ourfindings suggest a need for more comprehensive analyses beyondsimplistic interactionmeasures. Additionally, MSPN serves both asan exploratory tool for refining the theoretical constructs in facialperception using validation/falsification operations and serves asa theoretical framework for exploring other perceptual and cog-nitive domains. Its versatility allows for generalization to diversedomains, offering a comprehensive approach to understandingcomplex cognitive processes.
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The Dark Side of Sequential Testing: A Simulation Study on
Questionable Research Practices

The replication crisis, characterized by issues such as inadequatesample sizes and questionable research practices (QRPs) includingdata peeking, has prompted the exploration of sequential testingprocedures as a potential solution. Notably, Sequential ProbabilityRatio Tests (SPRTs) are highly efficient compared to traditionalfixed designs. In our simulation of 120,000 datasets, the sequen-tial samples were smaller than the fixed samples in 87% of cases.And on average, 56% fewer data points had to be collected withthe sequential design. However, QRPs may also emerge in thecontext of SPRTs. Consequently, we carried out a simulation studyin which we applied various strategies aimed at favoring the alter-native hypothesis. These ranged from ostensibly well-intentionedor motivated reasoning to outright fraudulent manipulations, in-cluding multiple parallel sequential ANOVAs, subgroup and outlieranalyses, adjustments in expected effect sizes, reordering of data,and selective data filtering based on their impact on likelihoodratios. Reflecting on our findings, our aim is to discuss the strate-gies we employed by assessing their severity, and to deepen theunderstanding of the risks associated with QRPs in the specificcontext of sequential testing.
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Assessing the relevance of random effects for statements in
mixed-effects models of the illusory truth effect

The illusory truth effect refers to the phenomenon that repeatedexposure to a statement increases its perceived truthfulness. Intruth-effect studies, binary judgments are usually aggregatedwithin subjects, yielding proportions between 0 and 1. Thesevalues are then used as the dependent variable in an analysis ofvariance (ANOVA). However, this procedure has several limitations.First, it assumes that all statements in the study are homogeneous,even though they vary in terms of many properties. Second, pro-portions are subject to floor and ceiling effects, causing violationsof model assumptions such as heteroscedasticity and impossiblepredictions beyond 0 and 1. Third, the ANOVA approach does notallow to add trial-level predictors. A solution to these issues is gen-eralized linear mixed-effects models (GLMM). The random-effectstructure can account for differences both in persons and state-ments, the use of a link function prevents the model from makingimpossible predictions, and trial-level predictors can easily be in-cluded. GLMM also offers theoretical benefits since the estimatedregression coefficients can be interpreted as response bias anddiscrimination sensitivity in terms of signal detection theory. Tocompare the results of ANOVA and different GLMM specifications,we re-analyzed 22 openly available datasets from 2018 to 2024.The preliminary results show that GLMMs with random interceptsfor subjects only do not solve the problems; conversely, they leadto higher rates of finding significant effects. However, once ran-dom intercepts for statements are added, p-values become moreconservative.
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Spurious correlations in cognitive models: Bayesian hierarchical
modeling to the rescue

Cognitive models, such as evidence accumulation models, havebecome increasingly popular in individual differences research inpsychology and neuroscience. By computing correlations amongcognitive model parameters, researchers aim to understand howthe cognitive processes they represent relate to each other andjointly determine performance. It is generally recognized thatcognitive model parameters can be challenging to estimate due totheir sloppiness, that is the strong within-participant correlationsamong the parameters encapsulated in the likelihood of the mod-els. However, it is rarely acknowledged that sloppiness can leadto spurious between-participant correlations and hence resultin incorrect substantive conclusions about individual differences.Consider, for instance, the diffusion decision model, a prominentcognitive model of speeded decision making. In the presenceof limited between-participant variability in model parameters,the strong negative within-participant correlation between theresponse caution and non-decision time parameters can masquer-ade as a between-participant correlation, leading to the spuriousconclusion that individuals with more cautious decision makingare quicker at encoding the stimulus and executing the correspond-ing response. In this talk, we explore how single-level parameterestimation, Bayesian and non-Bayesian alike, can result in spuri-ous between-participant correlations reflecting within-participantcorrelations rather than individual differences. We then showthat the appropriately parameterized Bayesian hierarchical modelcan protect against spurious correlations. We discuss the conse-quences of this statistical artifact and offer recommendations foridentifying and guarding against the resulting inferential biases.
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Exploring non-linear trajectories in intensive longitudinal data: A
comprehensive review of the available statistical methods

Traditional statistical approaches applied to intensive longitudi-nal data often assume linearity and stationarity. When appliedto inherently non-linear processes such as second language ac-quisition, psychopathology onset and treatment, or emotionalvalence, these approaches will likely lead to biased conclusions.While various methods for modelling non-linearity like polyno-mial regression, regression splines, and non-linear dynamic struc-tural equation modelling have gained popularity, many other tech-niques within the time series literature remain unexplored. Dueto the diverse assumptions, inferential capabilities, and types ofnon-linearity that each of these methods can capture, researchersfrequently face challenges in choosing the most suitable approachfor their specific context. This talk aims to address this ambiguityby conducting an exhaustive review of the available techniques,ranging from data-driven tools, such as local polynomial regres-sion and Gaussian processes, to fully parametric models withinthe state space model framework. Further, we conducted simula-tion studies to compare the efficacy of the different methods incapturing various types of non-linearity at different sample sizes,initially focusing on an n = 1 design. Lastly, we will illustrate whatinsights and inferences eachmethod can provide by applying themto real intensive longitudinal experience sampling data. This com-prehensive analysis intends to empower researchers to choose astatistical method that aligns with their theoretical considerations,research questions, and sample characteristics, when studyingnon-linear processes. We expect that this will reduce the biasinduced by violating the linearity assumption in current experi-ence sampling results and provide novel insights fostering theorydevelopment across domains.
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Generalized Bayesian hierarchical structural equation modeling

Structural equation models (SEMs) are popular tools for investigat-ing structural relationships among latent psychological constructs.In traditional applications, SEMs are estimated on summary scoresaggregated across multiple measurements per individual, ignor-ing the hierarchical structure of the data and assuming that theindividual-level data are normally distributed. This approach suf-fers from two shortcomings. First, failing to account for the nesteddata structure and the associated measurement uncertainty at-tenuates estimates of the structural relationships. Second, theassumption of normality is implausible in many applications andfails to provide a substantive psychological account of the pro-cesses that give rise to the data. Here we propose a Bayesianhierarchical SEM framework that addresses both limitations. Ourapproach allows researchers to flexibly model the individual-leveldata, ranging from the traditional normal distribution to gener-ative cognitive models, such as evidence-accumulation or rein-forcement learning models. The joint hierarchical estimation ofthe individual-level model, and the structural relationships amongthe latent constructs extracted from it, takes into account mea-surement uncertainty and hence safeguards against attenuation,and enables the use of Bayesian model selection techniques. Weshowcase how hierarchical SEMs can be used to test the latentstructure of psychological constructs extracted from a psychologi-cal model fit to data obtained from multiple conditions, tasks, ordata streams.
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Hidden multivariate pattern analysis reveals the duration of encoding
and decision processes in single-trial EEG data

Breaking down the nature and speed of information processingstages that occur between a stimulus and a response (i.e. reactiontime, RT), has been a problem in psychology and neurosciencefor more than a century. In decision-making, the RT is classicallyconsidered as a composite measure of at least the time requiredto encode the alternatives and the time required to decide uponthem. In the present study, we used a perceptual manipulationthat aimed at simultaneously decreasing this encoding time andincreasing the decision time, together with a speed accuracy trade-off manipulation. We first show, that a drift diffusion model witha relationship between drift rates and the Weber-Fechner lawaccounts for these data, despite the fact that our manipulationshould also decrease non-decision time. We then estimate thetrial-by-trial duration of each RT component using the hidden mul-tivariate pattern method on electroencephalographic data. Thismethod uses the assumption of a recurrent sequence of multivari-ate patterns in the neural time-series across trials to estimate theonset of these patterns.Among other things, we recover the expected opposite effectbetween encoding and decision time and show that the speedaccuracy trade-off is more than a simple speed modulation of theRT and its components. This demonstration will show the valueof detecting single-trial events in neural time series for answer-ing research questions on mental chronometry and cognition ingeneral.
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A consensus guide to planning tasks for evidence accumulation
modelling

Evidence accumulation models (EAM) are powerful tools for mak-ing sense of human and animal decision-making behaviour (i.e.,choices and response times; RT). EAMs have generated significanttheoretical advances in psychology, behavioural economics, andcognitive neuroscience, and are increasingly used in clinical re-search and other applied settings. Importantly, obtaining validand reliable inferences from EAMs depends on knowing how toestablish a close match between model assumptions and featuresof the task/data to which the model is applied. However, thisknowledge is rarely made explicit in the EAM literature, leavingbeginner EAM modellers to instead rely on the private advice ofmentors and colleagues, and on self-directed study/experiencewith EAMs. We provide explicit, beginner-friendly practical guid-ance, based on expert consensus, for designing tasks appropriatefor EAM modelling, for relating experimental manipulations toEAM parameters, and for collecting and preparing behaviouraldata for EAM analysis. By encouraging good task design practices,and warning of potential pitfalls, we hope to improve the qualityand trustworthiness of future EAM research and applications.
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Invariants of human behaviour revisited: Snapshot vs universal
explanations in psychology

The generality of psychological theories is sharply divided by thebasic-applied distinction. While basic research aims to uncoveruniversal invariants of human thought and behaviour indepen-dent of the current moment (How does memory work? How dopeople solve problems?), applied research aims to provide expla-nations to how people solve more proximal problems (How welldo eyewitnesses identify suspects in a line-up? What are the bestmethods to help students learn in the modern-day classroom?). Iwill argue that much of what is currently considered basic researchis in fact applied. To make this point, I will draw on evolutionaryepistemology – the idea that evolutionary logic underlies everyknowledge-generation process, including biological and culturalevolution, and human creativity. Under this view, the invariantprocesses that basic research should aim to explain are those thatincrease and decrease variance and effect change over time (likethe mutation and natural selection processes of biological evo-lution). Basic psychological research today, on the other hand,typically focuses on what people do right now and, as such, pro-vides only "snapshot" explanations – e.g., cataloging the currentstrategies for memorising things or solving math or logic problems.I’ll outline a more promising way towards universal psychologicaltheories.
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Comparing Bayesian and non-Bayesian accounts of human confidence
reports: A computational replication study

Due to the ongoing replication crises in Psychology, it has beesbeen suggested that psychologists should makemore wide-spreaduse of formal cognitive modelling. However, the large number ofdecisions researchers need to make during cognitive modellingraises doubts about whether results based on cognitive mod-elling will be easier to replicate. Here, we present a replication at-tempt of Adler and Ma’s finding that heuristic models outperformBayesian models in a orientation discrimination task with simulta-neous confidence judgments (PLoS Comp Biol, 14(11), e1006572),suggesting that human perceptual decisions are not Bayes-optimal.Our analysis, using the authors’ original data but reprogrammingthe modelling analysis from scratch, replicated Adler and Ma’smain finding that heuristic models provide better fits to the datathan the Bayesian models. However, our versions of the modellinganalysis produced worse models fits than the results reportedby Adler and Ma. In general, it seems rather difficult to replicatecomplex computational cognitive models without comprehensivedetails about the involved computations and the underlying com-puter code.
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What makes formal modelling work?

There are a few purported reasons for why formal models im-prove the quality of the theories they implement. For example,building a model can make both the assumptions and the impli-cations/predictions of a theory explicit and clear. While manysuch features are necessary, they are not sufficient for theoreticalprogress. I’ll argue that building and testing formal models leadsto better theories because the process of doing so can help holdthe theory accountable to what has been observed (data) and towhat else is known (other theories). Interestingly enough, manyof the norms in the mathematical psychology community work insupport of this goal, and the point of this talk is to make it explicitwhy they are important.
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Understanding Race Bias in the Decision to Shoot with an Integrated
Model of Decision Making

The shooting of unarmed Black males by police officers is a topic atthe forefront of public awareness in the U.S. today. It is widely be-lieved that police shootings reflect racial bias on behalf of officers,which erodes public trust and reduces policing effectiveness. Weintroduce a novel framework—the Attention-integrated Model-based Shooting Simulator (AiMSS)—to study how race, suspectbehavior, and policing scenarios impact police officers’ decisionto shoot. The AiMSS combines computational models of deci-sion making, visual psychophysics, eye-tracking methods, socialmeasures of affective evaluations, and an immersive decision simu-lator to map the processes underlying a police officer’s decision toshoot. We will summarize work from across several datasets withpolice officers completing a first-person shooter task in the AiMSS.Overall our behavioral and cognitive modeling results reveal that(a) policing scenarios and suspect behavior played an essentialrole in officers’ decisions; (b) that errors are higher for unarmedthan armed suspects, with some evidence for greater errors forBlack vs White suspects; (c) this race effect is determined partlyby an initial bias and diminished sensitivity during the decision,which are linked to perceived threat; and (d) training largely miti-gated these race effects. This work provides a novel method forunderstanding the mechanisms underlying the decision to shoot,in terms of how different sources of information are integratedand how they impact different components and stages of decisionmaking.
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Modeling overtaking decisions in dynamic traffic interactions using
generalized drift-diffusion models

Computational models of behavior are key in enhancing roadsafety by offering insights into human behavior that extend be-yond empirical studies. Particularly, generalized drift-diffusionmodels (GDDMs), that is, DDMs with time-varying drift rates anddecision boundaries, have deepened our understanding of deci-sion making in traffic interactions. However, the application ofGDDMs to traffic decisions has mostly focused on scenarios inwhich the decision-maker is stationary and the other traffic partic-ipants move with constant velocities. This restricts the applicationof such work in real-world traffic contexts in which the decisionmaker is often moving during the decision-making process andthe other traffic participants may exhibit time-varying dynamics.To address this gap, we developed a GDDM-based account of hu-man drivers’ decision-making during overtaking maneuvers. Ina driving simulator experiment (N=30), we varied the size of thegap available for the participants to overtake a leading vehicle.We assessed how this gap size and the dynamics of an oncomingvehicle impacted the decision outcomes and response times ofthe participants. Our empirical findings underscore the criticalrole of initial distance, time-to-arrival, and velocity of participants’vehicle in overtaking decisions.By fitting four candidate GDDMs to the observed data, we foundthat participants’ behavior was best described by a model hypoth-esizing dynamic drift rate, constant decision boundaries, and adecision bias dependent on the initial velocity of participants’ ve-hicle. Overall, our findings highlight the potential of drift-diffusionmodels with time-varying components for further advancing theunderstanding of human behavior during dynamic traffic interac-tions.
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Exploring the associations of diffusion decision model parameters with
socioeconomic success

Cognitive process models such as the diffusion decision modelallow researchers to estimate a set of parameters from empiri-cal response times and accuracy data obtained in binary decisiontasks. These parameters can then be used to quantify individualdifferences. They are thought to reflect, for example, a person’sspeed of evidence accumulation or decision caution in a certaintask. Recently, researchers have become interested in how themodel parameters might be related to other measures of indi-vidual differences, specifically general intelligence. For the driftrate parameter, higher parameter estimates seem to be linkedto higher intelligence scores. However, cognitive abilities such asgeneral intelligence are known to predict socioeconomic success(e.g., educational attainment, job prestige, income). If drift ratesreflect a type of cognitive ability, they should also exhibit similarpatterns. We thus studied the associations of diffusion decisionmodel parameters with several indicators of socioeconomic suc-cess in a very large sample of online implicit association test data(Project Implicit; N > 5,000,000). We found robust associationsbetween diffusion decision model parameters and indicators ofsocioeconomic success marked by small effect sizes. Our resultshighlight the utility of big data approaches in the field of cogni-tive modeling that have only recently become practically feasiblethrough novel simulation-based inference methods.
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To compete, or not to compete, that is the question

How much debt and how much equity firms choose to financetheir operations by balancing the costs and benefits is a fundamen-tal question in corporate finance. The dynamic trade-off theoryof capital structure suggests that a firm selects an optimal ratioof its liability to asset value (i.e. an optimal leverage ratio) tobalance the dead-weight costs of bankruptcy and the tax savingbenefits of debt. In other words, in the presence of adjustmentcosts, firms try to set relatively stable targets but tolerate devia-tions from these targets as long as leverage ratios stay within theirtarget zones. Inevitably, such behavior is expected to affect thedynamics of leverage ratios. To assess the extent to which andhow leverage dynamics are driven by such behavior, we apply amodified version of the Leaky Competing Accumulator model ofdecision making, which allows cooperation in addition to com-petition among firms, to investigate the dynamics of corporateleverage ratios and determine the target leverage ratios. Since themulti-firm joint probability density function of leverage ratios isknown in closed form, a likelihood function can be constructedand thus model-fitting against empirical data becomes feasible.In both automotive and integrated oil industries firms are foundto cooperate to fix their target ratios, and competition dominatesbetween conventional automotive companies and electric carcompanies. Moreover, analytical default probabilities of thesefirms are available and their default risk can be estimated. Hence,the impact of climate-change policy on these firms are examinedas well.
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Pinocchio disassembled: Hierarchical diffusion modeling of the
cognitive cost of lying

Telling a lie is more cognitively demanding than telling the truth.Support for this notion comes, inter alia, from instructed-lyingparadigms showing that untruthful responses are slower thantruthful responses. However, conventional measures of the cogni-tive cost of lying are typically collapsed across response categoriesand ignore error trials and accuracy, focusing only on averagelatencies of correct truthful and untruthful responses. To over-come the limitations of conventional approaches and disentanglethe mechanisms underlying response behavior in instructed-lyingparadigms, we propose to analyze datawith a drift diffusionmodel.The diffusion model considers the full response-time distributionsfor both correct and error responses, thus making use of all avail-able information. Using a Bayesian hierarchical diffusion modelto analyze data from a Sheffield Lie Test, we find that the model’sdrift-rate parameter provides for a reliable measure of the cogni-tive cost of lying. Moreover, we find that truth-vs-lie instructionselicit a response bias that may confound conventional measuresthat fail to account for it. Thus, our results indicate that the diffu-sion model constitutes a promising means to analyze data frominstructed-lying paradigms and that it offers intriguing avenuesfor future research on the cognitive mechanisms of lying.
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A Reciprocal-Practice-Success (RPS) model of free practice

Many learning scenarios involve free practice where learners havethe freedom to initiate and stop practice whenever theywant (e.g.,hobbies and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)). However,a major concern in free practice learning are high dropout rates.Inspired from the literature on learning curves, forgetting curvesand motivation-achievement cycles, we propose the Reciprocal-Practice-Success (RPS) model of learning ‘in the wild’. We discussthe rationale behind each component of our model where Successand Practice form a mutually reinforcing positive feedback loop.Through simulations, we show how long term learning outcome issensitive to the shape of the learning curve; with S-shaped learningcurves leading to either expertise or dropout. We also provide adynamical systems approximation for the RPS model which hasa similar qualitative behaviour. Through a bifurcation analysis oftwo controllable learning parameters - minimum practice rateand success sensitivity, we show what interventions can work toprevent quitting.Next, we show the qualitative results are robust to different formsof the forgetting curve and more realistic extensions to the basicmodel. We end with a discussion of how our model complementsdifferent theories of motivation and self-regulation, with someproposals to reduce quitting in free practice.
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Framing the Exploration-Exploitation Trade-Off: Distinguishing Between
Minimizing Losses and Maximizing Gains

In situations demanding loss avoidance or gain maximization, indi-viduals must possess a profound understanding of the rules andregularities in their environment. However, exploration behaviorvaries across such scenarios. Past research has been inconclusiveregarding the impact of a loss compared to a gain domain, par-ticularly when exploration involves potential costs. In contrast,the current project centers on scenarios where subjects receivepositive or negative rewards while exploring the environment orexploiting their knowledge. Participants engaged in aMulti-ArmedBandit task in three conditions: only gains in the environment,only losses in the environment, and a mixed condition involvingboth gains and losses. Notably, participants exhibited reducedexploration in the gain domain compared to the loss domain, withthe mixed domain falling in between. Interestingly, participantsperformed best in the mixed domain. Computational modelingof participants’ choice behavior revealed that individuals tend tounderestimate outcomes of unchosen options in the gain domainand overestimate them in the loss domain. This pattern of findingscould be attributed to the effects of absolute gains and losses orthe effects of outcomes being relatively better or worse than theinitial expectations.
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A two-drift race model of human habits

Psychologically, habits are defined as the reward-independent,stimulus-response relationships which form when identical ac-tions are repeated often. These behaviours were originally stud-ied in animals, and Hardwick et al. (2019) recently developed aparadigm to identify habits in humans. They hypothesised thathuman habits may be detected when participants are forced toact too quickly for conscious (goal-directed) control to be applied.They trained participants extensively on a stimulus-response map-ping, and then themappingwas reversed. When participants weretested post-reversal, their behaviour changed depending on howrapidly they needed to react. Specifically, participants made more‘habitual’ errors, i.e., choosing the original response, when forcedto respond within 300-600ms. Hardwick et al. proposed thatparallel accumulators were responsible, wherein the goal-directedsystem is initiated after a delay.However, no formal mathematical model exists that instantiatesthis proposal and allows for multiple drift rates which change bothacross (via reinforcement learning) and within (parallel accumula-tors) trials.In this paper, we present a novel 2-drift race model, and calculatethe probability of reaction times and choices so it can be efficientlyfitted to data from the paradigm by Hardwick et al.To test their proposal, we compare the quality of fit of a single-drift Q-learn race model and that of our model, in which habit andgoal-directed actions accumulate independently. Furthermore,the best fit parameters of the 2-drift model can provide severalkey insights into, and quantifiable measures of, the mechanisticstructure underlying the differences between individuals’ relianceon habits, undetectable in behaviour alone.
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How General Are Individual Differences in Exploration Strategies?

The explore-exploit dilemma is ubiquitous in everyday life: Shouldyou go to the cafeteria again or try out the new restaurant aroundthe corner? Researchers have proposed three strategies for howhumans solve this dilemma: value-guided exploration, directedexploration, and Thompson sampling, which can be inferred usingcomputational modeling. Behavioral research conducted over thelast two decades suggests that people use a mixture of all threestrategies to solve the explore-exploit dilemma. We collected re-sponses from 200 participants (after exclusions) to a set of threecommonly used few-armed bandit tasks before and after a six-week period to examine the reliability and validity of the threestrategies. The currently accumulating results can be summarizedas follows: First, identifying all three exploration strategies is notpossible in these relatively simple bandit tasks, because the strate-gies are too highly correlated with each other. Second, not everytask motivates exploration to the same extent introducing poten-tial task-based variability into the measurement of the remainingtwo strategies. To remove this task-based variability from the mea-surement, we present an attempt to extract higher-order factorsof value-guided and directed exploration using the responses fromall three few-armed bandit tasks. Third, we contrast the retestreliability, convergent validity, and external validity of these latentfactors with those of task-based performance measures. While be-havior can be measured reliably in all three tasks and is correlatedacross tasks, the reliability of the model parameters is lower. Theimplications for the importance of exploration as an explanatorycognitive construct are discussed.
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Understanding the structure of fluctuations in decision making

Humans evolved in non-stationary environments, which requirecontinuous adaptations of behavior to change. Decision making is,on the other hand, often studied in highly controlled experimen-tal paradigms where the environment is mostly stationary. Wepropose that adaptive mechanisms continue to act in stationaryenvironments and cause systematic fluctuations in performancefrom trial to trial. We develop and test a set of formal decision-making models that embrace adaptive mechanisms. Specifically,participants use reinforcement learning to estimate their own per-formance and the statistical structure of the stimuli on whichdecisions are based. These estimates subsequently influenceevidence-accumulation-model parameters. In four datasets, weshow that these mechanisms can explain the occurrence of post-error slowing and choice biases related to stimulus sequences,respectively. We argue that including adaptive mechanisms inevidence-accumulation models is a promising way forward to un-derstanding not only how choice behavior changes across time,but also why it changes.
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Decomposing financial decision-making with feedback

The literature suggests that profit-harming trading behaviors aredriven either by beliefs or preferences, while the relative con-tribution of each is unclear. We address this question by usingcomputational modelling to determine whether belief formationor preferences better explain these decision patterns.We analyzed a dataset of 192 participants who completed an in-vestment task over 150 rounds. We observed that individualstended to hold the asset more frequently than shorting it, werenot invested in a number of rounds, and reacted slowly to pricechanges.We defined risk-neutral Bayesian updating as our benchmarkmodel and investigated the improvement of models along be-liefs and preferences, based on a selection of well-establishedmechanisms. We tested all models that included combinationsof both dimensions by changing belief formation mechanismsthrough reinforcement learning and differential updating for gainsand losses, and by incorporating preferences such as risk prefer-ences and loss aversion.Model comparisons show that modelling belief mechanisms wasmuch more important than preferences. Reinforcement learningand differential learning in gains and losses showed strong effects.Risk and loss preferences, and even their combinations with dif-ferent types of beliefs, led to only small refinements. Inspired bythe importance of learning, we tested whether people learn notonly by reward, but also by repetition, thereby building habitualpreferences. Implementing habits produced strong effects acrossall mechanisms used to form beliefs.The good fit of the augmented RL model together with habitualtendencies to our data demonstrates the crucial role of learningprocesses in financial decisions.
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Risk Seeking and Risk Aversion in Choices and Valuations from
Experience

Many important decisions are based on experience. Recently, theexperimental paradigm of sampling a fixed number of outcomes,and afterwards making one consequential decision has receivedmuch attention in the decision-making literature. A puzzling phe-nomenon in this literature was that participants systematicallychose the higher-variance option (e.g., Ludvig & Spetch, 2011; Tset-sos et al., 2014), that way contradicting classical work in decision-making concluding that people are risk averse for symmetricaloutcome distributions. Here, we examined the robustness of thisphenomenon in three experiments (sample size at least 176 perexperiment). We varied whether single valuations came directlybefore choice task or were separated from each other; whethersequences were presented simultaneously or sequentially; andwhether participants chose/valued two or four sequences perblock. In all experiments, participants were risk seeking or riskneutral in the choice tasks, but risk averse in single independentvaluations of the same outcome sequences (certainty equivalents).With computational modeling we show that the effect of choosinghigh-variance options can be explained through the comparisonprocess between the presented outcomes in choices. In contrast,in single valuations, a noisy compressed mental number line ex-plains the data best. We conclude that risk taking behavior mustnot necessarily indicate risk seeking or convex mental numberlines, but rather can be explained through the process of outcomecomparison during information sampling. Therefore, to under-stand risk taking across different answer modalities and contexts,it is crucial to explicitly model information processing.
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Choose for others as you would choose for yourself? A layered analysis
of probabilistic preferential choice

The present study examines the effect of social distance on choicebehavior through the lens of a probabilistic modeling framework.In two identical experiments, conducted three weeks apart, par-ticipants made incentive-compatible choices between lotteries inthree different social distance conditions: self, friend, and stranger.We conduct a layered, within-subjects analysis that considers fourproperties of preferential choice. These properties vary in theirgranularity. At the coarsest level, we test whether choices are con-sistent with transitive underlying preferences. At a finer level ofgranularity, we evaluatewhether each participant is best describedas having fixed preferences with random errors or probabilisticpreferences with error-free choices. In the latter case, we furtherdistinguish three different bounds on response error rates. Atthe finest level, we identify the specific transitive preference rank-ing of the choice options that best describes a person’s choices.At each level of the analysis, we find that the stability betweenthe self and friend conditions exceeds that between the self andstranger conditions. Stability increases with the coarseness of theanalysis: Nearly all people had transitive preferences regardlessof the social distance condition, but very few had the same pref-erence ranking in every social condition. This pattern of resultsreplicated across the two experiments. Overall, while it matterswhether one makes a choice on behalf of a friend versus for astranger, the differences are most apparent when analyzing thedata at a high level of granularity.
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Episodic retrieval of cognitive control demand: A computational model

Humans can satisfy a large variety of abstract goals, such as drivingto work or doing the weekly grocery shopping. This requires themaintenance of contextual information to guide neural informa-tion processing through top-down mechanisms (Miller & Cohen,2001). Functions subserving this ability are collectively referredto as “cognitive control”. Experimental investigations of cognitivecontrol often present multi-dimensional stimuli with potentiallyconflicting information (e.g. the Stroop task or the Flanker task) orrequire switching between multiple tasks with different responsedemands for the same stimuli (e.g. task-switching studies). Previ-ous work has found that allocation of cognitive control in thesetasks is dynamic, adjusting to recent history (e.g. Gratton et al,1992), but also long-term expectations (e.g. Bugg, 2014; Siqi-Liu &Egner, 2020) and item-specific expectations (e.g. Bugg et al., 2011;Chiu & Egner, 2017). In three new experiments, we show how“temporal context” (Howard & Kahana, 2002) can be seen as aprimary driver of cognitive control allocation and develop a novelcomputational model that can explain these and several previouseffects (Gonthier et al., 2016; Dignath & Kiesel, 2021) that earliermodels (Botvinick et al., 2001; Verguts & Notebaert, 2008; Liederet al., 2018) cannot account for.
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Is focusing enough in category learning?

We examined whether selective attention, which is mainly theo-rized as the ability to focus on the category-relevant dimension,is a sole construct in understanding category learning. As theattention literature dissociates selective attention into focusingand filtering, we argue that filtering is another component thatshould be considered to fully understanding category learning. Inthe study, we provide an experimental paradigm that can dissoci-ate filtering from focusing. By utilizing the paradigm along withcollecting individual attention control measures, we show thatfiltering is related to the ability to inhibit irrelevant information.We also present that computational models (e.g., ALCOVE) thatincorporate selective attention only as an ability to focus can notexplain the results from the current study.
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How do we avoid doing or saying the wrong thing at the wrong time:
exerting cognitive control during and after accumulation of internal
evidence.

The ability to adapt verbal and behavioral output to current goalsdepends on various cognitive control mechanisms. The distinctionamong different control mechanisms often relies on their differ-ential effects on response latency, which can be formalized usingevidence accumulation models. Indeed, previous research sug-gests that cognitive control can modulate different componentsof evidence accumulation, including the rate of evidence accumu-lation and the amount of evidence required to reach a threshold.However, our subjective experience of exerting control often in-volves the experience of withholding the expression of a responsethat has already won this internal race. Such post-accumulationinhibition is especially relevant for behaviors that depend onmem-ory retrieval, as in the case of free recall, semantic fluency, andthe free association task. Thus, whereas the dynamics of memoryretrieval can be formalized as a race among competing memories,the verbal expression of a retrieved memory could be inhibitedif it turns out inconsistent with goals or task instructions (e.g., aword that has already been reported when such repetitions areprohibited). I will present a recently developed tractable modelformalizing post-accumulation inhibition (semi-Markov processmodel). I will then demonstrate evidence for the involvement ofpost-accumulation inhibition in a free association task, highlight-ing its specificity to cases where the control criterion does notdepend on evidence strength (i.e., when repeated associationsare prohibited but not when weak associations are prohibited).I will conclude by discussing the implications of ignoring post-accumulation inhibition in other tasks involving cognitive controldemands.
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Choice models for the Dual-Modes of Cognitive Control task battery.

We report the development of evidence-accumulation models(EAMs) for a large data set from 128 participants performing tasksfrom the Dual Modes of Cognitive Control (DMCC) battery. Eachparticipant performed two replications of 15 approximately half-hour sessions over two three-week cycles (Tang et al., 2023).DMCC is designed to probe individual differences in two modes ofcontrolling choices, anticipatory (“proactive”) and choice-stimulus-driven (“reactive”). The battery consists of four tasks, two requir-ing binary manual responses, Task Switching (consonant/vowelor odd/even choices) and Sternberg (positive vs. negative forpresence on an immediately preceding study list). Another, theAX-CPT task, adds a no-go choice to a binary manual responsetask, and the fourth, a Stroop task, requires an 8-choice vocalcolour-naming response. Each task has a baseline form and twovariants incorporating manipulations encouraging proactive andreactive processing. Although EAMs with a race architecture canhandle the diverse response types in a single framework, esti-mation challenges arise in providing a comprehensive account ofperformance in all conditions at the individual level because somereactive and proactive manipulations have very few responseseven in this large data set. We attempt to address these challengesusing hierarchical Bayesian modeling and parameterizations thatbalance parsimony, theoretical informativeness, and descriptiveadequacy. We apply this approach to examine the reliability withwhich reactive and proactive control are measured and comparethe outcomes to descriptive analyses employing descriptive mea-sures based on a subset of each participant’s trials reported bySnijder et al. (2023).
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Exploring latent processes of human generalization via computational
modeling

In our daily lives, encountering exact replicas is a rarity due to theubiquitous presence of variability. As humans, we possess theremarkable ability to extrapolate from past experiences and adaptto diverse contexts, even when they are not identical. However,the mechanisms underlying this transfer process remain largelyenigmatic, partly because current investigations often assume thatvariability is confined solely to the external features of physical in-puts. This overlooks the intricate dynamics involved in how organ-isms interpret and process the physical world. To address this gap,we developed a computational model that amalgamates error-driven learning and similarity-based generalization processes. Byintegrating these processes, we endeavor to unravel the underly-ingmechanisms that govern our ability to generalize across diversecontexts. Presently, the three studies we have conducted withthe computational model show that learning and mental repre-sentation are indeed important sources of adaptive behavior, thatduring the generalization process, mental representation is oftenprobabilistic, inferential, and dynamic rather than static, and thatmental representation during generalization process has specifictemporal dynamics which are context-dependent.
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Recovering individual mental representations of facial affect using
Markov Chain Monte Carlo with People and Gatekeepers

People’s mental representations of complex stimuli, such as fa-cial expressions, are difficult to elicit. To address this challenge,methods such asMarkov ChainMonte Carlo with People (MCMCP)integrate human decision-making into computer-based samplingalgorithms. However, MCMCP suffers from slow convergence dueto the high-dimensional sample space and inefficient navigation,making it impractical for recovering representations of individu-als. Here, we extend MCMCP by combining it with an adaptedVariational Auto-Encoder (VAE) that addresses the problem ofslow convergence in two ways: 1) it usefully represents the facialexpression of images in only three latent dimensions, and 2) itacts as a gatekeeper, using its own domain knowledge to quicklyreject less useful trials to save participant effort. We tested thisapproach in a new experiment (N=90) on facial affect comparingbaseline MCMCP (in a 157-dimensional PCA space) against bothMCMCP in the 3-dimensional VAE latent space and MCMCP witha gatekeeper (MCMCPG) in the same VAE latent space. MCMCPGconverged substantially faster than the other methods, generallyin less than 200 trials, and the average recovered face was judgedto be more representative than those from PCA and those frompast work. Further analyses also revealed the extent of individualdifferences in facial affect representations, which could partiallyaccount for individual differences in decision-making. Our studydemonstrates the potential of MCMCPG for investigating humanrepresentations at the individual level. It also provides a promis-ing framework for linking machine intelligence with psychologicalexperiments to enhance our understanding of human cognition.
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State-independent and outcome-irrelevant model-free learning

Natural environments are feature-rich and only a subset of thesefeatures is considered to predict action-outcome associations. Toenable accurate action-outcome predictions a decision maker isfaced with a challenge, namely that only a portion of the informa-tion in the environment is predictive of a desired outcome. Here,we highlight across several studies the tendency of individualsto assign credit to outcome-irrelevant task representations. Wedemonstrate that value is assigned to these representations ina model-free and state-independent manner. We further showthe association between these low-level value associations and amore sophisticated model-based system and propose how model-free representations might be regulated according to a model ofthe environment. Finally, we suggest that a deficit in the regula-tion of outcome-irrelevant model-free associations might lead tobehavioral abnormalities such as compulsive behavior. These find-ings call for a revision of current reinforcement-learning modelswhich are largely based on state-dependent and outcome-relevantlearning.
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Disentangling conditional dependencies

People draw on event co-occurrences as a foundation for causaland scientific inference, but inwhichways can events co-occur, andcan dependencies between events be combined to form morecomplex dependencies? Statistically one can express a depen-dency between events A and C as P(C|A) != P(C), or P(A|C) != P(A).But how can it be specified further? In the psychology of reason-ing, the conditional relation P(C|A) is often thought to becomebiconditional when people add the converse, P(A|C), or inverse,P(not-C|not-A), or both, with the effects of these additions largelytreated as equivalent. But from a coherence based logical per-spective it can make a strong difference whether the converse orthe inverse is added, and in what way. In particular, the additioncan occur by forming the conjunction of two conditionals, or bymerely constraining their probabilities to be equal. Here we out-line four distinct ways of defining biconditional relationships, andillustrate their differences by how they constrain the conclusionprobabilities of six inference types. We present a Bayesian latent-mixture model with which the biconditionals can be dissociatedfrom one another, and discuss implications for the interpretationof empirical findings in the field.
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Testing AI models as cognitive models for abstract reasoning
development

Abstract reasoning, the ability to solve large-scale problems bytaking away unnecessary details (Clement et al., 2007), is essen-tial for human cognition and behavior. However, there remainsa lack of cognitive computational models available to study howabstract reasoning emerges and develops in early childhood. Weseek to solve this knowledge gap by testing whether deep learningmodels can explain the key mechanisms that enable children todevelop abstract reasoning. Specifically, we investigated whetherthe Emergent Symbol Binding Network (ESBN; Webb et al., 2021)would be a suitable model. Higher working memory capacity hasbeen shown to facilitate the development of abstract visual rea-soning (AVR) in humans. We explore whether ESBN can simulateAVR developmental phenomena by manipulating its memory ar-chitecture and training regime. To test this, we observed ESBN’saccuracy as it solved two abstract visual reasoning tasks with de-creasing batch size per condition (32, 16, 8, 4). We also used twopossible encoders: a random and convolutional encoder. We pre-dicted the convolutional encoder should perform better than therandom one, given it has more layers (Seijdel et al., 2020). Ini-tial results do not show support for the ESBN model as a modelof abstract visual reasoning development because the simpler,random encoder fared better than the convolutional encoder forall batch sizes. Further research will be performed to identify asuitable candidate model for explaining abstract visual reasoningdevelopment.
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Measuring Persuasion Without Measuring a Prior Belief: A New
Application of Planned Missing Data Techniques

Research of advice taking frequently utilizes a Judge Advisor Sys-tem (JAS) paradigm, inwhich a judge reports a prior belief, receivesadvice, and then revises their initial estimate. However, severalrecent studies have shown that the cognitive process of advicetaking depends on whether one explicitly accesses and reportstheir prior or not. In cases where a judge does not report theirprior, posterior belief tends to differ from cases in which they do.In social science, this type of phenomenon, where the mere act ofelicitation has a treatment-like effect, is sometimes referred to as“measurement reactivity”. However, if we neglect to elicit a judge’sprior, we can only study posterior belief—not belief change. Build-ing on past work that found typical JAS response behavior is bestrepresented by a “decline, adopt or compromise” (DAC) dual hur-dle model, I show that by treating judges’ prior beliefs as missingdata, we can use imputation techniques to estimate how theirbeliefs change without directly eliciting their prior. Across bothsimulation and empirical studies, I demonstrate the feasibility andeffectiveness of this planned missing data imputation method, aswell as novel theoretical results regarding how people take advicewhen their priors are not explicitly accessed. The DAC model stilladequately fit a task involving continuous estimates, but not a taskinvolving probability judgment for binary outcomes. The generalmethod of utilizing planned missing data designs also has broadpotential applications for addressing measurement reactivity insocial science.
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Jumping to racial prejudice

Jumping to conclusions (JTC) refers to the tendency to reach aconclusion or decision without sufficient evidence to justify it. Ithas been investigated mostly in people with schizophrenia, buthas also been found to correlate with conservative political beliefsand with conspiracist thinking. Taking as a starting point recentreports of racist violence in the United States, two preregisteredonline experiments investigated whether jumping to conclusionsis higher in people with stronger racial prejudice as well as withstronger scores in the related constructs of need for closure, socialdominance orientation, nationalism, and rejection of science. InExp 1, US participants completed the classic beads taskwith neutralcontent (e.g. red or blue beads drawn from a jar). In Exp 2, thesame participants worked through an adaptation of the beadstask to contents relevant to racist and political beliefs (e.g. local orforeign crime suspects drawn from a police department). Overall,we found that racist beliefs, and among the constructs related toracist beliefs in particular need for closure, were associated withhigher JTC independently of the task content. The findings areinterpreted in relation to Bayesian principles of belief revision andlearning. Future research could examine the generalizability ofthe findings to geographic and cultural contexts outside of the USin which racial prejudice occurs.
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An empirical test of the two-high-threshold contrast model

A longstanding debate in memory research revolves around thequestion whether recognition memory judgements are best con-ceptualized as resulting from the direct comparison of a latentmemory signal with a response criterion or through a mediationof memory signals by a small number of latent states. These per-spectives have commonly been represented by signal detectiontheory (SDT) and the two-high-threshold model (2HTM), respec-tively. Kellen and Klauer (2014) showed that common SDT modelsand the 2HTM make conflicting predictions in a ranking paradigmand implemented a critical test on that basis; their results werein line with the predictions made by the SDT models and contra-dicted the 2HTM. However, this conclusion was recently calledinto question by Malejka and colleagues (2022) who proposedthat recognition decisions involvingmultiple stimuli are based on acontrast mechanism. They argued that if the detection probabilityfor any stimulus in a given set is determined by comparing thememory strength of the stimulus in question with the memorystrength of the other stimuli in the set, the 2HTM is able to ac-count for the results of Kellen and Klauer (2014). In order to assesswhether a 2HTM that incorporates such a contrast mechanisms isempirically adequate, we directly tested one of its key predictionsusing a ranking paradigm and found evidence against the model.By contrast, our results align well with the predictions made bySDT. We discuss implications of our results for models of single-and multiple-item recognition memory.
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Reconciling signal-detection models of criterion learning with the
generalized matching law

To make decisions that lead to favorable outcomes, animals needto take into account both their perceptual uncertainty as wellas uncertainty about the outcome associated with their actions.There is a long tradition of research investigating how the outcomestructure of a task affects animals’ response behavior. The relationbetween the two has been described by the matching law and itsgeneralizations for tasks with and without perceptual uncertainty.The influence of perceptual uncertainty on decision behavior isoften modeled with signal detection theory, which posits that adecision criterion is placed on an internal evidence axis. Wherethis criterion is placed and how it is updated based on feedbackare open questions. Various criterion learning models have beenproposed; however, their steady-state behavior across differentexperimental conditions is not consistentwith the aforementionedlaws. Our goal is to integrate these approaches to gain a betterunderstanding of the mechanisms by which reinforcements andperceptual uncertainty act jointly to shape behavior. To do so,we first draw an explicit connection between the research onmatching laws and signal detection theory by deriving the criterionposition that leads to behavior aligned with those laws. Then wedevelop a learning model that updates the decision criterion trialby trial to learn this criterion position. Our model fits data from aprevious experiment well and generates behavior in simulationsthat is in line with matching laws for perceptual tasks and similarto the subjects’ behavior in the experiment.
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Two perspectives on decisions under risk and uncertainty: Modeling
discrepancies and their psychological explanations

Understanding and predicting the relevant risky choices of mod-ern life is a key goal of behavioral research. However, how dothe choices that researchers focus on align with real-life choicesthat people make? And what are the psychological underpinningsthat might explain any differences between the two perspectives?Using a multi-method approach we compiled two comprehen-sive inventories totaling 165 risky choices, representative of bothresearch and layperson perspectives. Based on cosine similari-ties of the choices’ semantic embeddings and signal detectiontheory, we identify which choices the two perspectives have incommon and where they diverge, and we map their overlap anddiscrepancies. Moreover, by leveraging the semantic content ofchoices, we evaluate their relevance to significant real-world risks,as identified by theWorld Economic Forum and the Global Burdenof Disease study. Finally, to better understand why the choices inthe research and layperson perspectives are (dis)similar, we ex-amine the role of seven classes of psychological mechanisms (i.e.,motivation, experience, affect, cognitive resources, social influ-ence, contextual constraints, and evaluation of choice attributes)in making these choices using Bayesian mixed effects models. Insum, our approach illustrates how well attuned the status quoin behavioral research is to the actual choices and concerns ofpeople. We thereby aim to refine the focus of future studies bothin terms of the choices as well as the psychological mechanismsinvestigated.
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Time-variant payoffs and signal detection theory

“Better safe than sorry” summarises the principle that strong re-sponses to rare events may be appropriate if the outcome is im-portant enough. The calculation of optimal bias in signal detectiontheory (McMillan & Creelman, 1991) formalises this idea and isoften used to explain the evolution of response biases. However,signal detection theory assumes that payoffs are stable over time.Trimmer et al. (2017) showed that when payoffs change acrosstrials, the optimal bias may have the opposite sign comparedto the case of invariant payoffs. Here, we show that the samecan happen when payoffs change within trials. We argue thatsuch changes over time are plausible for evolutionary scenariosto which signal detection theory has been applied, and that con-clusions drawn from signal detection theory are not always validwhen the assumption of time-invariant payoffs is violated.
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Cognitive processes and judgmental strategies in belief updating

Human beliefs are often assumed to be irrational and belief up-dating is viewed as suboptimal. For example, Ward Edwards (e.g.,1968/1982) famously found that human probability judgmentsare conservative. However, Edwards also observed that – undercertain conditions – judgments often fail to show this conserva-tive bias. Sommer, Musolino, and Hemmer (2023) proposed atheory of belief which distinguishes belief updating from evidenceevaluation. Updating is argued to be approximately Bayesian andinaccessible to consciousness. In contrast, evidence evaluationprocesses are consciously accessible and may be the true causeof apparently non-Bayesian beliefs, including conservatism. Wesuggest that the presence of conservatism depends on whether ajudgmental task requires updating alone or whether evidence eval-uation processes are also necessary. Here we test this hypothesisby presenting participants with two versions of judgment prob-lems adapted from Edwards’ work, where participants judge theprobability of marbles in urns. We manipulate whether the mar-bles are shown sequentially (the updating alone condition) or allat once (the evidence evaluation condition). We find a differencein optimality between the two conditions, as well as substantialindividual differences. Notably, we find that more participantsare optimal in the sequential condition. We implement a mixturemodel to capture individual judgment strategies. We assume thatparticipants are a mixture of five strategies: Normative updating,conservatism, “stick with the prior”, frequentist, or random guess-ing. We discuss the implications of our results in the context ofprocesses involved in belief.
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Inferring Constraints on Attention: An Across Species Analysis

The rule-based and information integration tasks have been astaple across a myriad of experiments in comparative psychol-ogy as a means to test for the presence of selective attentionthrough the relative differences in the speed of learning. Specif-ically, rule-based tasks are generally learned faster relative toinformation integration tasks for learners who possess selectiveattention, whereas the two tasks are learned equally quickly forlearners who lack selective attention. Although Smith et al (2012)documented RB vs. II performance across four species, less isknown about species such as rats who have reportedly expressedselective attention. In addition, we present a new experimentinvolving a switch from one subtask to another. For example, iflearners first perform an RB task in which the rule is associatedwith Dimension 1, then after the switch learners perform anotherRB task in which the rule is now associated with Dimension 2. Thisunique manipulation allows us to detect the presence of selectiveattention by examining how knowledge is transferred from onephase of the experiment to the next. We report results from thisexperiment on four species: pigeons, rats, rats with prefrontalcortex lesions, and humans.
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Generalizing categorization models as attractor networks yields
powerful learning architectures

Categorization often involves the use of episodic memory (Nosof-sky, 1986; Turner, 2019), and category learning is thought to involvethe hippocampus (Mack, Love, & Preston, 2016). In the hippocam-pus, memory retrieval can be modeled as pattern completion inan attractor network, a recurrent network that can reconstructpreviously-observed patterns through complex, dynamic interac-tions between nodes (e.g., Rolls, 2007). Attractor networks canalso be used to model hippocampal learning of sequential depen-dencies, such as transitive inference and sequence learning, aswell as other forms of learning including reinforcement learning(Whittington et al., 2020). In this work, we show that many mod-els of category learning have a natural completion as a two-layer,discrete-time attractor network (a Dense Associative Memory orModified Hopfield Network; Krotov & Hopfield, 2021; Ramsauer,2021). We call this meta-model AuToassociative and HEteroas-sociative Neural Attention (ATHENA). From this perspective, awide range of mechanisms proposed to explain categorization,as well as common techniques in machine learning, can be im-plemented in the same architecture through the use of differentinput representations, forms of memory competition, and learn-ing mechanisms. Furthermore, when augmented with idealized,brain-inspired connections, models in the ATHENA family exhibitflexible sequence learning. We show through simulations thatthis ability can be used to achieve accelerated replay of observedsequences, multi-step transitive inferences, and one-shot rein-forcement learning. Together, this suggests that category learningmodels can be implemented as special cases of a domain-generalhippocampal learning mechanism, providing a link between cog-nitive models and complex neural architectures.
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Can the queueing model of visual search account for feature search?

The queueing model of visual search (Li, Schlather, & Erdfelder,2023) was developed for visual search in which attentive process-ing is necessary for the final decision, as it aims to explain theso-called attentional bottleneck, that is, the allocation of atten-tional resources when transiting from preattentive processing tothe more resource-intensive attentive processing. Although themodel’s explanatory power was supported by the good model fitto empirical conjunction search and spatial configuration searchdata on a distributional level, whether it can account for featuresearch is still open. Feature search is important to understandpreattentive proccessing and empirical data of feature search pro-vide incremental information for the examination of the modelassumptions. In this presentation, I will explain from a technicalperspective why the adaptation of the queueing model of visualsearch to feature search is not a simple reduction but rather an ex-tension. Then I will introduce different approaches of adaptation,compare their advantages and disadvantages using simulation.Finally, fitting the adapted model to empirical data of featuresearch will be discussed and compared to the result of fitting toconjunction search data based on the same visual material.
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A drift diffusion modeling investigation of altered self-referential social
perception in psychosis and bipolar disorder

Individuals with schizophrenia (SZ) and bipolar disorder (BD) showdisruptions in self-referential gaze perception—a ubiquitous formof social perception that is related to symptoms and function-ing. However, our current mechanistic understanding of thesedysfunctions and relationships is non-specific, meaning variousexplanations could account for existing data. This study usedmathematical modeling to identify cognitive processes drivinggaze perception abnormalities in SZ and BD and how they relateto cognition, symptoms, and social functioning. We modeled be-havior of 28 SZ, 38 BD, and 34 controls (HC) in a self-referentialgaze perception task using drift diffusion models parameterized toindex: drift rate (evidence accumulation efficiency), drift rate bias(perceptual bias), start point (expectation bias), threshold separa-tion (response caution), and non-decision time (encoding/motorprocesses). Results revealed that aberrant gaze perception in SZand BD was driven by less efficient evidence accumulation, driftrate biases predisposing self-referential responses, and greatercaution (SZ only). Across SZ and HC, poorer social functioningwas related to more self-referentially biased start points. WithinSZ, drift rate biases and start point biases were associated withhallucination and delusion severity, respectively. These findingssuggest that diminished evidence accumulation and perceptualbiases may underlie altered gaze perception in patients and thatSZ may engage in compensatory cautiousness, sacrificing RT topreserve accuracy. Moreover, biases at the belief and perceptuallevels may relate to symptoms and functioning. This underscoresthe value of using computational cognitive modeling to achievea more nuanced understanding of the mechanisms of social per-ceptual processes, like gaze perception, in the study of complexpsychopathology.
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Reassessing Violence Severity: A Novel Approach Using Pairwise Choice
Questions and Order Constraint Models

Abstract:In the study of violence severity, existing methodologies oftenencounter challenges in capturing the multi-attribute and context-dependent nature of violent acts (e.g. slapping, pushing etc.)(Harris et al., 2013). Previous research attempts to establish linearorderings have shown limitations, as they did not take into accountthe fact that violent acts are inherently complex and exhibit sub-jective nuances in perceived severity (Osman et al., 2017). Buildingon prior work, particularly that of Regenwetter et al. (2018), ourapproach deviates by utilizing pairwise choice questions to assessthe instability in the ordering of violent acts and reject the transi-tivity assumption.The conventional reliance on linear regression for analyzing order-ing or ordinal data has faced increasing scrutiny in recent years(Regenwetter & Cavagnaro, 2019; Liddell & Kruschke, 2018). Criticshave raised valid concerns about the limitations of this method incapturing the nuanced and complex nature of ordering data. In re-sponse to these challenges, our study draws inspiration frommeth-ods, which facilitates the implementation of order constraint mod-els. The pairwise methodology provides a nuanced lens throughwhich to interpret violence severity data. By capturing the inher-ent instability in orderings, our research contributes to a morecomprehensive understanding of violence severity perceptionsat the population level. Furthermore, the application of orderconstraint models through pairwise comparisons offers enhancedinference capabilities, surpassing the limitations of traditional lin-ear regression methods.Reference:Harris, S. T., Oakley, C., & Picchioni, M. (2013). Quantifying vio-lence in mental health research. Aggression and Violent Behavior,18(6), 695–701. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.avb.2013.07.022Osman, M., Pupic, D., & Baigent, N. (2017). How many slaps isequivalent to one punch? New approaches to assessing the rela-tive severity of violent acts. Psychology of Violence, 7(1), 69–81.https://doi.org/10.1037/vio0000079Liddell, T. M., & Kruschke, J. K. (2018). Analyzing or-dinal data with metric models: What could possibly gowrong? Journal of Experimental Social Psychology, 79, 328–348.https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jesp.2018.08.009Regenwetter, M., & Cavagnaro, D. R. (2019). Tutorial on removingthe shackles of regression analysis: How to stay true to your theoryof binary response probabilities. Psychological Methods, 24(2),135–152. https://doi.org/10.1037/met0000196Regenwetter, M., Cavagnaro, D. R., Popova, A., Guo, Y., Zwill-ing, C., Lim, S. H., & Stevens, J. R. (2018). Heterogeneityand parsimony in intertemporal choice. Decision, 5(2), 63–94.https://doi.org/10.1037/dec0000069
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Mapping Cognitive Structures in Depression and Anxiety Using Formal
Concept Analysis

Depression and anxiety significantly impact cognitive processes,necessitating the deployment of advanced analytical tools to un-derstand these intricate alterations. Formal Concept Analysis(FCA), a strong mathematical framework, emerges as a pivotaltool in this endeavor, surpassing conventional methods throughits capacity to construct a visual and quantitative map of relation-ships between cognitive stimuli and psychological responses. Thisunique feature allows for an unparalleled exploration of cognitivestructures underpinning these disorders based on a theoreticalmodel.Utilizing FCA, we can identify and visualize distinct cognitive archi-tectures associated with depression and anxiety. In depression,FCA analysis might highlight a cognitive framework systematicallyskewed towards negative self-perception and interpretations ofexternal events, evidenced by groups of interrelated conceptssuch as diminished self-worth and hopelessness. These clustersare intricately linked with pervasive negative attributes, forming aconceptual framework that visually represents the cognitive land-scape of depression as theoretically modeled.Similarly, in anxiety, FCA reveals a complex network of conceptscentered around threat perception and worry, underscored byexaggerated frameworks of risk assessment and avoidance behav-iors. This intricate visualization not only deepens comprehensionof anxiety’s cognitive processes but also pinpoints potential focalpoints for cognitive-behavioral interventions, as derived from thetheoretical analysis.The application of FCA to the study of depression and anxietymarks a significant contribution to the fields of cognitive psychol-ogy and mathematical modeling. By clarifying the distorted cogni-tive architectures characteristic of these conditions, this researchleads the way for developing more precise, customized therapeu-tic strategies, thereby offering a new perspective that enhancesunderstanding of these pervasive mental health disorders throughthe lens of theoretical exploration.
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Exploring stimulus- and action-value reinforcement learning in
Parkinson’s disease

In Parkinson’s disease (PD), degeneration of the dorsal striatal-substantia nigra pars compacta (SNc) pathways is associated withmotor symptoms. However, to a lesser extent cell loss also occursin the ventral striatal-ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopamine pro-jections which are centrally involved in reward prediction errorcoding, thus affecting reinforcement learning (RL). Here we askedwhether neurodegeneration in SNc and VTA differentially affectsaction value learning and stimulus value learning. We tested PDpatients ON and OFF medication (N=22) as well as healthy agematched controls (N=24) on a novel probabilistic bandit task with acolor and an action learning condition. In the color value learningcondition, reward probabilities were tied to the color of handles(blue or yellow), irrespective of the action performed (pushingor pulling). Conversely, in the action value learning condition,reward probabilities were associated with the push or pull ac-tion, regardless of handle color. We developed an error-correctionRL model with a new weighting parameter to assess the relativecontributions of color and action values to the learning process.Hierarchical Bayesian inference was then employed to estimatelatent parameters at both individual and group levels, allowinginference across medication states and participant groups. Usingcareful model comparison, we tested the hypothesis that actionvalue learning is more impaired in PD patients OFF medicationthan color value learning, but restored ON medication.
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Nonstationarity of the hemodynamic response function in event-related
functional magnetic resonance imaging

In the analysis of event-related functional magnetic resonanceimaging (fMRI) data, inference on the brain’s reaction to a pre-sented stimulus is done with the help of the hemodynamic re-sponse function (HRF). It is common practice to assume that thebrain’s reaction is stationary, that is, the shape of the HRF cor-responding to one type of stimulus does not change over time.However, this is not necessarily true; possible sources of nonsta-tionarity are changes in emotions, stress level or learning effects.In this work we aim at answering the following questions: Can weassume stationarity of the hemodynamic response? If not, howdoes the HRF’s shape change over time? In other words, we inves-tigate if current methods sufficiently account for nonstationarityof the HRF. Subsequently, we present a methodology that allowsfor variation of the HRF’s shape over time. To this end, we employregression models that allow for time-varying beta coefficientsto model the HRF’s shape. In contrast to existing methods, weanalyze fMRI data of multiple subjects, consider multiple regionsin the brain and allow for variation inmultiple shape parameters ofthe HRF. Therefore, the proposed procedure accounts for severalsources of multiplicity. The procedure is applied to fMRI data of acategorization learning experiment to investigate changes in theHRF’s shape over the course of learning.
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Massive generalized additive models of neurophysiological time-series

Using statistical models for the analysis of neurophysiological time-series, such as electroencephalography (EEG) or pupil dilationrecordings, is complicated by the fact that these signals changenon-linearly over time. Additionally, other experimental contin-uous variables might have a non-linear effect on the measuredsignal as well. The analysis is typically further complicated by sub-stantial between-subject and between-trial heterogeneity of thesenon-linear relationships. Generalized additive models (GAMs) aretheoretically well-equipped to address both challenges, allowingthe estimation of non-linear functions of predictor variables aswell as random effects to account for these sources of heterogene-ity. However, in practice it is often computationally intractableto include sufficient random effects, as it is not uncommon forcognitive experiments to involve thousands of trials across par-ticipants. Here, we combined and extended recently proposedstrategies to reduce memory requirements and matrix infill into asparse GAM estimation algorithm capable of handling previouslyimpossible (non-linear) random effect structures. This allowed usto compute proper GAM models of pupil dilation data with 1.8million observations and EEG data with 23 million observations.Fitting these models introduces new challenges for establishedmodel comparison strategies, which we investigated with simu-lation studies. Based on the results we established guidelines onhow to identify the optimal model. To further facilitate this model-based analysis approach, we provide an openly available Pythonpackage of the algorithm and the investigated model comparisonstrategies.
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Modeling EEG with axon delay times to analyze individual differences in
cognition

Electroencephalography (EEG) is a fundamental tool in neuro-science, offering key insights into the complex workings of thebrain. This study introduces a global model for EEG analysis basedon a stochastic autoregressive framework derived from estab-lished models of neural behavior. While it is typically thoughtthat EEG frequency bands emerge from synchronous synapticactivity, the global model of EEG states that delays in axonal prop-agation across corticocortical and thalamocortical connectionssignificantly contribute to the variance observed in EEG signals.The present model predicts that spectral peaks in scalp-recordedEEG data can be solely attributed to axonal time delays at variousdistances. The autoregressive models are notable for their linearstructure that efficiently captures temporal relationships withinEEG signals, highlighting the impact of axonal propagation delayswith greater computational efficiency.The model employs a connectivity atlas to determine the connec-tivity and distances between various brain regions. Additionally, itincorporates distributions of axonal delays and Event-Related Po-tentials (ERPs) in response to visual stimuli. The approach allowsfor an accurate reproduction of EEG power spectra, including bothresting-state alpha rhythms and ERP peaks. The findings suggestthat axonal delay times and neural connectivity within linear pre-dictive models influence EEG dynamics, offering a method to ana-lyze individual cognitive variations through EEG data. In the future,we aim to apply these models alongside cognitive frameworks todraw inferences about individual variations in neurocognition.
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Model selection for parsimonious whole-brain decoders: beyond
cross-validation

Predicting mental states from functional Magnetic ResonanceImaging (fMRI) data through whole-brain decoders is becomingincreasingly popular. To create interpretable decoders, choosing alevel of parsimony that determines which brain signals should beincluded is necessary. The traditional approach has been to testthe predictive performance of decoders with different levels of par-simony on new data through cross-validation. However, as fMRIdata is rich in variables, the classic cross-validation (CV) approachoften leads to inflated whole-brain decoders that include manyrandom voxels. A classic correction approach is the 1 StandardError (1SE) rule that accepts the most parsimonious decoder witha performance within 1SE of the best-performing decoder’s per-formance in cross-validation. This approach ensures the choice ofa more parsimonious decoder. However, it depends on the outlier-vulnerable metrics of the means from the CV performances andthe standard error. To deal with this, we propose a pairwise fold(i.e. subject) comparison between the best-performing decoderfrom the CV and the more parsimonious decoders. The mostparsimonious decoder with an insignificant paired t-test againstthe best-performing decoder is chosen. We show that the pair-wise comparison approach is more outlier resistant than 1SE andexcludes irrelevant voxels more reliably than the classic CV ap-proach.
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Minds for Mobile Agents: A pedestrian model based on psychological
principles

Many organizational decisions require knowledge of how peoplemove around in space. Consider, for instance, managing a crowdduring events, building safe infrastructure for pedestrians, andusing behavioral interventions to limit infection risk during epi-demics. It is therefore not surprising that engineers have spentconsiderable effort on capturing pedestrian flow. However, whilethese models are aimed at capturing human movement, they typi-cally lack the human component and fail to incorporate individualdifferences in people’s walking behavior and the goals that underlythis behavior. In this talk, I will present the recently developedMinds for Mobile Agents (M4MA) model as an alternative frame-work that allows for pedestrians to have their own personalityand goals, thus capturing more realistic walking behavior thancompetitor models. I will furthermore present results of ongoingstudies that attempt to validate the M4MA model.
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Using cognitive models to debias anchoring effects in wisdom of the
crowd aggregation

The wisdom of the crowd aims to aggregate people’s knowledge.One role psychological models can play is debiasing people’s ex-pressions of their knowledge. An example involves debiasing esti-mates people provide that may have been impacted by anchoringeffects. Because of anchoring caused by initial comparison, whatpeople estimate is a systematic distortion of what they know. Cog-nitive models can serve to infer the underlying knowledge fromthe observed behavior. Aggregating inferred cognitive knowledgecan then lead to better group aggregates than can be achieved bystatistical aggregation of the estimates. We consider data froma new experiment in which 194 people answered questions like"What year did the first McDonalds franchise open?" and "Whatyear did Ronald Reagan become president?". Some people wereasked initial comparison questions involving years much later thanthe answer, some were asked comparisons involving years muchearlier than the answer, and others were not asked any compar-ison question. We show these manipulations lead to significantanchoring effects, and test the ability of a simple cognitive modelof anchoring to debias people’s estimates and improve the crowdaggregate.
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Distribution Inference and Surface Tracing (DIST): A computational
model of ensemble perception

How do we rapidly perceive a crowd’s general direction of move-ment or the average color of a picture? Ensemble perception isthe automatic and rapid extraction of the summary statisticalproperties of collections of stimuli. Ensemble perception issurprisingly accurate given people’s recall for individual stimuli.Despite a large empirical literature on ensemble perception, acomprehensive cognitive model of the process is lacking. Here,building on the efficient coding literature, we develop and explorea model of ensemble perception. In the model, people areassumed to behave as if they first infer a CDF of a set of stimuliusing kernel density estimation and then use this inferred CDFto make ensemble judgments. We call this model DistributionInference and Surface Tracing (DIST).We show that DIST accurately predicts central tendency estima-tion in the face of changes in the size, variance, and skewednessof a stimuli set, even when constrained to parameters thatare resource-rational. Further results are presented that showhow DIST performs when fitted to 12 different datasets. DIST isfound to fit equivalently to or better than alternative models ofensemble perception, including recent computational models.We also present experiments that aim to test a novel predictionthat DIST makes about ensemble perception behaviour. Theresults of the experiments are taken as preliminary support forDIST.
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Why two heads together are worse than apart: A context-based account
of collaborative inhibition in memory search

Contrary to common intuition, groups of people recalling informa-tion together remember less than the same number of individualsrecalling alone (i.e., the collaborative inhibition effect). To under-stand this effect in a free recall task, we build a computationalmodel of collaborative recall in groups, extended from the ContextMaintenance and Retrieval (CMR) model which captures how indi-viduals recall information alone (Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009).We propose that in collaborative recall, one not only uses theirprevious recall as an internal retrieval cue, but also listens to some-one else’s recall and uses it as an external retrieval cue. Attendingto this cue updates the listener’s context to be more similar tothe context of someone else’s recall. Over an existing dataset ofindividual and collaborative recall in small and large groups (Gates,Suchow, & Griffiths, 2022), we show that our model successfullycaptures the difference in memory performance between individ-ual recall and collaborative recall across different group sizes from2 to 16, as well as additional recall patterns such as recency effectsand semantic clustering effects. Our model further shows thatthe contexts of collaborating individuals converge more than thecontexts of individuals who recall alone. We discuss contributionsof our modeling results in relation to previous accounts of thecollaborative inhibition effect.
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Testing context effects: How to have your cake and eat it, too

What is “context”, and how can we best test for its influence (orthe lack thereof)? A principled theoretical approach requires aunity between the verbal definition, the mathematical structureimplied by it, and the empirical data observed in experimentalinvestigations. The diversity in settings covered by the literatureon contextual influences, spanning from low-level foraging tasksin amoeboid organisms to real-world market behavior, goes hand-in-hand with an almost equal diversity of testing approaches de-signed to assess the presence of context effects. The present workcritically evaluates existing approaches to testing context effectsand identifies a mismatch between verbal definitions and themathematical structure. We propose a new approach to testingcontext effects through the lens of random preference models.We show that conclusions drawn from random preference modelscoincide with existing context-effect definitions in the experimen-tal designs typically used. However, the ability of those designsto detect context effects is very limited. We demonstrate howtestability can be established by linking individual choices acrossdifferent contexts, providing a general-purpose, sensitive, andspecific test of context effects. A reanalysis of existing datasetsconfirms that context effects occur more frequently than tradi-tional approaches suggest, and that there is a large degree ofheterogeneity in which context effects occur, often incompatiblewith commonly used labels such as “attraction effect”. The presentwork highlights the need for theoretical clarifications related tocontext effects and establishes a modeling framework that is ableto achieve testability for a large class of models.
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The disjunction effect does not violate the Law of Total Probability

The disjunction effect is defined as an empirical violation of theSure-Thing Principle, which states that if a person is willing to takean action independently of the outcome of some event, then theymust be willing to do so even when the outcome of the event isunknown. A large recent literature has claimed that a probabilisticversion of this statement follows from the Law of Total Probabilityand used this to claim that a number of empirical findings areincompatible with classical decision theory. We show here thatthis probabilistic approach cannot show violation either of the Lawof Total Probability or of any classical decision theory prediction.We derive from first principles an alternative probabilistic relationwhich is both necessary and sufficient for a disjunction effect tobe inferable in between-subject experiments, and we show thatmany past claims of a disjunction effect are unsubstantiated.
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Testing the Additively Separable Representation of Utility Theories: An
Experiment Evaluating Monotonicity, Transitivity, and Double
Cancellation

Additive conjoint measurement (ACM) is a formal theory of mea-surement that specifies how two variables relate to a third (Debreu,1960; Luce & Tukey, 1964). ACM plays a foundational role in manyutility-based decision theories such as prospect theory (Kahneman& Tversky, 1979). We report the results of a decision making underrisk/ambiguity experiment designed to test three axioms neces-sary for an ACM representation of utility: (1) Monotonicity, (2)transitivity, and (3) double cancellation. Our experiment was de-signed to induce violations of (1) and (2) via the ambiguity aversioneffect. For nearly all participants, we find strong evidence that allthree ACM axioms hold, even when participants show ambiguityaversion in their preferences.
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Compressed Representations and Attentional Competition in Numeric
Integration for Average Estimations

The ability to estimate the average value of a number stream isa fundamental aspect of information processing and a buildingblock of value-based decisions. Yet, research on average estima-tion has focused on the integration of numerical information froma single source. Here, we examined the estimation of averageswhen competing sources of information are presented. We testedtwo theories of numeric value integration: the Compressed Men-tal Number Line (CMNL) predicts underestimation of averagesindependent of competing information; Selective Integration (SI)predicts that competing information interferes with the targetinformation. Across three experiments, we found a significantunderestimation of the averages, and a limited impact of compet-ing information on estimation. Computational modeling showsthat the CMNL (together with an explicit noise theory) providesthe overall better account than SI to describe estimation behaviorin our data. However, about one third of our participants werebest described by SI. Among these participants, the computationalmechanism of SI consisted of an underweighting of lower numbersin local sample comparisons. Overall, our findings clarify the roleof competing information in average estimations, and shed lighton the exact cognitive process and limitations of SI as a generaltheory of sequential information integration.
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Characterizing People’s Sampling Engines Using Random Generation

In random generation tasks, participants generate items such asnumbers unpredictably. Recently, we have proposed that, whendoing these tasks, people employ their general ability to generatesamples for inference; an approach resembling Markov ChainMonte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms in computer science (Castilloet al., 2024). Consistent with this model, we have also foundthat people’s random samples approximate the ground-truthdistribution well, which has led us to propose random generationas a technique to elicit people’s beliefs (León-Villagrá et al., 2022).Several manipulations have previously been found to affect howrandom people can be. Here we explore two such manipulationsand connect changes in people’s behaviour to changes in modelparameters. In two experiments, we ask participants to generatesamples from two naturalistic domains (lifespans and heights) andmanipulate either the speed of production or the requirement toproduce the samples randomly (within-participants design).Consistent with previous research (Towse, 1998), we find thatpeople are less random when the production speed is higher.We find that this difference is characterized quite well by thesame MCMC algorithm reporting every second sample in theslower condition. Perhaps surprisingly we find little difference inpeople’s samples when items only need to be reported as they“come to mind”, with items being closer together but other typicaldeviations from randomness not changing.We use these results to characterize people’s sampling engines,finding which aspects of their sampling people can alter when thetask changes, and which they cannot.
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Investigating the cognitive processes underlying quantitative judgments:
Insights from combining cognitive modeling and eye tracking

This work investigates the cognitive processes underlying quanti-tative judgments from multiple cues by combining cognitive mod-eling with eye tracking. People can judge an object’s criterionvalue based on the object’s similarity to previously experiencedexemplars (similarity-based process) or by integrating across theobject’s cues like a linear regression (rule-based process). Wetest whether people who rely more on the similarity to exem-plars as indicated by cognitive modeling also look more at thelocations on the screen where the exemplars were shown. Tothis end, we conducted two eye tracking studies, in which thecues predicted the criterion in an additive (N = 19) or multiplica-tive (N = 49) way. Participants first learned the criterion valueand screen location of each of four exemplars; then, they judgedthe criterion value of new, briefly presented test stimuli withoutfeedback. Eye tracking measured participants’ gaze proportionsto the now blank exemplar locations (looking-at-nothing), andcognitive modeling using the RulEx-J framework modeled theirreliance on a similarity- over a rule-based process. We foundmoresimilarity usage and more looking-at-nothing in the multiplicativestudy than in the additive study. Focusing on the multiplicativestudy, participants relying more on the similarity to exemplarsalso looked more at the blank exemplar locations (r = 0.36, p =.01). Furthermore, the looking-at-nothing was usually directed at asingle exemplar that was similar to the test stimulus. These resultsshow that combining model-based and process-tracing analysescan provide mutually supportive and complementary insights intothe cognitive processes underlying quantitative judgments.
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A comparison of static models of perceptual confidence and
metacognition

Recent years have seen a substantial proliferation of static modelsof confidence and metacognition. The most widely used model,although mostly implicitly assumed by metacognition researcherswithout empirical testing, is the Independent Truncated Gaussianmodel (ITG). ITG is the basis of the popular meta-d’/d’ methodused to quantify metacognitive ability. However, previous mod-elling studies of perceptual confidence have not included ITG informal model comparisons. The present study compares modelfit of ITG to seven different alternative models of confidence andmetacognition all derived from signal detection theory in a re-analysis of four previously published experiments and one newexperiment, (i) a masked orientation discrimination task, (ii) arandom-dot motion discrimination task, (iii) a low contrast orien-tation discrimination task, (iv) a dot numerosity discriminationtask, and (v) a low contrast number discrimination task. I showthat in all five experiments, alternative models provide a betterfit than ITG: In the dot numerosity discrimination task, the bestfit is achieved by the signal detection rating model. In the otherfour experiments, the best fit is achieved by either the weightedevidence and visibilitymodel or the logistic weighted evidence andvisibility model, implying that at least two sources of evidence arerequired to account for perceptual confidence, one related to thediscrimination judgment, and one related to the reliability of theperceptual evidence. I discuss implications for the measurementof metacognition.
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Decision versus non-decision time

Decision models typically assume that reaction time on each trialis the sum of decision and non-decision time, the latter beingwidely held to capture sensory and motor delays. However, themathematical assumptions allowing this split can be simplistic,arbitrary and lead to counter-intuitive results. How reaction timeshould be split between decision and non-decision time is both atheoretical and an empirical question. In this talk, I will explore theboundaries between sensory and decision processes, and betweendecision and motor processes, to propose a biological definitionof when decision time may start and stop. I will then present amodel-free empirical approach to estimating non-decision time,directly observable in behavioural data. In contrast to non-decisiontime parameters from model fits, measures extracted using thisapproach consistently satisfy widespread selective influence as-sumptions: they vary predictably with visual and motor factors,and do not vary with higher-level task-demands. Last, using theEZ, DDM and LBA models, we conclude that non-decision timeparameter from these models is unlikely to consistently reflectvisuomotor delays.
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Evidence accumulation in continuous response paradigm: General
investigation and optimality conditions

Evidence accumulation refers to a class of cognitive theories forscenarios where a stream of relevant information must be inte-grated in real time to reach a decision. The optimal solution forthis is Bayesian inference, capable of online updating of decisionvariables based on each new piece of information. In the caseof two-choice decisions, Bayesian inference is equivalent to thecelebrated theory of evidence accumulation, called the diffusiondecision model. Nevertheless, in the case of a continuum of possi-ble decision alternatives, the counterpart of Bayesian inference inthe evidence accumulation theories is not developed. We exam-ine the general models of evidence accumulation for continuousdecisions and investigate the conditions under which the modelsperform Bayes optimal inference.
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Evidence accumulation is not essential for generating intertemporal
preference

Traditional models of intertemporal preference tend to be staticand thus lack an explicit account of the underlying cognitive pro-cesses. Several dynamic models of intertemporal choice havebeen proposed to address this drawback. Most of such mod-els (e.g., Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2014) adoptan evidence-accumulation approach and can account for majorbehavioral regularities regarding both choice responses and corre-sponding response times. Recently, Dai et al. (2018) proposed analternative, non-accumulative framework for modeling intertem-poral choice using two time-honored concepts in economics andpsychophysics, that is, random utility and discrimination thresh-old. According to this framework, an intertemporal choice is madeupon a large enough random evaluation of the relative advantageof one option over the other. When such an evaluation is rela-tively small in absolute value, another random evaluation will bemade without accumulating any information or evidence fromprevious evaluations. Such models have been shown to be ca-pable of not only qualitatively accounting for major behavioraleffects regarding choice responses and response times but alsogenerally outperforming models built upon the DFT framework.More recent development of such models (Zhang et al., 2023)further revealed their power to accommodate intertemporal pref-erences measured by matching tasks. The general success of suchnon-accumulative models suggests that evidence accumulationmight not be essential for generating intertemporal preference.Further research is in need for a more rigorous test of this novelframework against other preferential decisions.
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Sequential Sampling Models, Underreaction to Rare Extreme Events and
Accumulation from Past Experiences

Numerous papers on cognitive psychology try to clarify how peo-ple solve sequential sampling tasks. These studies have yieldedtwo key findings. One finding suggests that the underlying cog-nitive processes can be effectively represented by models thatassume the summation of noisy evidence toward a decision thresh-old. A second finding suggests that individuals tend to deviatefrom optimal choice in the direction of underreaction to rare andextreme events. In the current paper, we show that these twokey findings make conflicting predictions when applied to sequen-tial sampling tasks with rare and extreme events. Specifically,while prominent sequential sampling models predict strong over-reaction to such events, people tend to underreact. To clarify thisapparent inconsistency, we investigate the conditions under whichthe contrasting predictions emerge, and present a model that in-corporates cognitive mechanisms from both streams of research.Our integrated model successfully explains well-established phe-nomena in sequential sampling tasks and accounts for the uniquebehavioral patterns associated with rare and extreme outcomes.Taken together, this analysis highlights the value of perspectiveand methodological integration across theoretical fields. We do soby testing the boundary conditions of existing theories, sheddinglight on the processes underlying sequential sampling and valuebased decisions.
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An EZ Bayesian hierarchical drift diffusion model for response time and
accuracy

The EZ-drift diffusion model (EZDDM) consists of an invertibleset of equations that relate the drift rate, boundary separation,and nondecision time parameters of the drift diffusion model(DDM) to three summary statistics of choice RT data. The EZDDMis computationally inexpensive, making parameter estimation at-tainable from simply the accuracy rate and the mean and varianceof the correct-trial RTs. We introduce an implementation of theEZDDM within a Bayesian framework, using binomial and nor-mal distributions to model the sampling distributions of thesesummary statistics. Moving into the realm of Bayesian genera-tive models allows us to implement versatile extensions, such ascognitive latent variable models that capture differences acrosslevels of variation, metaregression structures, and hierarchicalmodels. The resulting “EZ Bayesian hierarchical drift diffusionmodel” (EZBHDDM) serves as a hyper-efficient proxy model tothe hierarchical DDM. We demonstrate, with simulation studies,the efficacy of our proxy model, and present applied illustrationsusing the graphical Bayesian analysis package JASP. While we findsome bias in some of the drift diffusion parameters in recoverystudies, we find our proxy model to be robust and highly efficientin recovering critical regression parameters from models that in-corporate a metaregression structure. Since the EZBHDDM can beeasily implemented in any probabilistic programming language,it can be extended to different Bayesian structures without greatcomputational expense.
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Integrating orthographic feature frequency with global matching
models of recognition memory

Recent attempts have been made to integrate realistic ortho-graphic representations from the reading literature in globalmatching models of memory where all orthographic features,namely letters or bigrams were weighted equally. The currentstudy aimed to further extend this equal weightmodel and explorethe consequence of integrating orthographic feature frequency inglobal matching models of recognition through two approaches.First, we conducted two recognition memory studies where let-ter or bigram frequency was varied within participants. Resultsshowed feature frequency effects where words comprised of rareletters and bigrams showed higher HR and lower FAR than wordscomprised of more common letters and bigrams. Orthographicrepresentations (slot coding and bigram models) were situatedas individual global matching models where letters/bigrams wereeither weighted equally or as a linear function of their naturalfrequency values, and fitted to individual participants’ data in aHierarchical Bayesian framework. Results consistently favouredthe feature frequency models over the equal weight models. Sec-ond, equal weight and feature frequency global matching modelswere fitted to a large recognition memory dataset on the level ofindividual trials to compare their ability in capturing item-levelmemorability variations across individual words. Model selectionresults supported the feature frequency model and showed thatweighting features by their distinctiveness improved the modelsability to capture variability in hit rates across individual words.
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A neural network model of free recall and its connection to neural
machine translation

In this work, we propose a neural network model for free recallthat draws direct parallels between neural machine translation(NMT) and cognitive models of memory search, specifically theContext Maintenance and Retrieval (CMR) model. We hypothesizethat NMT advancements such as attention mechanisms (Luong etal., 2015) closely resemble how humans reactivate prior contexts(“mental time travel”; Tulving, 1985). To demonstrate these par-allels, we train a seq2seq model as a cognitive model of memorysearch, and evaluate behavior against available human free recalldata. We find that at intermediate levels of training, the modelcan capture several phenomena observed in human free recall ex-periments (Kahana et al., 2022); and after optimization, the modeldemonstrates the same optimal behavior as previously derived bythe CMR model (Zhang, Griffiths, & Norman, 2023). Performingan ablation study, we demonstrate that behavioral differencesbetween models with and without attention aligns with impairedbehavior observed in hippocampal amnesia patients (Palombo, DiLascio, Howard, & Verfaellie, 2019).
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Mental Sampling in Preferential Choice: Specifying the Sampling
Algorithm

Recent theories of decision making have explained this behaviourusing mental sampling mechanisms where people imagine pos-sible outcomes from the available options to guide their choices.Simultaneously, work in other domains has found evidence ofparticular mental sampling patterns, such as autocorrelations be-tween samples and moderation by prior assumptions, which cur-rent decision making theories do not generally consider. Here, weseek to unify this work, developing a new sampling model of pref-erential choice incorporating these findings in other domains. Ourmodel, based on the Autocorrelated Bayesian Sampler, predictschoice, reaction time, confidence and valuation from a commonunderlying sampling process. We find a strong correspondence be-tween our model’s predictions and empirical choice data, thoughperformance remains below leading explanations for such tasks.Our model does however cover a broader set of response typesthan existing theories, suggesting the advantages of consideringof a wider range of behaviours than are commonly examined incurrent decision making studies.
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Comparison of Markov and quantum walk models of bistable
perception

Bistable perception is a fascinating psychological phenomenon inwhich the conscious perception that a person experiences for a sin-gle image spontaneously changes across time. In our experiment,twelve participants observed a dynamic display of moving dots,which initially appeared to rotate in one direction before seem-ingly reversing. The study consisted of six sessions, during whichparticipants observed sequences of these moving dots across fiveone-minute blocks. They were instructed to report any perceivedchanges in the rotation’s direction – specifying shifts to the left, tothe right, or expressing uncertainty. Each report of perceived direc-tional change, along with the time taken to notice such changes,was recorded. This process yielded a detailed dataset of responsepatterns and the timing of perceptual switches. We developedtwo models to account for the results: a quantum walk versusa Markov random walk model, both with reflecting bounds andmeasurement operators designed to detect the three responses.Both models required fitting 6 parameters to each session (5 min-utes of viewing) using maximum likelihood methods, and thenwe computed a G2 lack of fit measure for each model, person,and session. The results, averaged across the 6 sessions for eachparticipant, indicated that the quantum model produced a betterfit for 9 out of the 12 participants as compared to the Markovmodel; however, the advantage was small.
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Tactile sensorimotor transformations are reliable over time, but do not
generalise across tasks

Locating incoming sensory information is an essential element ofsensorimotor transformations. In tactile localisation, conflictinginformation from different reference frames can cause judgmenterrors and slow processing. For example, people are faster andmore accurate in locating stimuli delivered to uncrossed com-pared to crossed arms, presumably because the crossed postureinvolves conflicting information between the anatomical ("whichside of my body") and external ("which side of the room") spa-tial information. The difference in performance between crossedand uncrossed conditions is known as the ‘crossing effect’. In thecurrent study, we examined to what extent tasks with crossingeffects are suited for studying individual differences, focusing on:1) the within-subject reliability of crossing effects for individualtasks, and 2) the generalisation of crossing effects across differenttasks. Ninety-one participants completed three tactile perceptiontasks that involved uncrossed and crossed limb postures. Twoweeks later, they returned to the lab to complete the same threetasks again. Two of the three tasks exhibited good within-subjectreliability for both reaction time and accuracy, as evidenced byhigh intra-class correlations. However, crossing effects did not cor-relate between different tasks, even though processing speed did.These findings indicate that cognitive processes may generalisepoorly across tasks even when they show within-subject reliabilityover time.
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Teaching functions with Gaussian processes

Humans are remarkably adaptive instructors who can adjust ad-vice on complex tasks based on a learner’s current knowledge andgoals. However, paradigms in cognitive psychology generally exam-ine pedagogy in constrained and discrete tasks, like categorizationor feature learning, with a small set of actions for the instructor tochoose from. We examine teaching in continuous domains, wherethere are theoretically infinite choices, and model how teachersformulate a computationally tractable Bayesian inference aboutwhich choice is best. We propose that teachers can reason aboutlearners as agents that update their hypotheses using Gaussianprocess regression. We tested this in a visual function completiontask, in which an agent observes dots placed along a 2D planeand must draw a line that represents the underlying function thatproduced those dots. We modeled how a teacher, who knows theunderlying function, would select points that best help a learnerrecover the function. Preliminary evidence suggests teachers aresensitive to learners’ priors about continuous functions. For in-stance, when learners expect a diverse range of function types(linear, quadratic, periodic, etc.) then teachers tend to select ex-amples that help distinguish between those types. Conversely,teachers did not adhere to this pattern if learners saw just onefunction type. Ongoing analyses will compare human data to amodel-based teacher agent that reasons about the learner’s Gaus-sian process regression to evaluate the utility of showing certainpoints. Our results provide insight into how teachers formulatepedagogical guidance in computationally tractable ways, even incomplex, continuous domains.
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State of play: Interacting latent Markov chains in repeated games

Repeated games provide a controlled yet rich framework for study-ing social interactions. Classic game-theoretic analyses focus ondetermining equilibrium solutions for completely self-interested,fully informed, and rational agents. Other, arguably more validapproaches, tend to focus on agents with socially-oriented utilityfunctions, or with less-than perfect planning-ahead capabilities.Here, I will present the framework of interacting latent Markovchains in repeated games, leveraging the strengths of both ap-proaches. I will assume that at each decision point, a player’sactions are determined by their discrete latent state, which maydepend on learned beliefs about the strategies of other players,yet also on the social orientation towards other players (e.g. love,hate, ignorance). Players can transition between such states as aconsequence of the actions of all players. I will show the uniqueadvantages of this framework, and contrast it to other common ap-proaches to repeated games, including traditional solutions suchas subgame perfect Nash equilibria andMarkov perfect equilibria.
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Exploring the social and temporal dynamics of striving for cognitive
consistency in political belief change

How does striving for cognitive consistency affect political polar-ization? The psychological consistency theories have found largesupport in empirical research, yet, the temporal, social, and politi-cal consequences of individuals striving for cognitive consistencyare little understood. In the present work, an agent-based modelsimulating change in individuals’ political beliefs was developed,based on the basic assumption that people strive for cognitiveconsistency in their political beliefs. While it can be assumedthat all people strive for cognitive consistency, research has alsoshown the understanding of what consistency means for an in-dividual differs. Hence, people differ in their cognitive models.In the present work, a cognitive model is formalized as a corre-lation matrix that indicates how strongly different beliefs shouldrelate to each other. To derive different cognitive models, correla-tional class analysis is used on the European Social Survey data. Inthe agent-based simulation, agents can interact with each otherand change their beliefs towards more consistency. Simulationresults are analyzed regarding political polarization/consensus,showing that striving for consistency increases polarization, leadsto more extreme beliefs, yet is also necessary to maintain diversityin beliefs. Differences in cognitive models amplify these effects.Limitations and different design choices are discussed. Althoughthe macro-level results of the simulation are difficult to validate,it is argued for the value of testing cognitive psychological theoryand its consequences in the temporal and social interplay.
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Talk in a Symposium abstracts

Theoretical implications of how we model night gaps in ESM

Night gaps are inherent to experience sampling method (ESM)data, yet they are often overlooked or approached solely as adynamic modeling problem rather than an avenue of research.As a result, the theoretical implications of current solutions aretypically not (fully) considered or discussed. These solutions in-volve (1) ignoring the night gap by considering the night intervalas a regular interval, (2) removing the night gap by not regressingthe first measurement of the day on the last measurement ofthe previous day, or (3) treating the night gap as a missing dataproblem.In this presentation, I propose an alternative method that esti-mates the relation between the first observation of the day and thelast observation of the previous day freely, as a separate parame-ter. Additionally, I make explicit for each of these methods theirtheoretical implication for the process of interest within the con-text of the fundamental first-order autoregressive (AR[1]) model.Since the current methods are special cases of the proposed al-ternative, we can test which method best describes the processof interest. Through an empirical N=1 example of various ESMvariables, I demonstrate that the best-fitting method differs pervariable. This implies that some processes may exhibit differentdynamics during the night than during the daytime, providing astepping stone to understanding and modeling night gaps in ESM.
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A multiverse analysis of the psychometric properties and robustness of
dynamic structural equation models

Although research investigating the dynamics of complex systemsis amainstay in fields such as epidemiology, economics, and certainsub-disciplines of psychology, such investigations are increasinglygaining traction in cognitive psychology. This surge in interest islargely attributed to the emergence of Dynamic Structural Equa-tion Models (DSEMs). DSEM represents a powerful statistical toolformodeling longitudinal data, integrating elements of time-seriesanalysis, multilevel modeling, and structural equation modeling.The availability of DSEM is increasingly broadened due to its trans-lation into free software platforms like R and Stan. However, be-fore embracing DSEM on a larger scale, it is crucial to thoroughlyinvestigate its psychometric properties and parameter estimationcapabilities. In this context, our study embarks on an explorationof amultiverse of methodological options related to DSEM applica-tion. Specifically, we examine the impacts of varying sample sizes,number of timepoints, priors, and sampler settings—includingthe number of iterations, seeds, and initial start values—on therobustness and reliability of the model outcomes. This compre-hensive analysis aims to provide deeper insights into the optimaluse of DSEM in cognitive psychological research, paving the wayfor their more informed and effective application in the field.
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Capturing asymmetrical temporal dynamics using thresholded time
series models

Commonly used time series models are able to capture temporaldynamics of psychological processes over time. However, thesemodels assume that the temporal dynamics function similarlyregardless of the current value of the time series. We argue thatmany psychological processes likely involve asymmetrical temporaldynamics, for example, that the effect of more-than-usual sleep(for a given person) on wellbeing is different from that of less-than-usual sleep. We illustrate how overlooking asymmetricaldynamics can adversely impact inferences one draws, for example,of the effect of sleep on wellbeing. We demonstrate how we canadapt commonly any time series model to allow for asymmetricaldynamics in, and how doing so improves model fit and inferences.
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You Could do Better Tomorrow - Modeling day to day fluctuations in
cognitive performance

Interest in psychological dynamics can span multiple timescales,ranging from fast fluctuations at a resolution of seconds, to oc-casions (morning, afternoon, evening), days, and even months.However, currently available implementations of DSEM are re-stricted to two-levels forcing researchers to opt for suboptimalchoices, either ignoring some timescales or building models usingmulti-step approaches with known psychometric pitfalls (e.g. lossof uncertainty in estimates). By leveraging the flexibility offeredby the probabilistic programming language Stan we can extendDSEM to allow for the contemporaneous modeling of processesacrossmultiple timescales. We showcase thismodeling innovationin a rich dataset (VEKTOR) tracking children’s cognitive trainingprogress. We show that children’s cognitive performance can fluc-tuate over the span of seconds and days using a 3-level DSEM.Researchers can easily extend this parameterization of DSEM tospecify a hierarchical DSEM with their desired number of levels.
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A state-based time series model capturing mood fluctuations over time

Time series models are increasingly used to investigate fluctua-tions in psychological processes over time. Advanced time seriesmodels such as Dynamic Structural Equation Models have provena powerful tool to capture, for example, mood fluctuations and tosubsequently inform diagnosis and treatment. Arguably, temporaldynamics of mood are not gradual but involve states, especiallyin clinical populations. Therefore, we propose an extended timeseries model in which we implement states and allow temporaldynamics parameters to vary across these states. We show howthese models outperform stateless models in capturing mood fluc-tuations and howmodel parameters can be used to inform clinicalpractice.
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Using multinomial processing trees to model latent cognitive processes
during garden-pathing

Garden-path sentences such as “While the doctor visited the pa-tient collapsed” are one of the most-studied phenomena in psy-cholinguistics, as they typically engender large, reliable slowdownsin reading compared to control conditions (“While the doctor vis-ited, . . . ”). These reading slowdowns have classically been inter-preted as indexing syntactic reanalysis, that is, switching from aninitial incorrect structure (“the doctor visited the patient”) to thecorrect one. More recently, however, it has been argued that read-ers do not always carry out reanalysis, but may retain the incorrectstructure instead (e.g., Christianson et al., 2001). Furthermore,both the online reading time data and offline sentence judgments(“grammatical”/”ungrammatical”) may be contaminated by trialsin which participants are not paying attention to the stimulus at all.Given these potential contaminants, it is important to go beyondsimply comparing condition means. Multinomial processing trees,which take observed responses as being generated from a cascadeof latent cognitive processes, can be a highly useful tool in this con-text. I present a model that partitions the processing of the criticalsentence region (“collapsed”) into three components: attention,surprise, and reanalysis. Reading times are analyzed as comingfrom a mixture distribution whose components are identified bythe costs of the latent processes that either occur or do not occurin a given experimental trial. The full tree model provides betterpredictive fit than simpler models, and the estimates suggest thatsyntactic reanalysis is much more costly than previously assumedonce contaminants are taken into account.
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Introducing ScanDL: A diffusion-based generative model of eye
movements in reading

Eye movements in reading reveal cognitive processes involved inhuman language understanding. As such, they have been pivotalin psycholinguistic research. More recently, they have also beenutilized for both interpreting and enhancing the cognitive plausi-bility of language models as well as for inference tasks, such asdeducing properties of the reader or the text being read. However,eye movement data is scarce and usually unavailable at inferencetime, which constitutes an obstacle for this branch of research.Traditional approaches trying to amend this issue relied on cog-nitive models to generate synthetic scanpaths, but recent shiftsfavor purelymachine-learning-basedmethods, as they provemoresuitable for the sole task of generating human-like synthetic eyemovement data. Based on recent research that applies continuousdiffusion processes to discrete data, we present ScanDL, a discretesequence-to-sequence diffusion model that produces human-likescanpaths on texts. The model captures the multi-modal interac-tions of the input by employing pre-trained word embeddings anda joint representation of the text and the fixations in space. Ourassessment of ScanDL across different settings demonstrates itssuperior performance against previous benchmarks in scanpathgeneration. Moreover, an extensive psycholinguistic analysis re-veals that ScanDL captures key phenomena observed in humanreaders, such as surprisal, word length, and frequency. We under-line the model’s ability to exhibit human-like reading behavior andfurther show that it can be used for power analyses, and could,prospectively, also be used for piloting psycholinguistic experi-ments.
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Modeling individual differences in a pragmatic reference game as a
consequence of variable disengagement from unsuccessful strategies

Individuals are known to vary in their likelihood of drawing Griceanpragmatic inferences. We present the first algorithmic-level modelof a pragmatic reasoning task, in ACT-R, to formalize the way inwhich this variability could come from individual differences indomain-general cognitive variables.In non-linguistic reference games (RefGames), participants select areferent for a possibly-ambiguous message. RefGame participantsvary in their tendency to derive “simple” and “complex” Griceaninferences (Franke & Degen, 2016).Mayn & Demberg (2022) found that more complex RefGame infer-encing was strongly associated with successful problem-solvingin Raven’s Progressive Matrices (RPM). One shared mechanismwhich may underlie successful RPM and RefGame performance isthe ability to use internal negative feedback to efficiently disen-gage from unsuccessful strategies: Stocco and colleagues’ (2021)ACT-R model captures an observed relationship between one’snegative feedback strength (Fneg) and RPM success.Based on the Stocco model, we present an ACT-R model of Re-fGame where success requires disengaging from strategies whichfail to provide a high-quality (unique) answer. Our model stochas-tically applies interpretive strategies of varying complexity untilarriving at a unique answer or else guesses after a timeout corre-sponding to individual persistence. Deriving complex inferencesultimately requires faster disengagement via stronger Fneg (orhigher persistence).Our model generates several novel predictions: (a) RefGame per-formance should correlate with specific Fneg and persistence met-rics, (b) more complex trials will take longer to solve, (c) incorrectresponses will have shorter response times and (d) correct re-sponses will more often demonstrate eye movements predictedfor complex strategy execution.
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Interindividual differences in predicting words versus sentence meaning:
Explaining N400 amplitudes using large-scale neural network models

Prediction error, both at the level of sentence meaning and at thelevel of the next presented word, has been shown to successfullyaccount for N400 amplitudes. Here we address the question ofwhether people differ in the representational level at which theyimplicitly predict upcoming language. To this end, we computeda measure of prediction error at the level of sentence meaning(magnitude of change in hidden layer activation, termed semanticupdate, in a neural network model of sentence comprehension,the Sentence Gestalt model) and a measure of prediction errorat the level of the next word (surprisal from a next word pre-diction language model). When using both measures to predictN400 amplitudes during the reading of naturalistic texts, resultsshowed that both measures significantly accounted for N400 am-plitudes even when the other measure was controlled for. Mostimportant for current purposes, both effects were significantlynegatively correlated such that people with a reversed or weak sur-prisal effect showed the strongest influence of semantic update onN400 amplitudes. Moreover, random-effects model comparisonshowed that individuals differ in whether their N400 amplitudesare driven by semantic update only, by surprisal only, or by both,and that the most common model in the population was eithersemantic update or the combinedmodel but not the pure surprisalmodel. The current approach of combining large-scale modelsimplementing different theoretical accounts with advanced modelcomparison techniques enables fine-grained investigations intothe computational processes underlying N400 amplitudes, includ-ing interindividual differences in the involved computations.
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Neural language model gradient as a predictor of ERPs and sentence
acceptability

Fitz & Chang (2019) argue that event-related brain potentials(ERPs) during sentence comprehension result from detection andincorporation of word-prediction error. The N400 componentwould correlate with prediction error while the P600 wouldbe indicative of error backpropagation in the language system.Psycholinguistically speaking, the latter is an estimate of howmuch the comprehended sentence changes the reader’slanguage knowledge. Fitz & Chang evaluate their theory using(backpropagated) prediction error from a neural network trainedon an artificial miniature language, and show that it indeedaccounts for many ERP effects from the literature.I present an evaluation of Fitz & Chang’s (2019) account on acorpus of EEG data recorded from participants reading naturalisticEnglish sentences (Frank et al., 2015). At each word of thesentences, surprisal and the total gradient of recurrent-layerconnections were estimated by an LSTM language model trainedon a large, natural language corpus. Consistent with the theory,higher surprisal resulted in stronger N400 while higher gradientresulted in stronger P600, although a detailed analysis of theERP time course suggests the apparent P600 effect should beinterpreted as a reversed N400 effect.The same model was then applied to over 4000 sentences from alarge-scale sentence acceptability rating study (Lau et al., 2017).Higher gradient was associated with lower acceptability (over andabove surprisal), suggesting that lower subjective acceptability ispartly due to larger update in language knowledge, and not onlyto lower sentence probability.
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Scan Pattern Similarity Predicts the Semantic Similarity of Sentences
Across Languages Above and Beyond Their Syntactic Structure

Human cognition is a highly integrated system which synchro-nizes processes and representations across modalities. Previousresearch on the synchronization between attention and sentenceproduction demonstrated that similar scene descriptions corre-spond to similar sequences of attended objects (scan patterns).Here, we generalise this finding from English to languages withdifferent word order. We test whether synchronicity holds not justwithin a language but across languages and examine the relativecontribution of syntax and semantics. 74 participants (24 English,28 Portuguese, 20 Japanese) described objects (N = 24), eitheranimate (e.g., man) or inanimate (e.g., suitcase), situated in avisual scene, while being eye-tracked. Across all participants, pair-wise sentence similarity was computed using Universal SentenceEncoder, which generates multilingual vector-based meaning rep-resentations. Part-of-Speech (POS) sequences, shallow represen-tation of the syntax of sentences, were extracted using spaCy.Similarities between POS sequences and scan patterns were mea-sured using Longest Common Subsequence. We found that similarsentences are associated with similar scan patterns in all threelanguages. Moreover, we demonstrated for the first time thatthis relationship holds across languages (e.g., if a Japanese anda Portuguese sentence are semantically similar, their associatedscan patterns are also similar). In contrast, we find that syntac-tic (POS) similarity is predicted by scan patterns only within thesame scene and only between languages with similar word order.This confirms that visual attention and language production aresynchronized, but also points to a grammar of perception that islanguage-independent, goes beyond syntactic realizations, andmanifests as oculomotor responses.
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Meaning modulations and stability in Large Language Models: An
analysis of BERT embeddings for psycholinguistic research

Computational models of semantic representations have long as-sumed a single static representa-tion for each word type, ignoringthe influence of linguistic context. Recent Large Language Models(LLMs), however, learn token-level contextualized representations,allowing the study of how semantic representations change incontext.We use BERT to probe type- and token-level representations fortheir ability to i) ex-plain semantic effects for isolated words (se-mantic relatedness and similarity ratings, lexical decision, andsemantic priming), ii) exhibit systematic interactions between lexi-cal semantics and context, and iii) explain meaning modulationsin context.Across several empirical studies, we show that BERT representa-tions satisfy two desid-erata for psychologically valid semantic rep-resentations. First, they have a stable semantic core which allowspeople to interpret words in isolation and prevents them to beused arbitrarily. Neighborhood density of prototype embeddingsexplains unique variance in lexical decisions, target-prime related-ness accounts for reaction times in primed lexical decision, andgeometric proximity in BERT’s representational space accountswell for both semantic similarity and relat-edness. Second, BERTrepresentations interact with sentence context in systematic ways,with representations shifting as a function of their semantic coreand the context: replacing word A for word B makes B’s repre-sentation shift away from its prototype representation and closerto that of A, and the closer A and B’s prototypes are, the easierit is for the model to effectively contextualize the replacement.Finally, we show that BERT representations can capture meaningmodulations across and within word senses: for example, the rep-resentation for tomato is clos-er to that of green in the sentenceThe tomato in my garden is ripening and to that of spaghetti inthe sentence You can still see some tomato pieces in the pastasauce, despite the referent possibly being the same.Therefore, a single, comprehensive model which simultaneouslylearns abstract, type-level prototype representations as well asmechanisms of how these interact with context can explain bothisolated word effects and context-dependent variations. Notably,these variations are not limited to discrete word senses, eschew-ing a strict dichotomy between exemplar and prototype modelsand re-framing traditional notions of polysemy.
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Retrieval (N400) and Integration (P600) in language comprehension

Neurocognitive models of language comprehension are informedby the differential modulation patterns of the N400 and P600components of the Event-Related Potential (ERP) signal duringincremental language comprehension. Models differ, however,in the functional interpretation assigned to the N400 and P600,leading to fundamentally different comprehension architecturesthat yield different predictions regarding the modulation of thesecomponents. Here, we focus on the predictions of an explicit neu-rocomputational model that instantiates Retrieval-Integration (RI)theory. On RI theory, N400 amplitude reflects the contextualizedretrieval of word meaning from long-term memory, and P600amplitude indexes the integration of retrieved word meaning intothe unfolding utterance representation. In particular, RI theorypredicts that the well-known N400-effect for semantic incongruitycan be wiped out completely when the retrieval of word meaningis facilitated through lexical and contextual priming, andmoreover,that the integrative processes underlying the P600 are graded forplausibility, such that P600 amplitude increases as words get lessplausible. ERP evidence will be discussed that directly confirmsthese predictions, which are unique to RI theory, thereby criticallychallenging alternative accounts and models of the N400 andP600.
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Studying language and cognition using models of discourse meanings

One of the challenges in cognitive research on language is to findmeaning representations that would go beyond simple (lexical)representations and be able to capture the incremental interpre-tation of discourse. At the same time, the representations shouldbe practical enough to be deployable on data that are of intereststo cognitive scientists.In this presentation, I discuss a way to make use of meaning rep-resentations developed in formal discourse semantics, DiscourseRepresentations Structures, to advance our understanding of howinterpretation and behavioral measures (reading data) are related.I will present a text corpus with eye-tracking and self-paced read-ing data that was fully annotated with Discourse RepresentationStructures. Then Iwill showhow such an annotation can be used toinvestigate a link between behavioral measures (fixations, reactiontimes) and discourse meanings. Finally, time permitting, I showhow we can use the annotated corpus to test claims regardingmeaning and cognition present in theories of sentence processing,e.g., the assumption that processing cost and the introduction ofdiscourse referents are interlinked (Dependency locality theory,Gibson, 1998, among others).
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Unveiling the Hidden: Machine Learning Approaches for the Discovery
of Latent Structures

In social sciences, the transition from verbal theories to compu-tational models presents a significant challenge, primarily due tothe difficulty in quantifying complex human behaviors into dis-crete parameters. Traditional analytical tools, such as PrincipalComponent Analysis (PCA), have long been the preferred methodfor reducing high dimensional data into low-dimensional spaces.However, these linear approaches often fall short in capturing theintricate relationships that characterize human behavior. This talkintroduces a novel application of variational auto-encoders (VAEs)combined with clustering techniques to provide an alternativeway to discover and construct latent dimensions for behavioralproblems. Unlike PCA, VAEs have the unique advantage of mod-eling non-linear relationships, thereby providing a deeper, moreaccurate interpretation of data.Mainly, our aim is to provide a tool that can distill critical dimen-sions for specific behavioral problems with an application on ex-perimental data from a novel procrastination task. However, theimplications of this research extend beyond individual domains,supporting a broader application. The ability to discern non-linearrelationships and hidden structures can thereby enhance under-standing and parametrization of various behavioral phenomena,ultimately leading to the development of better predictive modelsand theoretical frameworks. As such, this talk aims to evaluatemachine learning as a tool for exploratory data analysis with aneye toward inspiring richer and more complete psychological the-ories.
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TogetherFlow: Bayesian simulation-based emergent attentional
dynamics in room-oriented immersive systems

A room-oriented immersive system (ROIS) augments dynamic vir-tual environments for multiple people to experience in a sharedphysical space. User movement patterns in ROIS provide contextfor observing emergent attention with two intersecting challenges.On the one hand, computational modeling of motion-inducedattention in virtual environments has privileged single-user, head-centered experiences, leaving out the shared experiences thatROIS provides. On the other hand, while attention modeling hasgathered sustained interest in multi-agent simulation, existing sim-ulation environments often use simplified spatial configurations,compromising the agents’ perceptual viability in the physical world.To address the challenges above, we introduce TogetherFlow, amodeling framework for distributed and emergent multi-agentspatial attention using Bayesian simulation-based inference. Inthis framework, we represent agent attention as a spatial proba-bility distribution based on proximity and orientation to the sur-rounding audiovisual objects in game-based virtual navigation en-vironments. For the forward problem, a cluster analysis of agentattention simulates moment-to-moment attentional distributionsalong global navigation trajectories using variational Bayes. Forthe inverse problem, a generative neural network recovers theattentional distribution given the global trajectories, and its perfor-mance is extensively validated using principled Bayesian methods.Through a large-scale simulation study of models using differentagent representations and movement mechanisms, we observehow cross-modal motion perception influences the emergence ofagent attention and how it introduces self-organizing behaviorsin ROIS. This observation will further allow us to design adaptiveinterfaces for augmenting the virtual environments.
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Using simulation-based Bayesian inference to explore the unidentified
spaces of (neuro-)cognitive models

In Bayesian inference, (joint) posterior distributions should alwaysexist for parameters of a model given real priors. In the extremecase, a completely unidentified model, one that does not provideany inference about the data whatsoever, will result in the jointposterior exactly equaling the joint prior. There exist many useful(neuro-)cognitive models in the fields of mathematical psychologyand cognitive neuroscience for which only some parameters areunidentifiable while others are identifiable. This is especially truefor new models and extensions of existing models. I show fromexperience in multiple studies why simulation-based Bayesianinference using artificial neural networks is extremely useful forexploring and testing these (un)identified models. I show exam-ples from Drift-Diffusion Models with internal noise, models ofstop-signal cognition, and confidence judgments. I show thatsimulation-based Bayesian inference using the package BayesFlowis often much easier to use for unidentified models than Proba-bilistic Programming Languages that use MCMC algorithms (e.g.Stan and JAGS). I will show examples of using neural data to makeunidentified (neuro-)cognitive models identifiable in order to mea-sure condition- and individual-differences in cognition. Specifically,I will show how the joint posterior space of unidentified cognitivemodels will shrink towards some meaningful posteriors when neu-ral data is also explained by neuro-cognitive models. I suggest afuture in which the unidentifiability of (neuro-)cognitive models issystemically explored with simulation-based Bayesian inference.
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Invertible neural networks for simulation-based prior knowledge
elicitation

A notable characteristic of Bayesian statistics lies in its capabilityto integrate prior knowledge into themodeling process. While thisfeature holds substantial potential, its practical implementationis far from straightforward. Expressing prior knowledge involvesformulating prior distributions for the model parameters duringthe modeling process. This requires both the ability to interpretthe model parameters and the skill to translate prior knowledgeinto valid distributions.In response to this challenge, we suggest a simulation-based priorelicitation method that translates expert knowledge into corre-sponding priors, regardless of the underlying data-generatingmodel. Depending on the analyst’s preference, our method al-lows for learning parameters of a pre-specified prior distributionfamily via stochastic gradient descent or a joint prior distributionover all model parameters via normalizing flows that accounts forcorrelation between model parameters.
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Integrating efficient sensitivity analyses into amortized Bayesian
workflows

Sensitivity analyses are a useful tool for ensuring the robustnessof computational workflows in psychology and beyond. However,they are typically forgone, as they require numerous model re-fits and become downright infeasible for models where even asingle model fit can be computationally expensive. In this talk,we present a framework for efficiently integrating different typesof sensitivity analyses into simulation-based inference with deeplearning (aka amortized Bayesian inference). Our method enablesefficient (i) prior and likelihood sensitivity analysis by training asingle neural network for all prior and likelihood configurationsof interest, (ii) data sensitivity and multiverse analysis by leverag-ing the fast inference of trained neural networks, and (iii) modelmisspecification detection by measuring the agreement within adeep ensemble of neural networks. We present experiments onrepresentative models that underscore the effectiveness of ourapproach for both parameter estimation and model comparisontasks. Our results suggest that integrating sensitivity analysis intoamortized Bayesian workflows is a promising step towards reliableand robust inference.
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Assessing the robustness of amortized Bayesian inference for
evidence-accumulation models applied to different experimental
designs

Evidence-accumulation models (EAMs) are popular tools for an-alyzing speeded decisions in two-alternative forced choice tasksbecause they allow researchers to make inferences about the deci-sion process. Estimating EAM parameters from empirical data canbe computationally expensive, especially in a Bayesian framework.To lower this barrier, researchers have proposed to amortize thesecosts by incorporating deep neural networks (DNNs) into the esti-mation procedure leading to amortized Bayesian inference (ABI).The DDNs are trained to learn the relationship between modelparameters and model simulations to predict faithful posteriordistributions for empirical data. Importantly, the DNNs can learnsuch relationships for variable data sets, model configurations,and other contexts. Previous research has shown that experi-mental design factors can impact the faithfulness of traditionalmethods for estimating EAM parameters. While ABI has shownmany promising results for EAMs both in simulations and in empir-ical data, little work has been done on how experimental designfactors affect the performance of ABI. By conducting a compre-hensive simulation study, we aim to establish a benchmark for thegeneralizability of different DNN architectures for EAMs acrosscommon experimental designs. Moreover, we will assess theirgeneralizability on empirical data by comparing ABI to traditionalparameter estimation methods. With our results, we hope toshine a light on the sensitivity of ABI to experimental design fac-tors for EAMs. These insights could be used to further improvecurrent ABI approaches and as a reference for practitioners fordesigning their experiments.
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Amortized Bayesian inference with hybrid expert-in-the-loop and
learnable summary statistics

Amortized Bayesian inference (ABI), a subset of simulation-basedinference (SBI) fueled by neural networks, has rapidly grown inpopularity across diverse scientific fields. Summary statistics arean essential dimensionality reduction component of ABI work-flows and most methods to-date rely either on hand-crafted (i.e.,based on domain expertise) or end-to-end learned summary statis-tics. In this work, we explore hybrid methods to harness the com-plementary strengths of both sources. Our first method directlyconditions a neural approximator on both types of summary statis-tics, thereby extending traditional end-to-end approaches in astraightforward way. Our second method employs an auxiliarygenerative model to learn a latent summary representation that isstatistically independent from the expert summaries. We explorevarious aspects of our hybrid methodology across different ex-periments and model instances, including active learning, perfectdomain expertise and imperfect artificial experts represented bypre-trained neural networks. Our empirical results suggest thathybrid representations can improve parameter estimation andmodel comparison in settings of scientific interest, warranting theviability of an “expert-in-the-loop” approach. The performancegains are especially promising in scenarios with low to mediumsimulation budgets.
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Validation and comparison of non-stationary cognitive models: A
diffusion model application

Cognitive processes undergo various fluctuations and transientstates across different temporal scales. Superstatistics are emerg-ing as a flexible framework for incorporating such non-stationarydynamics into existing cognitive model classes. In this work, weprovide the first experimental validation of superstatistics and for-mal comparison of four non-stationary diffusion decision modelsin a specifically designed perceptual decision-making task. Taskdifficulty and speed-accuracy trade-off were systematically ma-nipulated to induce expected changes in model parameters. Tovalidate our models, we assess whether the inferred parametertrajectories align with the patterns and sequences of the experi-mental manipulations. To address computational challenges, wepresent novel deep learning techniques for amortized Bayesianestimation and comparison of models with time-varying param-eters. Our findings indicate that transition models incorporatingboth gradual and abrupt parameter shifts provide the best fit tothe empirical data. Moreover, we find that the inferred parametertrajectories closely mirror the sequence of experimental manipula-tions. Posterior re-simulations further underscore the ability of themodels to faithfully reproduce critical data patterns. Accordingly,our results suggest that the inferred non-stationary dynamics mayreflect actual changes in the targeted psychological constructs. Weargue that our initial experimental validation paves the way for thewidespread application of superstatistics in cognitive modelingand beyond.
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Modeling the impact of stress on representation formation using
variational autoencoders

How does stress alter the nature of mental representations, whatare the downstream impacts on memory and decision making,and how can this process be captured in detailed computationalterms? Despite the prevalence of stress in our daily lives, theimpact of stress on memory and its consequences for complexbehaviors such as decision-making, are unknown. Moreover, pre-cise computational accounts of these effects are limited. Mentalrepresentation refers to the ability to encode, manipulate, andprocess information efficiently to achieve goals. How informa-tion is represented in turn constrains our ability to make effectivedecisions and recollect past experience. We created a novel be-havioral task that enables the independent measurement of visualworking memory and decision making. We induced physiologicaland psychological stress in half of our participants to measurethe impact of stress on the formation of mental representations.We then developed a novel computational cognitive model basedon a beta-variational autoencoder that can optimize its learnedrepresentations subject to information-theoretic constraints. Thismodel enables us to quantify how mental representations forcomplex visual information are constrained by limited cognitive re-sources. The parameters of the model include a tradeoff betweenthe complexity of representations and fidelity of reconstructions,along with parameters that control how the model prioritizes theencoding and representation of features relevant for performingthe task. Our model captures the patterns of memory errors madeby human participants which enables us to quantify individualdifferences regarding the impact of stress on high-level cognition.
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Sub-clinical psychiatric symptom dimensions are associated with shifts
in metacognitive bias but not metacognitive noise.

Metacognition refers to the ability to understand and reflect onone’s own cognitive processes. Model-based analysis approacheshave been developed to allow for quantification and separationof latent metacognitive processes. This is important becausemetacognition is influenced by multiple potentially orthogonalcharacteristics including metacognitive sensitivity (the degree towhich confidence dissociates between correct and incorrect de-cisions), metacognitive bias (the absolute level of confidence re-ported regardless of objective accuracy), and by 1st-order taskperformance itself.Many studies have shown that both clinical and sub-clinical symp-toms of psychopathology are associated with systematic metacog-nitive alterations. For instance, anxiety and depression are associ-atedwithmetacognitive bias towards low confidence. However, re-sults concerningmetacognitive sensitivity have beenmixed, poten-tially due to difficulties in its measurement such as confounding byfirst-order task performance. A recently developed process modelof metacognition (ReMeta) may provide a more optimal means ofestimating both sensitivity and bias independently of first-ordertask performance. Here, we investigated relationships betweenpsychiatric symptom dimensions and perceptual metacognition ina large general population sample (N>1000) using measures de-rived from ReMeta. The results confirmed robust relationships be-tween symptom dimensions and metacognitive bias: An anxious-depression symptom dimension was characterised by systematicunderconfidence in perceptual decisions, whereas a compulsivitysymptom dimension was was characterised by systematic over-confidence. In contrast, little to no evidence was found for anysymptom-related alterations in metacognitive noise/sensitivity.Sub-clinical psychiatric symptom dimensions are not associatedwith a reduction in metacognitive insight but rather with changesin the absolute levels of confidence reported.
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ReMeta toolbox: inferring latent metacognitive parameters from
confidence datasets

The ability to introspect and communicate confidence about one’sthoughts, actions, and perceptions is a defining feature of humanbehavior. In addition, there is evidence for substantial interindivid-ual variation of metacognitive abilities from clinical, educationaland personality research. To better understand these interindivid-ual differences and underlying mechanisms, there is increasinginterest in inferring latent metacognitive parameters from em-pirical datasets involving confidence ratings. These parametersbroadly fall in two categories: metacognitive biases and metacog-nitive inefficiencies.In this talk, I will present the ReMeta toolbox as a flexible frame-work to enable such inferences. Researchers can specify a gen-erative model (e.g., expected metacognitive noise distribution)and metacognitive bias and noise parameters at different levelsof the processing hierarchy. In particular, researchers can indi-cate whether metacognitive noise is more likely to occur at thereadout stage (e.g., a metacognitive module reading out sensoryevidence) or at the report level. I will demonstrate parameter andmodel recovery results for the default models of the toolbox andprovide validation with empirical data. Current opportunities andremaining challenges are discussed.
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Learning how to compute confidence

When making a decision, individuals tend to be more accuratewhen they report higher confidence in their decision. This obser-vation led to the proposal that confidence reflects the posteriorprobability of making a correct response, given relevant data. Inthe drift diffusionmodel framework, this probability is determinedby both the total amount of evidence sampled and accumulationtime. To adequately compute confidence, one thus needs to learnthe proper mapping from their readout of their decision process(i.e. evidence and time) to the corresponding probability of thedecision being correct (further referred to as confidencemapping).The exact mechanical underpinnings of this learning process arestill mostly unknown, as current computational models of con-fidence often implicitly assume this learning to be terminated.In this work, we present a new modelling framework where theconfidence mapping is instead continuously updated accordingto feedback. We tested this model as well as the proposal thathumans learn the confidence mapping from feedback in two per-ceptual decision making experiments where participants were al-ternating between two different feedback contexts. As predicted,confidence ratings progressively increased (resp. decreased) afterswitching into high (resp. low) feedback blocks, while objectiveperformance (i.e. accuracy and reaction time) was not affectedby feedback. Importantly, our learning model was able to pre-cisely capture this evolution of confidence over time. Overall, thiswork highlights the importance of taking into account the dynam-ics of the computation of confidence, and sheds new lights onhow confidence biases and other metacognitive inefficiencies mayemerge.
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The importance of accumulation time in the computation of confidence

The computation of confidence judgments in decision-making cru-cially depends on decision time. This study delves into the role ofaccumulation time in sequential sampling models of confidence,exploring optimal confidence computation in a Bayesian observermodel and fitting empirical data to dynamical confidence models.The formal analysis of the posterior probability of being correcthighlights that an optimal observer discounts final available evi-dence by the accumulation time. Additionally, optimal confidenceincorporates evidence about task difficulty when such evidence isavailable independent of the evidence about stimulus category.We introduce the dynamical visibility, time, and evidence model(dynaViTE), which assumes post-decisional evidence accumula-tion and accumulation of independent information about stimulusvisibility and specifically incorporates accumulation time in con-fidence determination. We fitted the dynaViTE model to dataacross four experiments, including three experiments with diffi-culty manipulations and one experiment with both manipulationof discriminability and a speed-accuracy trade-off manipulation.DynaViTE shows a good fit to observed data, accounting for allobserved data patterns. Quantitative model comparisons suggestthat human observers leverage accumulation time as a pivotalfactor in confidence computation. Significantly, accumulation timeaffected confidence, evenwhen the observed correlation betweenresponse times and confidence was small.The weight participants assigned to the three components - ev-idence, visibility, and accumulation time - varied considerablyacross the examined experiments. This variability suggests thatindividuals can adapt their calculations to the specific situation.Currently, the conditionsmodulating theseweights remain unclear.We present potential mechanisms based on Bayesian confidenceand the dynaViTE model.
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Select-a-frame: constructing comprehensive and comparable
metacognitive behavioral profiles

Metacognitive bias, particularly positive evidence bias, is a usefultool for studying metacognition since it allows a clear dissociationbetween confidence behaviors and the accuracy of primary per-ceptual processes. Our motivating question for this study asksto what extent these kinds of metacognitive biases are similar orgeneralizable across different types of tasks. We have created anovel online library of four 3-Alternative Forced Choice perceptual(PTs) and cognitive/value-based (C/VTs) reaction time behavioraltasks to collect within-subject measures of performance (“T1”)and confidence (“T2”) within 14 distinct conditions that are sharedacross all tasks. We use this library to characterize metacognitivebehavioral profiles (BPs) for each subject in each task, i.e. quanti-tative “fingerprint”-like relationships between performance andconfidence. To quantify each BP we built a choice frequency distri-bution for each presented choice defining T1-BP for each conditionwithin each task. For T2-BP for each condition within each task, wecalculated the average confidence rating conditioned on choice.We computed T1-BPs and T2-BPs in this way for all tasks and forall conditions. Then, we quantified the similarity in BPs (definedby the combination of T1-BPs and T2-BPs) within every conditionbut across tasks using sum of squared error (SSE) as a dissimilaritymetric. To test for systematic differences, we calculated meanSSE1 and SSE2 for all pairs of tasks, across all conditions. We foundless dissimilarity within PTs T1-BPs and C/VTs T2-BPs and moredissimilarity within PTs T2-BPs and C/VTs T1-BPs.
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Computational Modelling of Post-decisional EEG Markers Informing
Confidence

Decision confidence refers to a person’s subjective judgement ofthe accuracy of their decision. It is thought to be a key (meta)-cognitive function to evaluate performance and adjust future be-haviour. It has been suggested that decision confidence arisesas the result of a post-decisional evidence accumulation process.Recently, the error positivity (Pe) signal recorded using response-locked EEGwas proposed as a neural correlate of this post-decisionevidence accumulation process (Desender et al., 2021), given thatit has already been associated with error detection, confidence rat-ing, and future behaviour adjustments. However, direct evidencefor a link between single-trial Pe and post-decision evidence accu-mulation is currently lacking. In this EEG study, we jointly fit the Pesignal and choice-response times (choice-RTs) with an extendeddrift-diffusion model. This model has additional boundaries forconfidence that allow us to model the post-decisional accumu-lation process. We hypothesized that the amplitude of the Pesignal would predict the confidence rating of the subject, suchthat the higher the amplitude of the Pe signal, the lower the con-fidence. We also expected that the higher the amplitude of thePe signal, the slower the post-decision evidence accumulationprocess would be. We used two approaches for modeling: thechi-square method, and a Bayesian likelihood-free parameter esti-mation method (Bayesflow; Radev et al., 2022) which leveragesinvertible neural networks. We found weak positive relationshipsbetween Pe signal amplitude and post-decision evidence accumu-lation. We talk about these results in context of the literature ondecision confidence.
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From perception to confidence: Leveraging natural image statistics

In an environment rife with perceptual ambiguity and minimalexternal feedback, decision confidence plays a vital role in theadaptive control of behaviour. Despite the functional significanceof decision confidence, the computational processes underlyingconfidence judgements in perceptual decisions have yet to beclearly characterised and remain the topic of ongoing debate. Tobetter understand these mechanisms, in this study we sought toaddress the extent to which prior knowledge informs confidence.Contrary to previous research, we did not require participants tointernalise an arbitrary, context-specific prior distribution. Instead,we used a novel psychophysical paradigm which allowed us tocapitalise on probability distributions of low-level image featuresin natural scenes, which are well-known to influence perception.Participants reported the subjective upright of naturalistic im-age target patches, and then reported their confidence in theirorientation responses. We used modelling to relate the proba-bility distributions of low-level image features in natural scenesto the probability distributions of the same low-level features inthe targets. As expected, we found that participants’ orientationjudgements were consistent with an internalised prior of naturalscene statistics. Critically, these same distributions also predictedparticipants’ confidence judgements. Our findings highlight theimportance of using naturalistic task designs that capitalise onexisting, long-term priors to further our understanding of the com-putational basis of confidence.
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Linear ballistic accumulator models of confidence and response time

Accurate decisions tend to be both confident and fast. Nonethe-less, there are relatively few models that can simultaneously ad-dress this three-way relationship, especially for single stage de-cisions where participants indicate both their choice and theirconfidence. Extending on a common decision architecture of thelinear ballistic accumulator framework, three models have beenproposed – 1) a Multiple Threshold Race model which instantiatesthe Balance-of-Evidence hypothesis where confidence is deter-mined through the difference between accumulated evidence forcompeting options (e.g., Reynolds, Osth, Kvam, & Heathcote, inrevision), 2) a newly developed Confidence Accumulator modelwhich assumes that confidence itself is accumulated indepen-dently for each confidence option, and 3) a newly developedTiming model which assumes confidence can be derived fromsubjective time. To test these three confidence architectures, weran two experiments manipulating the length of the confidencerating scale across 2-, 4-, or 6-options in a recognition memorytask along with a perceptual task. Different models were com-pared that made different allowance for how the length of theconfidence scale affected model parameters. While both modelclasses found that thresholds were affected by the length of thescale, drift rates were only minimally affected. Implications formodels of confidence and response time will be discussed.
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Memory activation and retrieval strategy in lexical alignment:
Comparing the ACT–R model of human and computer interlocutors

During conversations, speakers tend to reuse the lexical expres-sions of their interlocutors. This is called “lexical alignment,” andit facilitates the listener’s understanding of the speaker’s inten-tion. Branigan (2011) has shown that this tendency increases whenspeakers believe that their partner is a computer agent rather thana human. Memory activation for the expressions used by the inter-locutors and the strategy preference whereby speakers attempt touse their partners’ expressions rather than those that first come tomind have been shown to be the causes of lexical alignment. Forthis study, we constructed an ACT–R model for which we could ad-just the parameter values related to these two features. Throughparameter adjustment, we simulated lexical alignment with bothhuman and computer agents. For both partner conditions, ad-ditional activation was added to the knowledge of the partners’expressions. The computer–partner model preferred trying toretrieve the partners’ expression rather than using the knowledgethat had a strong association with the stimulus and was easy toretrieve. In contrast, the human–partner model had no specificpreference; that is, it displayed equal utility for both. A comparisonof these parameter values revealed that the computer–partnermodel preferred to retrieve the partner’s knowledge; in addition,it also kept the knowledge’s activation sufficiently high so that itcould be available for a longer duration.
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Exploring an Approach for Phonological Awareness Estimation
Employing Personalized Cognitive Models and Audio Filters

Language development is supported by phonological awareness,which is related to attention to phonological aspects of spokenlanguage. We aim to develop a system that supports phonologicalawareness formation using cognitive models. Estimating the stateof a user’s phonological awareness is a kind of identification ofthe user’s "auditory filter." This paper reports on an experimentwith typically developed native speakers by setting up an audiofilter that is applied to the system’s output sound. The user’sphonological awareness is estimated as a relative preference fortwo computational models presented by the system. Using thesystem with audio filters, we test the hypothesis that there is adifference in participants’ selection behavior depending on thecharacteristics of the model under the application of the audiofilter. The results of the experiment showed that there was adifference in the selection probability between models only whena specific audio filter was applied.
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Intractability obstacles to explanations of communication

Even when talking about novel things and without a fully sharedvocabulary, people can come to understand each other throughcommunicative turn taking (what we call communicative align-ment). State-of-the-art computational models cannot yet explainthis capacity, because (1) empirically corroborated models onlywork under shared knowledge and vocabularies, and leave outinteractive processes needed to overcome misalignment; (2) mod-els that do include misalignment and interactive processes cannotaccount for communicative successes under real-world conditions;and (3) models that overcome the limits in (2) use a theoretical‘hack’. In this paper, we add a challenge to the list: the interactiveprocesses in bothmodels of type (2) and (3) are intractable. We ex-plore the robustness and implications of this theoretical challengefor models of communicative alignment in general.
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Challenges for a Computational Explanation of Flexible Linguistic
Inference

We identify theoretical challenges for developing a computationalexplanation of flexible linguistic inference. Specifically, the hu-man ability to interpret a novel linguistic expression (like mask-shaming), where inferring plausible meanings requires integratingrelevant background knowledge (e.g., COVID-19 pandemic). We layout (i) the core properties of the phenomenon that together makeup our construal of the explanandum, (ii) explanatory desideratato help make sure a theory explains the explanandum, and (iii)cognitive constraints to ensure a theory can be plausibly realisedby human cognition and the brain. By doing so, we lay bare the‘force field’ that theories of this explanandumwill have to navigate,and we give examples of tensions that arise between differentcomponents of this force field. This is an important step in theory-development because it allows researchers who aim to solve onepart of the puzzle of flexible linguistic inference to keep in clearview the other parts.
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A Proposal for Extending the Common Model of Cognition to Emotion

Cognition and emotion must be partnered in any complete modelof a humanlike mind. This article proposes an extension to theCommonModel of Cognition – a developing consensus concerningwhat is required in such amind – for emotion that includes a linkedpair of modules for emotion and metacognitive assessment, pluspervasive connections between these two new modules and theCommon Model’s existing modules and links.
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How to Provide a Dynamic Cognitive Person Model of a Human
Collaboration Partner to a Pepper Robot

For a successful and trustful human-robot interaction the chal-lenge is to provide the robotwith information to dynamically adaptappropriately to a person and changing situations. Cognitive ar-chitectures such as ACT-R provide valuable capabilities to addressthis challenge. This paper gives an example on how exactly cog-nitive architectures can be used to provide better human-robotinteraction. First, this paper shows how mental representationscan be build up to anticipatethe partner and the situation in order to collaborate adaptively.Second, it is shown how to integrate a model with a robot in a sim-ple way. And third, an example is shown how emotion recognitioncan be used as an example of adapting the interaction accord-ingly by using perceived changes in the real world. As results thepaper gives instructions, concepts and usecase examples on therealization of the different aspects. The paper encourages furtherresearch on how cognitive architectures can address challenges inhuman-aware AI.
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The Computational Mechanisms of Detached Mindfulness

Wepresent a computational approach to themechanisms involvedin a type of metacognitive monitoring known as detached mindful-ness, a particularly effective therapeutic technique within cogni-tive psychology. We employ a computational model of metacogni-tive skill training, founded on the Common Model of Cognition, toarticulate the mechanisms through which a detached perceptionof affect reduces emotional reactivity.
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Trait Inference on Cognitive Model of Curiosity: Relationship between
Perceived Intelligence and Levels of Processing

Cognitive models are used as simulators that derive external be-havior from assumed internal states. As a tool for linking externalbehavior with internal causes, cognitive models can be used toexamine human trait inference on others. While fundamentalattribution errors are identified in social psychology, the specificfactors remain unclear. By employing detailed cognitive models tospecify internal states, it is possible to deepen our understandingof human inference on internal processes. In this study, we utilizedthe ACT-R cognitive architecture to construct such internal statesand externalized behaviors. We also focused on ’curiosity’ as anindividual trait emphasized in real society to evaluate individuals.We developed a visualizer for the behavior of multiple models ofcuriosity and conducted subjective evaluations with participantsrecruited from a Japanese crowdsourcing site. As a result, weobserved differences in inferred traits among models, althoughthe specific patterns were not consistently aligned with the modelassumptions. Additional analysis revealed that participants’ in-ferences were more influenced by observable behavior patternsrather than internal processes, indicating a deficit in human attri-bution as suggested by the tradition of social psychology.
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Predicting complex problem solving performance in the tailorshop
scenario

Complex problem solving (CPS) is a fundamental capability of hu-mans. It is often studied throughmicroworlds, with the Tailorshop-scenario as a well-investigated prominent example. This paperaddresses several research questions for CPS in the Tailorshop sce-nario: Firstly, it examines the impact of background knowledge vs.understanding underlying dynamics. Secondly, it investigates thepredictability of a participants’ performance, particularly whenconsidering their assumptions about the scenario’s mechanisms.Finally, it discusses the suitability of the Tailorshop as a scenariofor cognitive modeling of CPS. Thereby, we discuss some of themeasures that have been proposed to assess CPS performance,considering CPS from an perspective of predictive modeling.Basedon our results, we conclude that effective prediction of outcomesin complex tasks necessitates uniform impact of actions through-out, facilitating comprehension of both overarching strategiesand smaller adjustments crucial in real-world problem-solvingdomains.
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"I Knew it!" Model-Based Dissociation of Prior Knowledge Confounds in
Memory Assessments

Computational modeling is a powerful approach for discerningindividual differences in memory function. The model-based as-sessments discussed in this paper rely on estimating an individual’srate of memory decay– a stable and idiographic parameter thatthe model can capture. However, this paper aims to demonstrateprior knowledge as a confounding factor in these model-basedassessments and seeks to parse out the error using MaximumLikelihood Estimations. The metric of individualized memory per-formance, termed Speed of Forgetting, was significantly lower forfacts known beforehand. Still, these facts were identified with81% accuracy by recovered base-level activation estimations blindto the ground-truth data. A proposal for future model-based as-sessments to account for prior knowledge is discussed.
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Model verification and preferred mental models in syllogistic reasoning

A core cognitive ability of humans is the creation of and reasoningwithmentalmodels based on given information. When confrontedwith indeterminate information, allowing for the existence of mul-tiple mental models, humans seem to recurrently report specificmodels - so-called preferred mental models.In this paper, we revisit this within the context of syllogistic rea-soning, which involves statements about quantified assertions.We present an experiment designed to investigate the verifica-tion process of preferred mental models. Our analysis centerson two primary research questions: Is model verification gener-ally straightforward for reasoners? And does a preference effectfor specific models exist in syllogistic reasoning? Furthermore,employing modeling techniques, we delve into analyzing struc-tural complexity of mental model, based on the types of instancesthey consist of. We discuss our findings and their implicationson the differences between reasoning with syllogisms and spatialstatements.
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Predictive Algorithms for Individual Reasoning about Possibilities

How do people reason about possibilities in everyday life? Mostcognitive scientists, including readers of this article, are likely tobelieve that they rely on a logic, albeit one beyond the grasp ofintrospection. Logics exist for dealing with possibilities—modallogics, and they are useful in software engineering and other do-mains. This article describes the mental model theory of possibili-ties, and reports two experiments corroborating its central claimthat individuals make inferences in default of knowledge to thecontrary—a principle inconsistent with all standard modal logics.It also shows that the theory’s implementation in a computer pro-gram, mModal, accounts for differences from one individual toanother in how they reason about possibilities.
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Rational Compression In Choice Prediction

To successfully navigate its social environment, an agent mustconstruct and maintain representations of the other agents thatit encounters. Such representations are useful for many tasks,but they are not without cost. As a result, agents must makedecisions regarding how much information they choose to storeabout the other agents in their environment. Using choice pre-diction as an example task, we illustrate the problem of findingagent representations that optimally trade off between down-stream utility and information cost, before presenting the resultsof two behavioural experiments designed to examine this tradeoffin human social cognition. We find that people are sensitive tothe balance between representation cost and downstream value,while still deviating from optimality.
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Dissecting the Drivers of Change Points in Individual Learning: An
Analysis with Real-World Data

Many different theories of learning have been developed to ac-count for human performance over time, often accounting forperformance at an aggregate level. Understanding performanceat an individual level is often more difficult because of multipledifferent factors—e.g., noise, strategy selection, or change inmem-ory representation—, which are often not ac- counted for in sim-ple learning theories. One approach used to explain the suddenchanges in performance that are often observed at the individuallevel is to integrate change detection algorithmswith psychologicalmodels. This research has shown that performance at the individ-ual level can be understood not by a single continuous process butinstead by segmented portions of multiple processes. Previousresearch has posited different explanations as to what featuresdrive the inferences of change points. However, no paper has yetcompared different explanations’ ability to explain the variancein inferred change points. In this paper, we use a simple modelof learning to account for performance in a real-world data setwith individuals performing multiple different games that tap intodifferent task attributes (i.e., memory, attention, problem-solving)on the website Luminosity. We then conduct a statistical analysisto determine what drives change points in the dataset. The resultshere allow for better clarification as to what features are drivingthe inferences of change points at the individual level.
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Genetically evolving verbal learner: a computational model based on
chunking and evolution

A fundamental issue in cognitive science concerns the interactionof the cognitive “how” operations, the genetic/memetic “why”processes, and by what means this interaction results in con-strained variability and individual differences. This study proposesa single GEVLmodel that combines complex cognitivemechanismswith a genetic programming approach. The model evolves popula-tions of cognitive agents, with each agent learning by chunking andincorporating LTM and STM stores, as well as attention. Themodelsimulates two different verbal learning tasks: one that investigatesthe effect of stimulus-response (S-R) similarity on the learningrate; and the other, that examines how the learning time is af-fected by the change in stimuli presentation times. GEVL’s resultsare compared to both human data and EPAM – a different verballearning model that utilises hand-crafted task-specific strategies.The automatically evolved GEVL strategies produced good fit tothe human data in both studies, improving on EPAM’s scores by asmuch as factor of two on some of the pattern similarity conditions.These findings offer further support to the mechanisms proposedby chunking theory, connect them to the evolutionary approach,and make further inroads towards a Unified Theory of Cognition(Newell, 1990).
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Modeling Instance-Based Rule Learning in an Adaptive Retrieval
Practice Task

Model-based adaptive learning systems have successfully im-proved the efficiency of fact learning in educational practice. Typi-cally, such systems work by keeping track of a learner’s memoryprocesses by measuring behavior during learning, and using thisinformation to tailor the learning process towards the needs of in-dividual learners. Where many adaptive learning systems appliedtoday focus on learning paired associates, we here focus on learn-ing grammar rules based on instances of these general rules. Weshow that participants’ (N = 42) behavioral responses on instancequestions for a rule can be used to infer general performance onother ques- tions associated to that rule, and that we can capturethis rule perfor- mance in a single model-based speed of forgettingparameter. These findings could be used to develop and optimizeadaptive learning systems that can be used to study general rulesfrom instances.
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How to Match Cognitive Model Predictions with EEG data

Reliably identifying relevant brain areas implicated by the simu-lated activity from cognitive models is still an unsolved problemfor cognitive modeling, particularly when matching model out-put with human electroencephalography (EEG) data. We proposea new method involving post-processing of ACT-R module activ-ity and clustered EEG component activity with generalized leastsquares (GLS) analysis to find matching patterns between pre-dicted and observed data, thereby inferring neural substrates ofdistinct cognitive processes. This approach holds several advan-tages over other methods by controlling for autocorrelation andunequal variances. To exemplify its application, we used a cog-nitive model and EEG data from a mental spatial transformationstudy to show how this method finds areas involved in represen-tational and transformational spatial processing. Parietal areasinvolved with spatial activity were identified, in line with priorstudies on spatial cognition. In addition, previously established as-sociations between ACT-R and brain areas were confirmed. Finally,we discuss limitations and possibilities of the approach.
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A Neuro-Symbolic Implementation of Mouse Reward Timing Learning

Animals and humans in reinforcement learning tasks are ableto learn the timing of reward delivery, even when that timing isdelayed and variable, suggesting a sophisticated abilityto learn the distribution of reward timings. In this work, wepresent two algorithms simulating the switching interval variance(SIV) task as described in Li et al. that showed mice wereable to adapt their behaviour to the change of standard deviationof the reward time delays. Both algorithms implementthe wait vsstay decision by thresholding the log evidence thata forthcoming reward is likely, without assuming the specificform of the reward timing distribution. One algorithm is imple-mented algebraically, and the other using Spatial SemanticPointers, a tool from Vector Symbolic Algebras for representingcontinuous values that have ties to hippocampal grid cells.We show that our models capture characteristic behaviour ofmice on the SIV task.
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Simulating event-related potentials in bilingual sentence
comprehension: syntactic violations and syntactic transfer

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are used to study how languageis processed in the brain, including differences between native(L1) and second-language (L2) processing. A P600 ERP effect canbe measured in proficient L2 learners in response to an L2 syn-tactic violation, indicating native-like processing. Cross-languagesimilarity seems to be a factor that modulates P600 effect size.This manifests in a reduced P600 effect in response to a syntacticviolation in the L2 when the syntactic feature involved is expresseddifferently in two languages. We investigate if this reduced P600effect can be explained by assuming that ERPs reflect learningsignals that arise frommismatches in predictive processing; and inparticular that the P600 reflects the error that is back-propagatedthrough the language system (Fitz & Chang, 2019). We use a re-current neural network model of bilingual sentence processingto simulate the P600 (as back-propagated prediction error) andhave it process three types of syntactic constructions differing incross-language similarity.Simulated English-Spanish participants displayed a P600 whenencountering constructions that are similar between the two lan-guages, but a reduced P600 for constructions that differ betweenlanguages. This difference between the two P600 responses mir-rors what has been observed in human ERP studies. Unlike hu-man participants, simulated participants showed a small P600response to constructions unique to the L2 (i.e., grammatical gen-der), presumably because of how this grammatical feature is en-coded in the model. Our modelling results shed further light onthe viability of error propagation as an account of ERPs, and onthe effects of syntactic transfer from L1 to L2.
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Computational mechanisms underlying latent value updating of
unchosen actions

Current studies suggest that individuals estimate the value of theirchoices based on observed feedback. Here, we ask whether in-dividuals also update the value of their unchosen actions, evenwhen the associated feedback remains unknown. One hundredseventy-eight individuals completed a multi-armed bandit task,making choices to gain rewards. We found robust evidence sug-gesting latent value updating of unchosen actions based on thechosen action’s outcome. Computational modeling results sug-gested that this effect is mainly explained by a value updatingmechanism whereby individuals integrate the outcome history forchoosing an option with that of rejecting the alternative. Proper-ties of the deliberation (i.e., duration/difficulty) did not moderatethe latent value updating of unchosen actions, suggesting thatmemory traces generated during deliberation might take a smallerrole in this specific phenomenon than previously thought. We dis-cuss the mechanisms facilitating credit assignment to unchosenactions and their implications for human decision-making.
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Exploring Analogical Transfer with Tower of Hanoi Isomorphs

Analogical reasoning is a core cognitive process that involves map-ping knowledge structures, and may depend on how mental rep-resentations are encoded and retrieved. Successful analogicalreasoning can enable analogical transfer between a previous andnew concept or problem. Theories and models were developedto explain analogical reasoning and transfer. However, challengeswith interacting cognitive processes, generalization, and cogni-tive plausibility remain. Here, we attempt to address challengesby leveraging previous work with a cognitive analogical reason-ing framework and a subsequent extension. The model startswith procedural knowledge about how do a problem solving taskand learns its solution. It then "reads" and represents problemisomorphs, and initiates analogical transfer to solve them. Wepresent results and limitations with our approach.
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Exploring the steps of learning: computational modeling of
initiatory-actions among individuals with attention-deficit/hyperactivity
disorder

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is characterized bydifficulty in acting in a goal-directed manner. While most environ-ments require a sequence of actions for goal attainment, ADHDwas never studied in the context of value-based sequence learn-ing. Here, we made use of current advancements in hierarchicalreinforcement-learning algorithms to track the internal value andchoice policy of individuals with ADHD performing a three-stagesequence learning task. Specifically, 54 participants (28 ADHD, 26controls) completed a value-based reinforcement-learning taskthat allowed us to estimate internal action values for each trialand stage using computational modeling. We found attenuatedsensitivity to action values in ADHD compared to controls, both inchoice and reaction-time variability estimates. Remarkably, thiswas found only for first-stage actions (i.e., initiatory actions), whilefor actions performed just before outcome delivery the two groupswere strikingly indistinguishable. These results suggest a difficultyin following value estimation for initiatory actions in ADHD.
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The value of environmental and health outcomes under delay and risk

Investments in public health or environmental sustainability re-quire funding agencies to choose which proposals have the mostvaluable outcomes, but little is known about how the subjectivevalue of environmental and health outcomes change in the face ofdelay and risk. This talk investigates the cognitivemechanisms thatinfluence the subjective value of sea-level rise (environmental),diagnoses of tobacco-use related illness (health), and monetarylosses when choosing between outcomes and when pricing out-comes in isolation. Experiment 1 explored how these outcomes arevalued under delay and risk independently. Experiment 2 testedthe value of these outcomes when they are both delayed and risky.Cognitive models of the choice and pricing tasks were used tocompare changes in subjective value between the outcomes andtasks through parameters that represent the underlying cognitiveprocesses involved in determining the value of a delayed and/orrisky outcome. Results suggest that pricing favors larger outcomescompared to choice and that this effect is primarily driven by an-choring on the outcome and a higher sensitivity to the outcomeduring pricing. Monetary and environmental outcomes generallyshowed more similarities to one another than to health outcomes,with the most serious health outcomes retaining relatively morevalue in the face of long delays or low probabilities of receipt thanmonetary or environmental outcomes.
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Testing different accounts of the contiguity effect: A causal and
symmetrical one

In free recall, consecutive recalled words tend to be positionednearby in the study list, depicted as the contiguity effect, with anasymmetry favoring forward recalls. This robust effect, which hasbeen observed in many experimental settings and with multiplemanipulations, can be explained by causal and noncausal modelsof episodic memory. Causal models such as SAM or TCM suggestthat each recalled word is used as a probe for the next recall;whereas noncausal models such as the model of Davelaar et al.(2005), suggest a correlation between the mental states of studyand test phases, to explain the contiguity effect. In an attempt todisrupt the suggested correlation between mental states, Kılıç etal. (2013) devised the probed recall task, which involves making arecall from the same list using the provided probe, after studyingseveral lists. Their results suggested that the contiguity effect re-mains intact, although symmetric, even when the correlation isdisrupted and supported causal accounts. This study aimed to in-crease performance in the probe recall task to understandwhetherthe symmetry was caused by the lower performance obtained inthe experiment by using event segmentation. Different distractortasks between each list were presented to participants to increasediscrimination of lists from each other. The results indicated asymmetric but intact contiguity effect even when performanceis increased, depicted in a conditional response probability (CRP)curve, supporting causal explanations of the effect.
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Explaining two kinds of repulsion biases in perception and decision
making

There are multiple repulsion biases in perceptual decision making.In motion transparency, the perceptual experience of twosuperimposed coherent motions is biased toward repulsion whenthe angle between the two exceeds 30 degrees (Braddick et al.,2002). Moreover, in decision making, when a discriminationtask proceeds a perceptual judgement task, the former biasesthe latter away from the discrimination reference probe (therepulsion effect; Zamboni et al., 2016; Spicer et al., 2022). Canthese two repulsive effects co-occur and what kind of modelcould explain such co-occurrence?We presented participants with transparent motion stimuli andasked participants to perform two tasks sequentially: a motiondirection discrimination task relative to a reference probe andthen a motion direction report task of all observed motiongroups. The perceptual repulsion effect and the decision-makingrepulsion effect were replicated independently. The reporteddirection relative to the probe stimulus was biased awayfrom the probe from the discrimination task, but only whenparticipants performed a discrimination task first. A separateexperiment confirmed that the bias away from the probe was adecision-making bias that was attenuated by a pause after thediscrimination task.How can we provide a unified explanation of both repulsionbiases? Bayesian models can explain the repulsion betweentwo transparent motions as the result of inference using aninternal generative model (Gershman et al., 2016), specificallyinferring and subtracting the joint motion of the stimuli, whileevidence accumulation models explain the repulsion effect indecision making (Spicer et al., 2022). We propose that the brainsequentially samples from the posterior distribution over thegenerative model given the stimuli (capturing repulsion betweenthe motions) with optimal stopping (capturing repulsion from theprobe).
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Dimensional Effects of Stimuli of Visual Cues on Military Pilots

Current research for military pilots tends to frequently center onthe amount of informationmade available for the individual basedon perceptual modeling - emphasizing cognitive information pro-cessing for anticipated incidents or simple outcomes. However,although these analyses account for a process explanation descrip-tion in decision-making, it does not posit the perceptual effectsof decision-making on task performance based on multiple visualcues and stimuli under extreme visual conditions – as the varied di-mensions of a stimulus do not necessitate straightforward effectswhen adjusting each cue alone. By changing and adapting the mul-tiple facets of stimuli, we can detect which cues aid in identifyingthe needed visual information to increase andmaintain the fastestand most precise decision responses through visual perceptionprocessing. We suggest that through the General Theory Recog-nition Model (GRT), we can examine multidimensional stimuli todevelop and regulate the best properties to support aviation cuesand symbology. This study is designed to investigate visual infor-mation stimuli and disruption through filtered overlays/varyingbackgrounds/various cues that may directly or indirectly affect thetask or information processing of the participant. Manipulatedsymbols, such as those with applied color-specific filters or non-neutral backgrounds, showed increased speed performance insymbol recognition within the visual range, including visual stimuliin a more peripheral zone. Applied filters may aid in faster de-tection of visual cues but may change the overall meaning of thespecified symbol, creating a need to verify the intended connota-tion without loss of speed or accuracy in task performance andidentification.
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Bayesian methods for dataset-integrated model evaluation of cognitive
models: A case of forgetting curves

With the growing movement toward robust modeling in responseto the crisis of reproducibility in psychological research, it is a cru-cial practice to test whether an existing model can explain otherdatasets and evaluate the differences in model behavior that canbe observed between different datasets. The framework of sec-ondary data analysis, in which studies are conducted using existingdata, is helpful for such efforts because it allows for the use of awide variety of datasets containingminor differences in experimen-tal conditions and other details, thus contributing to validating therobustness of the model. In this study, using models representingthe form of a mathematical function of the forgetting curve asan example, we considered how to evaluate models in a dataset-integrated manner using multiple secondary datasets. Specifically,we implemented Bayesian hierarchical models that account for thedifferences among datasets based on a meta-analytic approach.Then, using the Bayesian Evidence Synthesis framework, we re-peatedly fitted the models with sequential additions of datasetsand observed the transition of the Bayes Factors. We report theresults of the preliminary simulation study. We constructed powerand linear models that explain the forgetting curves using powerand linear functions, respectively, and compared these twomodelswith artificial datasets. The results confirmed that the Bayes Fac-tors correctly chose data-generating models in situations wherethe data-generating models were known. Moreover, we discussour preregistered protocol for secondary data analysis that weplan to conduct.
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Bayesian methods for inference with large datasets

Bayesian inference requires the use of numerical solutions sinceposterior distributions in closed-form are rarely computable incomplex models. Popular algorithms and specialized softwaredemand a considerable amount of computational resourcesand Bayesian analyses requiring hours or days of uninterruptedcomputation are common. Furthermore, the need for scalableBayesian methods intensifies as large datasets on diverse domainsbecome readily available.In this work we explore the performance of Consensus MonteCarlo (CMC) in the context of hierarchical models. This distributedalgorithm splits the data into several different chunks andassigns each one to a different machine, calculates the posteriordistribution corresponding to each data partition, and then mixesthem back together to obtain the posterior distribution reflectingthe whole dataset, where the final “consensus” distribution is aweighted average of the posterior distributions returned by eachmachine.We illustrate the workings of CMC by implementing a hierarchicalmodel of choice equilibrium over NFL play-by-play decisions.The dataset includes over a quarter million plays from 2013 to2023 and, given its moderate size, allows for a direct comparisonbetween CMC and the model implemented in a single machineusing all observations at once. The hierarchical model we useas example describes choices between rushing or passing as afunction of the relative gain in yards returned by each of thosealternatives, and explains deviations from optimal equilibrium interms of covariates at team, game, and quarter level.
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Comparing hypothesis tests using regions of support

Hypothesis testing is one of the most widely used tools in inferen-tial statistics. Yet, hypothesis tests — be it frequentist or Bayesian— have their respective problems and can cause sever misinterpre-tations. We argue that one reason for these persistent problemsis the following discrepancy: While hypothesis tests are expliciton which parameter-values are theoretically contained in each hy-pothesis, they are usually not explicit on which parameter-valueswould in a practical setting lead (most likely) to which test out-come. For example, certain small ’true’ effects although deviatingfrom the typical point-null hypothesis will in most cases lead toBayes Factors supporting the null hypothesis depending on thesample size (or, more generally, precision). To make these test-characteristics explicit we introduce the concept of Regions ofSupport (ROS). ROS can serve both as a check for researchers’expectations as well as a comparison of different tests. We evalu-ate standard Bayesian and frequentist point-null tests as well asinterval (equivalence) tests on a simple, two independent sam-ples setting. Interestingly, for interval tests our ROS analysis findsthat Bayes factors suffer from an undesirable bias towards theequivalence hypothesis. We argue that other methods such asthe Bayesian highest density interval (HDI) with region of prac-tical equivalence (ROPE) or its frequentist analogue (confidenceinterval with ROPE) do not show this bias and might be preferable.With that, we demonstrate the diagnostic value ROS can have andhope that — due to its general applicability to any test — it willfind its way into researchers’ statistical toolboxes.
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Unraveling Overreaction in Expectations: Leveraging Cognitive Sampling
Algorithms in Price Prediction Tasks

When making financial forecasts, individuals often tend to over-react to recent information. This phenomenon has been consis-tently observed in both laboratory studies involving naïve partici-pants (Afrouzi et al., 2023: https://doi.org/10.1093/qje/qjad009)and professional consensus real-world forecasting (Bordalo etal., 2020: https://doi.org/10.1257/aer.20181219). Leading mod-els attribute this overreaction to either an overestimation of re-cent information or memory constraints favoring more accessi-ble information. An alternative explanation posits that individ-uals accurately integrate all available information into the pos-terior probability distribution for forecasting. However, a keychallenge arises from the inability to directly access this pos-terior distribution, leading forecasters to depend on approxi-mation methods, such as sampling. Local sampling algorithms,supported in other forecasting contexts (Spicer, et al., 2022:https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/fjtha), may introduce overreac-tion due to the starting point bias, as well as greater variabilityin predictions due to their stochastic nature. Here, we leveragethese phenomena to discern between competing explanations forthe observed forecasting behaviour.By reanalyzing data from a lab prediction task using a randomwalkprice series (Afrouzi et al., 2023), we observe increasing variabilityin predicted values and forecast errors as the horizon expands,in keeping with sampling explanations. This data only offers asingle prediction at each horizon, however; to further explorewithin-individual variability, we present a new experiment whereparticipants are asked to repeatedly predict the same future valueand use the results to distinguish between models.
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Statistical Properties of Lens Model Equation Parameters and their
Hierarchical Extension

The lensmodel equation builds on the Brunswik lensmodel and de-composes judgmental achievement (i.e., the correlation betweenjudgments and true criterion values) into several correlationalparameters. One of these parameters, the (linear) matching pa-rameter G, is commonly used as an indicator of the extent to whichindividuals utilize the available environmental cues according totheir respective validity to form a judgment. However, becauseG denotes the correlation between predicted values of two lin-ear regression models containing the same set of predictors, itexhibits some undesirable statistical properties, such as a biastoward high values and a dependence on the number of cues, asfirst pointed out by Castellan (1973, Psychometrika). Since the G-parameter, despite its statistical limitations, remains a widely usedtool inmany fields of judgment research, we propose a hierarchicalequivalent to address its limitations. We compare the statisticalproperties of the conventional G-parameter to its hierarchicalequivalent in different simulation scenarios and in application toempirical data from metamemory research. Our results suggestthat the hierarchical G estimator is more robust to misspecifica-tions of the regression models, for example, due to unknown cuesor item-cue interactions, and leads to more reliable estimates dueto hierarchical shrinkage. We discuss that while G may not be apsychologically meaningful measure in all task environments, thehierarchical equivalent leads to more accurate estimates in judg-ment scenarios where G can be considered a sensible measure ofmatching accuracy.
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Disentangling memory interference and motivational processes: A
non-stationary diffusion/fast-guess mixture model for output
interference in recognition memory

Memory performance declines over the course of a memory test,a finding referred to as output interference. A promising way todisentangle memory interference and motivation as underlyingmechanisms is by means of the drift diffusion model (DDM). TheDDM is a cognitive model for analyzing response time and choicedata from binary decision tasks. Previous applications in the con-text of output interference focused on the development of drift-rate and boundary-separation parameters to measure changesin retrieval and motivation, respectively. However, motivationcould also affect participants’ tendency to engage in fast guess-ing instead of a more effortful cognitive process as measured bythe DDM. Moreover, parameter development is typically analyzedacross trial blocks rather than single trials. To address these limi-tations and (a) disentangle guesses from informed responses and(b) estimate parameter trajectories on a single-trial level, we usedneural superstatistics, an emerging method for inferring parame-ter trajectories from empirical data, to estimate a non-stationarydiffusion/fast-guess mixture model. The model was fitted to em-pirical recognition memory data from forced-choice and yes/nocategorization tasks. We found that, while drift rate and boundaryseparation decrease over the course of the experiment, the prob-ability to resort to fast guessing increases as well. These resultsemphasize the importance of accounting for guessing when ana-lyzing output interference in recognition memory and highlightthe usefulness of non-stationary cognitive models.
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Simulation-based inference using deep neural networks: Using
BayesFlow for amortized bayesian estimation of the diffusion model for
conflict tasks

The congruency effect, characterized by faster reaction times incongruent trials compared to incongruent ones, is a consistentfinding in various conflict tasks. Despite being considered a reflec-tion of consistent cognitive abilities like inhibition or attentionalcontrol, inconsistencies in delta function trajectories and perfor-mance correlations across tasks present significant challenges. Toaddress these limitations and to identify underlying processesusing computational modeling, the Diffusion Model for ConflictTasks (DMC) has been developed, showing promising predictionsof different shapes of delta functions. However, estimating DMCparameters using traditional methods is challenging due to its in-tractable likelihood, leading to extensive computational effort. Inthis study, we used BayesFlow, a simulation-based approach thatleverages deep neural networks, to overcome these challenges.BayesFlow approximates the underlying likelihood function fromsimulated data and generates a posterior probability distributionby employing two neural networks. It offers an extremely efficientapproach, since, after training the networks, the parameter es-timation is completed in real time. We conducted a simulationstudy to assess the capability of BayesFlow to recover simulatedparameters. The implementation showed reasonable simulation-based calibration, sensitivity, and goodness-of-fit. The estimationof DMC parameters achieved excellent recovery, with correlationsbetween simulated and recovered parameters ranging from r =.88 to r = .99, exceeding those of existing estimation techniques.
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Associative priming and categorical priming in the word-picture
paradigm: A hierarchical diffusion model analysis

Semantic priming has been intensively investigated in the lexi-cal decision task, naming task, and semantic categorization task.Although semantic categorization task with short SOAs is consid-ered to exclude strategic expectancy mechanisms and post-lexicalprocesses, the category congruence effect is likely to confoundsemantic priming in this task. The study aims to disentangle se-mantic priming and category congruence effects in the semanticcategorization task. We tested these effects by presenting primeand target as different modalities (i.e., prime as word and target aspictures). Specifically, we varied whether the primes were seman-tically associated with the targets and whether primes and targetsbelong to the same category (i.e., living/ non-living). We planto use Bayesian hierarchical diffusion modeling analysis to testthese hypotheses: Firstly, whether there is automatic spreadingactivation in this task with the cross-modal paradigm, which wasoften found mapping at drift rates in diffusion modeling. Secondly,whether there is a response competition or head start, whichshould be mapped on non-decisional times. Moreover, whetherthere is a decision bias (a bias at the starting point) in categorycompatible condition, which is also plausible to explain the cat-egory congruence effect. Models selectively manipulating theseeffects will be compared to test hypotheses.
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Modelling probability matching as a Bayesian sampling process

Probability matching is a bias in human decision making, wherepeople asked to choose between options with unequal probabili-ties sub-optimally ‘match’ the frequency of their responses to thatof underlying events. Intriguingly, this effect is observed whensubjects are not given any information about these probabilities,as well as when they are informed in advance.We investigate whether probability matching can be the result oflocal sampling from an approximated distribution. Local samplingoffers a unifying account for various biases and characteristics ofhuman probabilistic judgements. Previous work has shown inde-pendent sampling captures global probability matching patterns.However, independent sampling ignores serial dependencies andoften fails to account for nuances of behaviour. We explore theextent to which local sampling can improve on these results, andhow it compares to competing explanations.We designed an online experiment (N=147), describing to partici-pants a six-sided die with four sides of one colour and two sidesof another. Subjects then had to perform three variations of abinary choice task, as a counterbalanced within-subject factor.Two of them involved predicting the next outcome in a series ofdie rolls, with and without feedback. In the third task participantswere asked to construct sequences of die rolls, one at a time, bymentally simulating the process.We compare local sampling algorithms with several other quan-titative models in their ability to account for characteristics ofparticipants’ behaviour in these tasks, such first-trial responses,serial dependence effects, and reaction times.
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Inhibitory Control Deficits in Syndromes Associated with
Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration

Disinhibition is a prominent feature of syndromes associated withfrontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), encompassing impul-sive behaviours and difficulty suppressing inappropriate or habit-ual responses. Being disinhibited in these syndromes has beenlinked to higher caregiver burden, earlier institutionalisation, andpoorer prognosis (Murley et al., 2021). There are currently notreatments for disinhibition in FTLD. However, an avenue for po-tential treatment is that of neurotransmitter deficits. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and noradrenaline deficits in FTLD arewell established and are correlated with disinhibition (Murley etal., 2020; Ye et al., 2023). To develop and validate treatmentstrategies for disinhibition, we need to understand the delicatebalance of neurotransmitter deficits in these syndromes and theirlink to disinhibition.Here we use a manual stop-signal task to quantify inhibitory con-trol in Progessive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP, Richardson’s syndrome,n= 5), behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD; n = 9)and age- and sex-matched healthy adults (n=14). The stop-signaltask is a well-established tool to quantify inhibitory control, withtrans-species and trans-diagnostic utility.We confirm that patients with PSP and bvFTD are impaired onthe stop signal task (SSRT; M = 301.38, SD = 98.87) comparedto controls (M = 187.38, SD = 32.78, p = 0.0003). Ongoing workis analysing the contribution of GABA-ergic and noradrenergicdeficits to these deficits in inhibitory control.Understanding the variance of inhibitory control has implicationsfor timing of symptom onset, prognostication, and the develop-ment of pharmacological interventions tomitigate the behaviouralchallenges faced by affected individuals and their caregivers.
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Change of Mind and Information Seeking in Decision Making

This research delves into decision-making, examining the effectof information seeking on the propensity to change one’s mind.It also aims to differentiate between two metacognitive states:"believe I can know" and "don’t believe I can know." Additionally,the study investigates whether beliefs in knowledgeability andthe act of changing one’s mind are associated with specific neuralmarkers, thereby exploring the relationship between informationseeking and change of mindThe methodology involves a color judgment task where partici-pants are initially required to respond as quickly as possible. Insome trials, they are given the opportunity to seek more infor-mation before reporting their final decision along with their con-fidence level. The results have shown different behavioral pat-terns in the change of mind under various information seekingscenarios, suggesting a significant role for information seekingin decision-making processes. Furthermore, decoding analysisof EEG data has demonstrated the ability to distinguish betweenthe two metacognitive states at an individual level. These find-ings offer valuable insights into the underlying cognitive processesinvolved in information seeking and change of mind.
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Using a shifted Wald model to assess the influence of cross-modal load
on decision-making

When one attempts to multi-task, performance decreases, evenfor cross-modal (aural) working memory (WM) and (visual) search(VS) tasks. In thiswork, we investigate how the underlying decision-making (DM) processes change as a function of crossmodal multi-tasking and cognitive load. Specifically, we use a shifted Waldmodel to assess one’s drift, i.e., the rate at which evidence is accu-mulated, and threshold, i.e., the amount of evidence needed tomake a decision, in a 2-alternative force choice (2AFC) VS task anda single-bound (go/no-go) WM task (n-back) of various difficulties(1-,2-,3-back); each in isolation and in dual-task contexts. We cap-ture parameters for each task, for each single task and multi-taskcondition at each cognitive load (1-,2-, 3-back). At the group-level,we find one’s drift rate increases and threshold remains constantin the VS task, but only in the presence of a 1-back task; in contextof a 2-/3-back task, drift (slight) and threshold (large) increase.In the n-back task, both drift and threshold decrease as the dif-ficulty of the n-back increases and, except for 3-back, decreaseeven more in context of the VS task; however, this is at the cost ofaccuracy, and only correct response times were investigated usingthe shifted Wald model. In the 3-back task, parameters slightlyincrease when attempting to dual-task, compared to an isolatedcontext. We discuss the feasibility of utilizing the shifted Wald for2AFC and go/no-go tasks and discuss individual differences in theimpact of cognitive load on parameters of DM.
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The asymmetry between symmetry and asymmetry

The asymmetry between symmetry and asymmetrySome have argued that symmetry is a core feature in visual per-ception. In a previous study, we found change detection wasfacilitated when a change from asymmetry to symmetry was anincidental cue. In the current study, our goal was to investigatewhether that increased efficiency holds when a change from sym-metry to asymmetry is an incidental cue. Participants were askedto judge whether the orientation of two lines may change in a waythat preserves asymmetry or in a way that creates symmetry. Fortrials with pairs of lines, the lines create symmetry or asymmetryas an incidental feature. We applied the capacity coefficient, atool from system factorial technology, to assess performance. Thecapacity coefficient gives both categorical results, whether thereis a cost, benefit, or no change when two lines are used together,and quantitative results that could be used for examining indi-vidual differences. In previous study, we found all participantswere super capacity when detecting a change from asymmetry tosymmetry using the single-target-self-terminating (STST) capacitycoefficient. In the current study, it was far less likely that partici-pants demonstrated super capacity when there was an incidentalchange from symmetry to asymmetry, again using STST capacity.For comparison, in the previous study, when a change in symmetrywas not an incidental cue (i.e., both reference and probe weresymmetric) participants were generally around unlimited capacitybut in the current study participants were limited capacity in theanalogous trials (i.e., both reference and probe were asymmetric)based on the OR capacity coefficient.
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Perception of Color Change Given a Set of Stimuli Across Specified
Backgrounds

Color perception is highly dependent on the perceived contextof the color, as demonstrated in the viral discussion surrounding,“The Dress.” One critical practical concern is that even when justa small band of color is blocked, it can influence the perceptionof a much wider range of colors. Due to a spate of incidents inwhich pilots were temporarily blinded by green laser pointersaimed at their aircraft from the ground, psychophysical researchhas been examining the direct effect laser eye protection (LEP)on pilots’ perception of information presented in colors near tothe filtered range. Our current research examines how the per-ception of color in the context of other colors is affected by LEP.Participants observed four shapes at a time, each of which is hasa distinct solid-color background. One of the shapes is filled witha slightly different hue than the other three, and the participant’stask was to indicate which shape was a different color. To calibratefor individual color perception, the task begins with an adaptivephase, to determine the level of hue change. Then, participantsgo through a control phase, and a phase with LEP to compareaccuracy. The data collected indicates that accuracy is decreasedwhen presented with red and green shapes across desaturatedbackgrounds and increased when presented with blue and yellowshapes across extremely saturated backgrounds.
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Studying how visual clues affect navigation and mental mapping in
Virtual Reality

Knowing evacuation routes can save lives during disasters. There-fore, it is important to optimize them. This work aims to improveemergency exit route design in situations like earthquakes or fires.We utilized Virtual Reality (VR) to design mazes with varying diffi-culty levels (easy and hard) and visual cue types (colors and ob-jects), to examine their impact on the visual search time and recallabilities of participants (N=20). Participants completed memoryand cognitive tasks before navigating the mazes in two separatetrials, one with and another without instruction. The study em-ployed a fractional factorial experimental design considering fac-tors: gender, dominant hand, and types of visual cues, to studytheir influence in two maze difficulty levels. Our finding suggeststhat Gender, the difficulty, and the interaction of Gender and Vi-sual cue type have a statistically significant effect on the averagetime users spend at each tile. We further analyzed if the effect ofGender can be explained by spatial abilities. However, gender re-mained a statistically significant factor in navigation performance.Also, we developed the first GOMS model in VR and analyzed themethod’s longest completion time. Findings from this researchcan assist VR designers in creating inclusive user-friendly inter-faces alongside real-world applications, such as more effectiveemergency exit routes in interior designs, potentially saving livesduring disasters.
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Comparing the impact of medical image classification training on
human and machine representations

How does category learning, such as medical image classificationtasks, change mental representations? Is the change in mentalrepresentations similar to the change in neural network repre-sentations when trained on specialized tasks? In this project, wecompare similarity obtained from neural network representationsto human similarity representations before and after they bothwere trained to classify white blood cell images into blast (can-cerous) and non-blast (non-cancerous) categories. We focus onthe two neural network representations for each image: (i) pre-trained GoogLeNet on ImageNet (Stock Representation), whichhas not received training on white blood cell classification and (ii)GoogLeNet trained on cancer cell classification (Task Representa-tion) using transfer learning following Holmes et al. (2020). Usingeach neural network representation, we calculate the similaritybetween two images as the Euclidean distance between the im-age embeddings. We also conducted an experiment where werecruited human participants from MTurk using CloudResearch.We probe human representations by eliciting similarity judgmentson carefully curated pairs of images before and after they learnto classify the cancer cell images. We draw comparisons betweenhuman and artificial neural network representations and discussthe implications for medical image training.
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Investigating the belief bias in everyday political reasoning with linear
models and signal detection models

The belief bias describes the phenomenon that, when asked tojudge the validity of a logical argument, people are influenced bythe believability of the argument’s conclusion.We investigated the belief bias in the context of everyday argu-ments regarding controversial political topics like those foundon (social) media. Arguments differed in their (informal) argu-ment quality; ‘good’ arguments provide strong evidence for theirconclusion, whilst ‘bad’ arguments provide only weak evidence.Participants rated their beliefs about a series of political claims(e.g., ‘abortion should be legal’) on a 7-point Likert scale and ratedthe strength of good and bad arguments about these claims. InExperiment 1, participants rated argument strength on a scale of 1(extremely bad argument) to 6 (extremely good argument), whilein Experiment 2 they rated it on a binary scale (i.e., either bad orgood). We analysed both experiments using linear models andprobit models, i.e., equal variance signal detection models. Inboth experiments, with both types of models, we found a beliefbias for everyday arguments. Participants thought the quality ofgood arguments was stronger than the quality of bad arguments,but also perceived arguments in line with their beliefs as betterthan arguments that were not. Furthermore, independent of themodel used, we found no evidence for an interaction betweenbelief and argument quality.
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Social Network Analysis of People Occurring in a Long Series of Dreams

People in dreams arise from the dreamer’s semantic memory ofpeople and their relations. If memory is veridical, properties ofpeople in dreams would reflect properties of waking social life. Aman recorded people occurring in his dreams for 32 years. Wereport two comparisons with waking life. First, appearance ofa person in a dream is analogous to contact with that person inwaking life. Saramäki, et al. (2014) found properties of contactsindividuals made by mobile phone over successive time intervals.(a) A small number of people receive a large fraction of calls. (b)There is turnover of people over intervals, with higher retentionfor higher frequency people. (c) The shape of an individual’s dis-tribution of frequencies of calls to people has some variation, butdespite turnover tends to persist in time. The properties werefound in frequencies of people occurring in the dreams. Second,waking life social networks tend to have a power law degree dis-tribution and the small world combination of high clustering withshort distances between vertices. For each year, a dream socialnetwork was made by representing each person by a vertex andjoining two vertices with an edge if they cooccurred in a dream. Apower law fit the degree distributions well and the Small-WorldPropensity was at the upper limit of 1. Occurrences of people indreams have properties like those in waking life, although thereare changes over time, for example, a slight decrease in distancesbetween vertices.
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Guess what! Assessing the psychological meaning of the Lévy-flight
model parameter α

According to the diffusion model (Ratcliff, 1978), binary decisionsstem from a process of continuous evidence accumulation withnormally distributed noise. The Lévy-flight model (Voss et al.,2019) extends this framework by introducing the parameter α,which modifies the noise distribution. Specifically, lower α-valuesresult in heavier tails of the noise distribution, leading to morefrequent sudden large changes (i.e., jumps) in evidence accumula-tion. While α can enable a superior fit to the data, its psycholog-ical meaning remains empirically underexplored. Therefore, weexamined whether α reflects guessing, predicting a decrease in
α-values as individuals are prompted to guess. In our experiment,participants performed a brightness discrimination task under twoconditions, each emphasizing a different approach to decision-making: In the guessing condition, we instructed participants totake an educated guess when in doubt. In the control condition,we instructed participants to only select an answer once they feltconfident about their choice. Given that the modified noise distri-bution makes the likelihood of the Lévy-flight model intractable,we employed the BayesFlow framework, leveraging its simulation-based deep learning capabilities for our analyses. Contrary to ourexpectations, the difference in α between the two conditions didnot reach statistical significance, possibly due to the high difficultylevel of the employed task. Accordingly, we advocate for and delin-eate further inquiries of possible interpretations of α, particularlyregarding guessing.
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Fast Likelihood Computation for Attentional Drift Diffusion Models and
Beyond

Classical versions of sequential sampling models (SSMs) assumethat the rate of accumulation is constant over a given trial. Empir-ical evidence however suggests that instead, moment by momentattention, indicated for example by eye gaze patterns, can shiftthe rate of accumulation such that it vacillates over the course ofsingle trials. These dynamics are captured by models such as theattentional Drift Diffusion Model (aDDM). However, parameterinference for such models, in a way that faithfully tracks the gen-erative process, remains a challenge. Specifically, the attentionprocess, captured as arbitrary saccades and gaze times, forms atime-point-wise covariate which can’t be reduced to a fixed di-mensional summary statistic, and thus poses a challenge even forlikelihood-free methods on the research frontier.We propose a method for fast computation of likelihoods for aclass of models which subsumes the aDDM. The method divideseach trial into discrete time stages with fixed attention, uses fastanalytical methods to assess stage-wise likelihoods and integratesthese to calculate overall trial-wise likelihoods. Operationalizingthis method we characterize parameter recovery in a variety ofsettings and compare to widely used approximations to the aDDM,which instead only use fixation proportions to maintain tractablelikelihoods. We characterize the space of experiments in whichsuch approximations may be appropriate and point out which set-tings drive model formulations apart. Our method will be madeavailable to the community as a small python package, whichwill integrate seamlessly into a wider probabilistic programmingecosystem around the PyMC python library.
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ASSM: A Python package for Bayesian parameter estimation of
attentional sequential sampling models

The role of visual attention in perceptual/preferential decision-making has been established over the decades. Hence, severalcomputational models based on sequential sampling theory (e.g.,attentional drift-diffusion model (aDDM), gaze-weighted linear ac-cumulator model (GLAM), or gaze-advantage race diffusion model(GARD)) have been proposed to account for visual attention inthe accumulation process. These computational models are quitesuccessful in explaining the role of visual attention in the accumu-lation process and have been used in different domains. However,only a few computational packages are developed to estimatethe parameters and fit these models on empirical data. ’ASSM’is a Python package that provides a hierarchical Bayesian param-eter estimation framework for attentional sequential samplingmodels. This package is developed based on Stan and includesdifferent versions of aDDM, GLAM, and GARD models (e.g., uni-attribute/multi-attribute) with different attentional mechanisms.Moreover, ’ASSM’ supports both individual- and group-level fittingprocedures for these computational models and accommodatesempirical data collected from 2-alternative or multi-alternativedecision tasks.
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Reimagining Security with Cyberpsychology Network Defenses
(ReSCIND)

The Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Activity (IARPA) —the research and development arm of the U.S. Office of the Di-rector of National Intelligence — in January 2024 launched aninnovative program that, for the first time, takes aim at the psy-chology of a cyber attacker.The goal of the Reimagining Security with Cyberpsychology-Informed Network Defenses (ReSCIND) Program is to leveragea cyber attacker’s human constraints, such as innate decision-making biases and cognitive vulnerabilities, to disrupt their attacks.While attackers take advantage of human errors, most cyber de-fenses do not similarly exploit the attackers’ cognitive weaknesses— ReSCIND strives to flip this paradigm. By combining traditionalcybersecurity practices with the emerging field of cyberpsychol-ogy, IARPA is set to engineer this first-of-its-kind cyber technologythat makes an attacker’s job that much harder, by focusing on thehuman behind the attack.The design of novel defense capabilities will be grounded by foun-dational science and the effectiveness quantified with rigorousexperimentation and analysis. Experimental analysis results will beutilized to iteratively improve and model these cyberpsychology-inspired methods to impact attackers (e.g., causing frustration,surprise, choice overload, or risk aversion). Features such as thetarget network, attacker profile, and inferred attacker goals thatcan help predict and induce attacker mistakes and irrational be-havior will be identified and incorporated into the defensive ca-pabilities. Cultural aspects, operational tempo, motivation, andother specifics of real-world cyber campaigns will be critical con-siderations for experimental designs and modeling efforts.
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Approximating an Exact Posterior for the Drift-Rate Parameter of a
Wiener Process’s First-Passage Time

In cognitive psychology, simple response times are often mod-eled as the time required by a one-dimensional Wiener processto first reach a given threshold. This stochastic process’s first-passage time follows a Wald distribution, which is essentially areparametrized inverse-Gaussian distribution. Since the inverse-Gaussian distribution is part of the exponential family, there mustexist a conjugate prior with respect to such a data-generatingprocess. It can be shown that the Gaussian-Gamma distributionsatisfies the conjugacy property, albeit under a parameterizationdifferent from that of the Wald distribution. This leads to a pos-terior distribution that does not directly correspond to the coreparameters of the Wiener process; that is, the drift-rate and thethreshold parameter. While the marginal threshold posterior un-der a Gaussian-Gamma prior is relatively easy to derive and turnsout to be a known distribution, this is not the case for themarginaldrift-rate posterior. Here, I addresses this issue by providing theexact solution for the marginal posterior distributions of the drift-rate parameter under a Gaussian-Gamma prior. Unfortunately,the probability density function of this distribution cannot be ex-pressed in terms of elementary functions. Thus, different methodsof approximation are discussed as an expedient for time-criticalapplications.
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The Contiguity Effect in Probed Recall Task: Increasing the Recall via
Overt Rehearsal and Sentence Generation

The contiguity effect is the finding that when an item is recalled,the next item to be recalled is inclined to come from neighbouringstudy positions to the position of the just recalled item. In therecall literature, the contiguity effect is observed with a forwardasymmetry. Various models have been developed to accountfor the contiguity effect. Kılıç et al. (2013) offered two classesof models: Causal models such as the Temporal Context Model(TCM) suggest that when an item is recalled, it causes anotheritem to be recalled due to the recalled items’ study context beingincorporated into the test context, whereas according to non-causal models, the context in the study changes independentlyof the items and this study context is reiterated during the testphase. Kılıç et al. (2013) employed the probed recall task to disruptthis supposed reiteration. They observed a contiguity effect butnot the forward asymmetry, which was attributed to low recallperformance. In the current study, we aimed to increase the recallperformance to decide whether the lack of asymmetry indicatesthe contribution of non-causal mechanisms or low performance.Therefore, the probed recall task was utilized along with overtrehearsal and sentence generation tasks during the study phase toincrease recall performance. At the test, probe words were givenand another word from the list of the probe words was requested.Conditional Response Probability (CRP) analysis revealed withinand between-list contiguity effects, but the results did not show aforward asymmetry.
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Response-time extended multinomial processing trees with
diffusion-model kernels

We updated the R package “rtmpt” with a newly developedmethod to incorporate response times in the class of multino-mial processing tree (MPT) models. Like the method implementedin the previous version of the package, this new method allowsfor the estimation of process-completion times as well as process-outcome probabilities. However, in contrast to the previousmethod, in which each process-completion time was assumedto follow an exponential distribution, it assumes that these quanti-ties are determined by the outcome of a Wiener diffusion process.Consequently, the process completion times no longer possess thequestionable memoryless property. In addition, the new methodcan account for non-monotonic hazard rates of a single process-ing branch. Both of these characteristics make the new methodmore realistic in view of actual response times. Furthermore, acomparison of both approaches can serve as a means to performrobustness checks with respect to the auxiliary assumptions re-garding process kernels. We show how to use the newmethod anddemonstrate the validity of the underlying hierarchical BayesianMCMC algorithm via a simulation based calibration.
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Diffusion Models for Conflict Tasks: Revisiting the Revised Diffusion
Model for Conflict tasks (RDMC)

In conflict tasks, such as the Simon, Eriksen flanker, or Stroop task,a relevant and an irrelevant feature indicate the same or differentresponses in congruent and incongruent trials, respectively. Thecongruency effect refers to faster and less error-prone responsesin congruent relative to incongruent trials. Distributional analy-ses reveal that the congruency effect in the Simon task becomessmaller with increasing RTs, reflected by a negative-going deltaplot, whereas for other tasks, the delta plot is typically positive-going, meaning that the congruency effects become larger withincreasing RTs. The Diffusion Model for Conflict tasks (DMC; Ulrichet al., 2015, Cognitive Psychology) accounts for this by explicitlymodelling the information accumulated from the relevant andthe irrelevant features and attributes negative- versus positive-going delta plots to different peak times of a pulse-like activationof the task-irrelevant feature. Recently, Lee and Sewell (2023,Psychonomic Bulletin & Review) questioned this assumption andadvanced their Revised Diffusion Model of Conflict tasks (RDMC).We address three issues regarding RDMC in comparison with DMC:(1) The pulse-like function is not as implausible as Lee and Sewellsuggest. (2) RDMC itself comes with the highly implausible as-sumption that different parameters are required for congruentand incongruent trials. (3) According to a new parameter recoverystudy, RDMC lacks acceptable recovery (in particular comparedto DMC). Against this background, we do not see an advantage ofRDMC over DMC at present.
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Testing Random-Scale Representation in Change Detection Tasks for
Visual Working Memory

Long-term memory (LTM) and working memory (WM) are con-sidered distinct memory components. This assumed differenceis also reflected in different experimental tasks (e.g., recognitionvs change detection tasks). However, there is as of yet no clearempirical evidence delineating what makes a task require LTM orWM. Recent work by Kellen et al. (2021, Psychological Review)established empirically that the general class of signal detectiontheory (SDT) models underlies recognition-memory judgementsin LTM. A central feature of this model class is that it assumesunlimited capacity, which conflicts with one of the central assump-tions regarding the structure of WM, that WM is capacity limited.The present work examines whether recognition judgements invisual WM satisfy the Block-Marschak (BM) inequalities. Satisfyingthe BM inequalities implies a random-scale representation, thekey property of the SDT model class. In several experiments wefind that performance in visual WM change detection does notsatisfy BM inequalities. This finding implies that a random-scalerepresentation does not hold for visual WM. However, when usingthe same stimuli as typically used in visual WM task in a LTM task,we replicate earlier results that LTM judgements satisfy the BMinequalities. Considering that the concept of capacity limits inWM is fundamentally at odds with the assumptions that underlyrandom-scale representation, our result that visual WM judge-ments do not satisfy the BM inequalities is maybe unsurprisingbut nevertheless provide a first foray into establishing a strongempirical distinction between LTM and visual WM.
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dRiftDM: An R package for Fitting Diffusion Models with
Time-Dependent Parameters

In many areas of psychology and neuroscience, drift-diffusionmodels (DDMs) have become an important framework for under-standing decision processes. Models in this framework assumethat response information accumulates in an incremental but noisymanner until a threshold is reached. To date, several softwarepackages exist to fit DDMs, ranging from more classical packagessuch as fast-dm (Voss &Voss, 2007, BRM) or ez (Wagenmakers et al.2007, PBR) to modern Python packages such as pyddm (Shinn etal., 2020, eLife) or PyBEAM (Murrow & Holmes, 2023, BRM). How-ever, many of these packages are either limited to time-invariantparameters or require knowledge of Python. Here we present thedRiftDM package, an R package for fitting DDMs with time-varyingparameters. The package uses a numerical approximation of theKolmogorov forward equation to fit DDMs via maximum likelihood.The dRiftDM package is designed to be easy to use and with thetypical requirements of psychological researchers in mind. Forexample, we provide straightforward functions for fitting and load-ing data sets, exploring model properties, or performing modelcomparison. dRiftDM can be used flexibly to implement a widerange of DDMs. In addition, it already provides pre-built modelsthat are common in cognitive psychology. By making it easy to ap-ply DDMs in R, dRiftDM is a valuable tool that provides researcherswith an entry point to a model-driven approach to their data.
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Utilizing response time assessments of cognitive function: The first step
in understanding cancer-related cognitive impairment

Oncology professionals rely on self-report questionnaires to assesscognitive function throughout cancer treatment. This has provenproblematic, as inconsistent and contradictory results have hin-dered the ability to measure the nuances of cognitive dysfunction.In turn, researchers have struggled to pinpoint the true underlyingcause of cancer-related cognitive impairment amongst the arrayof possible sources. We believe that by utilizing the partitioning,highly sensitive capabilities of response time modeling in cogni-tive assessments, we will be able to encapsulate cancer-relatedcognitive impairment more accurately. By studying response timemodel trends across assessments of biomarkers, we aim to eval-uate the possibility of immune response playing a causal role incognitive dysfunction. The purpose of the current study was toestablish a baseline understanding of the typical function asso-ciated with our assessment task and perform a power analysisto determine the necessary number of trials that will ensure asaccurate of response time parameters as possible. The cognitiveassessment tested in this project was the dual-n-back test. Thistask challenges participants to remember a string of auditory andvisual stimuli, allowing researchers to test the capabilities andlimits of working memory, one of the main areas of cognition im-pacted by cancer-related cognitive impairment. We believe thatthe current study’s quantitative approach will elucidate compo-nents of the underlying cognitive mechanisms involved in workingmemory, through the workload capacity metric. This study servedas an important first step in understanding and measuring thecomplexities of cancer-related cognitive impairment.
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A New Frontiers For Affect Dynamics: The Discrete Markovian Chain Of
Affect

Affect dynamics, or the study of changing patterns of emotional ex-periences throughout time, has developed as an important area ofresearch in Mathematical Psychology. Traditionally, Affect Dynam-ics analysis has used the Experience Sampling Method (ESM), adata collection approach inwhich participants report their feelings,thoughts, and behaviours at various periods during the day. Thisapproach models Intensive Longitudinal data (ILD) using MixedLinear or nonlinear Models (MLM) or Vector Autoregressive Mod-els (VAR). These models define emotion in terms of temporalityand complexity. However, they overlook the fundamental unityof affective dynamism: the transition between states. Althoughemotions occur in sequential order, the transition between themconsiders the prior state in relation to the present one. Individualscan feel and describe numerous emotions at the same time, butone emotion usually takes precedence, influencing or being com-pared to the prior one. In this work, we want to employ discreteMarkov chains to assess each transition between the prior andpresent emotional states, disregarding earlier transitions in thesame manner that a Markov chain does. Indeed, Markov chainsare mathematical systems that represent a succession of potentialoccurrences, with the probability of each event determined solelyby the state obtained in the preceding event. Here, we present anempirical study that used self-reported emotional responses andphysiological data (heart rate variability, face electromyography,and galvanic skin reaction) to create a discrete Markov chain andcompare it to autoregressive models.
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Can Variability in Across-Trial Drift Rate be Explained in the Diffusion
Decision Model?

An assumption of the “full” diffusion model is that the rate ofevidence accumulation varies across trials, which can account forslow errors and asymptotic accuracy (Ratcliff, 1978). This assump-tion has been criticized by researchers as an ad hoc addition to themodel that adds additional flexibility to the model. In the presentwork, we ask whether linking the drift rate to systematic exper-imental factors can mitigate the need for a drift rate variabilityparameter. Using a recognition memory dataset with electroen-cephalography (EEG) recordings (n = 132), we systematically linkeddrift rate to individual trials using exogenous experimental factors– such as word frequency and study-test lag– along with endoge-nous factors using EEG data. We expected that the inclusion ofsuch factors would reduce the estimates of the drift rate vari-ability parameter. We first demonstrated the feasibility of thismodelling approach with simulated data. However, counter tothis prediction, with experimental data, model fits indicated thatthe inclusion of systematic variability resulted in little decreasein the random drift rate variability parameter. This suggests thatthe implementation of a normal distribution of drift rate can behard to meaningfully interpret in practice, and that other mecha-nisms might be involved in producing slow errors which are notimplemented in DDM.
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A Spectrum of Diffusion Models for Hierarchical Control of Attention:
From Sequential to Parallel Processing

Sequential Sampling Models (SSMs) are ubiquitously applied toempirical data of two or more alternative choice tasks, subsuminga large variety of task paradigms. Nevertheless the space of mod-els typically considered is often limited to those that are analyti-cally tractable for inference. More recently the field of simulationbased inference has enabled the development and evaluation of amuch broader class of models. Here we leverage developments inlikelihood free inference using artificial neural networks in orderto evaluate a range of models applied to a hierarchical decisionmaking task.Participants were presented with stimuli, in the form of lines thatvaried across three dimensions: movement direction, line orienta-tion and color. These three features imply three potential decisions(dominant motion direction etc.) on a given trial. One feature wasconsidered the ‘high-dimension’, and determined which of the re-maining two ‘low-dimensional’ features were relevant for a givenchoice scenario. The task is therefore hierarchical, in that the highdimensional features acts as a filter on which one of two remain-ing tasks a subject needs to solve.To investigate the corresponding cognitive strategies used by par-ticipants to solve these tasks, we developed a range of diffusionmodel variants to assess whether participants accumulate evi-dence strictly hierarchically and therefore sequentially, in paral-lel, or via a hybrid resource rational approach. We will assessmodel fits and posterior predictive simulations to arbitrate be-tween these accounts and to link them to trial-by-trial neuraldynamics (via EEG) associated with encoding of higher and lowerdimensional features.
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Bias in Belief Updating: Combining the Bayesian Sampler with Heuristics

The systematic deviations from rational Bayesian updating of be-liefs, such as conservatism and base-rate neglect, have been exten-sively studied. Two primary cognitive models have been proposedto explain these biases: simple heuristics (Woike et al., 2023) andstochastic sampling approximations of the Bayesian solution, suchas the Bayesian Sampler (Zhu et al., 2020). However, recent re-search suggests that neither of these explanations fully accountsfor observed behaviors. In a study by Stengård et al. (2022), onlyabout half of participants’ responses aligned with heuristics, in-dicating a gap between heuristic-based and Bayesian models. Toaddress this gap, we propose exploring a new class of models thatblend heuristics with Bayesian approaches. In our study, we inves-tigate simple mixtures of heuristics and the Bayesian Sampler, aswell as a hybrid model combining heuristics for setting priors andBayesian methods for refining estimates using stochastic samples.Our analysis indicates that neither heuristics nor the BayesianSampler alone are sufficient to explain the observed data. Instead,a combination of these approaches appears to offer a more com-prehensive explanation for human decision-making behaviors. Byincorporating elements of both heuristic reasoning and Bayesianupdating, our hybrid model shows promise in better capturing thecomplexities of human cognition and decision-making processes.Further research in this direction could provide valuable insightsinto understanding and potentially mitigating cognitive biases inreal-world contexts.
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Modeling Numerical Judgments of Complex Stimuli

Research investigating the processes of multiple-cue judgmentsusually relies on simple artificial stimuli with predefined cue struc-tures, since the cognitive models used in this area of researchrequire that the cue structure is known. Unfortunately, this hin-ders the application of these models to situations involving com-plex stimuli with unknown cue structures. Building upon earlycategorization research, in two studies we demonstrate how thecue structures of complex and realistic stimuli can be extractedfrom pairwise similarity ratings with a multidimensional scalinganalysis (MDS) and then subsequently be used to model partici-pants’ quantitative judgments with a hierarchical Bayesian model.After an initial validation study, we use MDS to generate cues forcomplex stimuli with an unknown cue structure based on pairwisesimilarity ratings of N = 110 participants. These cues are then usedin a hierarchical Bayesian model to analyze judgments of thesecomplex stimuli fromN = 80 participants. Our results replicate pre-vious findings that demonstrate the influence of learning tasks andfeedback on strategy selection in judgment tasks. This highlightsthe feasibility of our approach and extends the generalizability ofprevious findings to more complex stimuli.
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Quantitatively fitting the Autocorrelated Bayesian Sampler to accuracy,
response time and trial-by-trial data

The Autocorrelated Bayesian Sampler (ABS; Zhu et al., 2023) is asequential sampling model that assumes people draw autocorre-lated samples from the memory of hypotheses according to theirposterior beliefs. Samples are then integrated to produce choices,response times, confidence judgments, estimates, confidence in-tervals, or probability judgments. For example, for forced choicessamples are aggregated until those in favour of one response cat-egory exceed those in favour of the other, and then the favouredoption is chosen. The ABS consists of two components: the mech-anism of sampling and the response time distribution. Withinthis framework, we propose a novel ABS model integrating theMCREC sampling algorithm (Castillo et al., 2024) and a Gaussianresponse time distribution. We compared both ABS variants withthe well-established and widely used Drift Diffusion Model (DDM;Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff & McKoon, 2008; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998) toinvestigate the strengths and limitations of the ABS models. Wefit three models to a random dot motion task data (from Mur-phy et al., 2014) using Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC;Beaumont et al., 2002; Csilléry et al., 2010; Marin et al., 2012) toevaluate how well the models account for the data. Our compari-son incorporates statistics such as accuracy rates, response timequantiles, and the probability of repeating past choices. Throughthis analysis, we aim to illustrate how differences in their assump-tions and approaches affect their performance across varied con-tests, thereby identifying directions for enhancing the explanatorypower of these models.
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On the appropriate scale of time for psychophysical duration
discrimination

Psychophysical data on duration discrimination are typically fittedvia logistic or Gaussian psychometric functions. These functionsare symmetric, with the consequence that estimates of the 25%and 75% points are forced to lie at the same distance from thestandard duration albeit in opposite directions. This characteristicis at odds with Weber’s law, which posits that the just-noticeabledifference is proportional to the standard duration. Thus, if theproportionality factor were, say, 1.5, a duration of 300 ms wouldbe just discriminable from a duration of 200 ms and a duration of450mswould be just discriminable from a duration of 300ms. Puttogether, when the standard duration is 300 ms, points of equaldiscrimination performance below and above the standard shouldlie at different distances (in ms) from the standard, in contrastto what fitting symmetric psychometric functions renders. Weconducted a simulation study that fitted psychometric functionsto data generated to obey Weber’s law, which essentially impliesthat the relevant scale for time is log duration instead of duration.The results show that fitting conventional psychometric functions(of duration in ms) misrepresents discrimination performance andprovides erroneous estimates of the difference limen, whereas fit-ting asymmetric psychometric functions (of log duration) capturesgenerating performance adequately. Psychometric functions oflog duration generally fitted the data much better than psycho-metric functions of duration in ms, although the fit turned outsimilar in some cases. Some empirical data are presented thatcorroborate the validity of these simulation results.
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The puzzle of order effects in duration discrimination

Order effects are a pervasive phenomenon in psychophysics. Theymanifest in somemeasure of discrimination performance differingwith the order in which the stimuli to be compared (standard vs.test) are presented in each trial. Different types of order effectshave been described that hold for a wide range of sensory modal-ities and stimuli, and many of them can be accounted for by anumber of models of psychophysical performance. However, timeperception seems to be fundamentally different and the origin oforder effects observed in duration discrimination tasks remainsundisclosed.We conducted an experimental study using a duration dis-crimination task to collect data at different standard dura-tions in the range of hundreds of milliseconds. Every datasetwas then analyzed under different frameworks given by well-established models that can accommodate order effects: Inde-cision (https://doi.org/10.3389/fpsyg.2017.01142), Internal Refer-ence (https://doi.org/10.3758/s13414-012-0362-4), and SensationWeighting (https://doi.org/10.3758/s13414-020-01999-z). Psycho-metric functions derived from each model were fitted to the databoth separately and jointly across presentation orders. All analyseswere carried out twice, assuming either duration in millisecondsor log duration as the relevant scale for time perception. Ourresults provide a comprehensive map of order effects in discrimi-nation of short durations and a solid analysis of the strengths andweaknesses of each model. Implications are discussed paving ourway towards a better understanding of order effects in durationdiscrimination.
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A two-drift race model of human habits

Psychologically, habits are defined as the reward-independent,stimulus-response relationships which form when identical ac-tions are repeated often. These behaviours were originally stud-ied in animals, and Hardwick et al. (2019) recently developed aparadigm to identify habits in humans. They hypothesised thathuman habits may be detected when participants are forced toact too quickly for conscious (goal-directed) control to be applied.They trained participants extensively on a stimulus-response map-ping, and then themappingwas reversed. When participants weretested post-reversal, their behaviour changed depending on howrapidly they needed to react. Specifically, participants made more‘habitual’ errors, i.e., choosing the original response, when forcedto respond within 300-600ms. Hardwick et al. proposed thatparallel accumulators were responsible, wherein the goal-directedsystem is initiated after a delay.However, no formal mathematical model exists that instantiatesthis proposal and allows for multiple drift rates which change bothacross (via reinforcement learning) and within (parallel accumula-tors) trials.In this paper, we present a novel 2-drift race model, and calculatethe probability of reaction times and choices so it can be efficientlyfitted to data from the paradigm by Hardwick et al.To test their proposal, we compare the quality of fit of a single-drift Q-learn race model and that of our model, in which habit andgoal-directed actions accumulate independently. Furthermore,the best fit parameters of the 2-drift model can provide severalkey insights into, and quantifiable measures of, the mechanisticstructure underlying the differences between individuals’ relianceon habits, undetectable in behaviour alone.
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Amortized stochastic time series models for intervention designs

Interrupted time series analysis is a statistical method to studythe effects of a deliberate intervention by observing data overa period before and after a change. In this project, we considerinterrupted time-series data from a mobile health interventionstudy aimed at promoting psychological well-being in college stu-dents. We will apply a model for interrupted time series based onthe Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) diffusion model, a stochastic timeseries model whose main parameters capture intraindividual vari-ability, an attractor point or homeostasis level, and an elasticityparameter that governs the speed with which the process returnsto its attractor after a perturbation. Interruptions in these timeseries can be characterized as discrete state shifts in one or moreof these parameters, leading to the hierarchical Bayesian inter-rupted OU model that we apply to the mobile health intervention.We evaluate the intervention’s effectiveness by examining thelevels of psychological well-being across four study phases: pre-intervention, intervention, immediate post-intervention, and latepost-intervention. We operate under the assumption that we cancategorize the time series according to these phases, anticipatingthat participants’ psychological well-being tends to stabilize atspecific homeostatic levels during each phase. Additionally, weevaluate the applicability of BayesFlow to this broader class ofproblem. BayesFlow is a new simulation-based inference methodthat can provide high-efficiency Bayesian parameter estimationeven with complex, time-variant models, but its application to amultilevel hierarchical model such as ours requires a thoughtfulimplementation. We discuss strategies for our specific case andpossible expansions of our work.
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The crossed random effects drift diffusion model in social cognition
research – a simulation study

To properly capture interindividual variability in cognitive pro-cesses, cognitive modelers increasingly employ hierarchicalBayesian models in which subjects are treated as random effects.Additional random effects may be added to the model for stimuli,for example, when subjects are crossedwith social target stimuli asin social cognition experiments (Judd et al., 2012). To date, few sim-ulation studies have comprehensively investigated the estimationperformance of such more complex hierarchical cognitive models.In our simulation study, we sought to close this gap for the crossedrandom effects variant of the Drift Diffusion Model (DDM; Ratcliff,1978; Vandekerckhove et al., 2010). We used a simulation designwith two crossed random effects - mirroring subjects and targetsas in social cognition experiments - and we varied design settingsin ways realistic to such experiments. Specifically, we manipulatedthe variance of subject and target population distributions, mirror-ing homo- vs. heterogeneous populations, as well as the numberof draws from each population, mirroring subject and trial num-bers. Additionally, we manipulated model complexity by inducingconstraints on the estimated random effect structure (crossedvs. single vs. no random effects). All models were estimated inJAGS and their estimation was evaluated based on different perfor-mance criteria (e.g., bias). Importantly, performance evaluationconsidered both the individual and the population level for bothsubjects and targets, providing novel insights into the interplay ofmultiple random effects on cognitive parameter estimation acrosslevels.
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Exploring Memory Mechanisms Underlying the Continued Influence
Effect

Humans have cognitive vulnerabilities that can be leveraged toinfluence individuals. One such vulnerability is the continuedinfluence effect (CIE), where misleading information can have alasting effect even after corrections or factual discreditinginformation is presented. The CIE has been addressed experimen-tally and memory-based explanations exist. However,no current cognitive models specify cognitive mechanisms for pre-diction, simulation, and detailed testing of hypotheses.Here, we discuss relevant literature and propose a novel cognitivemodel to investigate memory mechanisms underlyingthe CIE.We demonstrate the utility of the model using simulationswhich show how the CIE emerges from memoryprocesses and discuss plans for future research.
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Computer-Based Experiments in VR: A Virtual Reality Environment to
Conduct Experiments, Collect Participants’ Data and Cognitive Modeling
in VR

This paper explores the integration of Virtual Reality (VR) intobehavioral experiments, addressing the technical challenges thatresearchers face due to the necessity of advanced programmingand game engine knowledge. By developing a VR environmenttailored for conducting computer-based experiments and pairingit with VR Analysis Tool (VRAT) for data analysis and visualization,we facilitate a more accessible entry into VR-based research. Theadvantage that our tool provides is that researchers can conducttheir traditional computer-based experiments in an environmentwith superior eye tracking and high experiment validity due to ahigh level of control over environmental factors. We then show-case the advantages of VR eye-tracking systems over traditionalscreen-based counterparts in terms of accuracy and precision,highlighting their consistency across various screen sizes and userdemographics which is only one of the many superiorities of VRover the conventional methods. Due to the applicability of the3D design, we believe that the future of behavioral research willincreasingly pivot toward VR, with tools like VisiTor pioneeringthis transition by enabling models to effectively interact within VRspaces. Our tool is a step toward enabling behavioral studies toimmigrate from traditional methods to VR.
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Understanding Human Behavior and Cognitive Model in an Image
Labeling Task

The field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), particularly in the area ofcomputer vision, has experienced significant advancements sincethe emergence of deep learning models trained on extensivelylarge labeled datasets. However, reliance on human labelers raisesconcerns regarding bias, inconsistency, and ethical issues. Thisstudy aimed to address these concerns by exploring the feasibilityof replacing human labelers with an interactive cognitive model.We investigated human behavior in a two-phase image labelingtask and developed a model using the VisiTor (Vision + Motor)framework within the ACT-R cognitive architecture. This studywas designed based on a real labeling task of identifying differentcrystals in optical microscopic images after various treatments forinhibiting the formation of the crystals. The outcomes from the im-age labeling experiment, which included both learning and testingphases, revealedmeaningful observations. The observed decreasein task completion times for all participants during the learningphase suggests an increased familiarity with the image features, fa-cilitated by the reference images presented in all four consecutiveexample tasks. During the testing phase, despite initial confusioncaused by shaded zones in microscopic images, participants wereable to correctly identify targets, highlighting the potential forcognitive models to learn and adapt. It was also discovered thatthe subtle distinctions between classes led to confusion in makingdecisions about labels. The developed interactive cognitive modelwas able to simulate human behavior in the same labeling taskenvironment, while the model achieved high accuracy, it still relieson pre-defined features therefore limited its application to seendata only. Future work will expand the number of participantsand task complexity and refine the ACT-R model to enhance itsdecision-making capabilities. Our findings suggest that interactivecognitive modeling offers a promising avenue for replacing humanlabelers with robust, consistent, and unbiased labeled datasets.This research can help mitigate ethical concerns and ultimatelymove us toward the goal of automating the labeling process in AI.
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A Comparison of Frequency Effects in Two Attitude Retrieval Models

The psychological literature has put forth several auto-associativememory models of attitude formation and change. The statusof frequency effects in such models is not well understood. Wecompare frequency effects in auto-associative memory modelsof attitudes to the well-established frequency effects found inthe ACT-R cognitive architecture. We found striking differencesbetween the model classes, but only under some conditions. Wediscuss future directions that might stem from this provisionalwork.
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Modeling the role of attachment in the development of reciprocity and
generosity

We posit that early attachment to kith and kin has a marked influ-ence on later life reasoning and especially on generosity towardothers. We present a series of computational experiments show-ing that the final (adult) levels of generosity differ depending onsuch early life exposure, and this independently of the otherwisehomogeneous reasoning behavior. The benchmark experimentdefines a developmental progression of three stages, from attach-ment only to perception of cooperative or non-cooperative actionsof others in a controlled social environment to finally complex en-vironments of arbitrary participants. We use as a behavioral basisthe well-known Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game and its classicstrategy Tit-For-Tat in a simulated society of individuals. We showthat in the final stage of an arbitrary complex society the socialscores obtained by the developing individuals are consistentlyhigher than the reference, undeveloped (adult) individuals, andthat this is due to the developed degree of nonzero generosity.We also show that individuals with a disturbed understanding ofothers’ emotional behavior (thus of attachment) but with intactreasoning tend to be more reciprocal and less generous in theend. On the other hand, individuals with the opposite disturbanceof the understanding of reasoning but with intact understandingof others’ emotional behavior tend to be far more impulsive andbehave as driven by attachment only. A succession of generationsof typical, developing agents stabilizes the levels of generosity inthe society. The effect of various parameters on the developed be-haviors is also studied. Further implications of this developmentalmodel are finally given.
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Towards a Comprehensive Summary of the Senses for Cognitive
Architectures

It is widely accepted that there are five senses. There, however,appear to be several more. This paper attempts to provide anddescribe a comprehensive list of sensors that might be foundin a complete cognitive architecture. We also briefly note howwidely used these senses have been and which ones could yet beimplemented in an architecture.
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From States to Transitions: Discrete Time Markov Chain in Affect
Dynamics Psychometric Models

Affect dynamics, or the study of changing patterns of emotionalresponses across time, has emerged as a key field of researchin Mathematical Psychology. Traditionally, Affect dynamics re-search has relied on the Experience Sampling Method (ESM), adata gathering technique in which participants describe their feel-ings, thoughts, and behaviors at various times throughout theday. This technique studies Intensive Longitudinal Data (ILD) usingMixed Linear or Nonlinear Models (MLM) or Vector Autoregres-sive Models (VARs) (VAR). These theories characterize emotion interms of time and complexity. However, they fail to recognize theunderlying unity of emotional dynamism: the transition betweenaffects. Although emotions occur in a sequential sequence, thetransition between them takes into account the previous state incomparison to the current one. Individuals can experience anddescribe many emotions at the same time, but one feeling oftengains precedence, influencing or being compared to the previousone. In this paper, we will show how to use and implement dis-crete Markov chains to evaluate each transition between past andcurrent emotional states, while neglecting earlier transitions in thesame way that a Markov chain does. Researchers may use Markovchains to quantify the odds of migrating between distinct emo-tional states across time, allowing for a better understanding ofaffect dynamics. This method not only overcomes the constraintsof traditional data gathering and processing approaches, but italso allows for a more sophisticated investigation of the processesdriving emotional variations.
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Exploring the Utility of ACT-R models as Psychometric Tools: Estimated
RL Learning-rate Predicts Learning Strategy.

There is significant utility in determining individual memory char-acteristics, as these might affect learning strategy. This studyaimed to assess howwell estimatedmodel parameters that reflectindividual cognitive characteristics, predict learning strategy. Aweightedmixturemodel based on ACT-R, of the stimulus-responselearning task (RLWM, Collins, 2018) that contained declarative(LTM) and procedural memory (RL) components was used. Learn-ing strategy was measured by estimating what percentage of trialswere learned with LTM vs RL. The ACT-R LTM parameters speedof forgetting, (SoF, which measures memory decay rate, Pavlik &Anderson, 2008) and spreading activation (S, working memory ca-pacity analog) and RL learning rate parameter (α) were estimatedfor each individual by selecting the best-fitting set of parametersto behavioral data. We hypothesize that the mostly-LTM groupwould have significantly higher S values and lower SoF values com-pared to the mostly-RL group. We expected that the mostly-RLgroup would have higher learning rate values. This would suggestthat ultimate learning strategy choices might rely on available indi-vidual memory characteristics. Model fits were remarkably good,achieving low root-mean-squared-error (M:0.064, SEM=0.0012).To test our hypothesis, participants were grouped into ‘mostly-LTM’ (greater than 50% of trials were performed with the LTMmodel) and ‘mostly-RL’ (greater than 50% RL engagement). Wefound that the RL parameter learning rate was a significant pre-dictor of learning strategy (p < 0.0001) but not the declarativeSoF (p=0.196) and S parameters (p=0.424). Our results suggestthat individual differences might be best captured by RL models,compared to models of declarative memory.
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Identifying Transfer Learning in the Reshaping of Inductive Biases

Transfer learning, the reuse of newly acquired knowledge undernovel circumstances, is a critical hallmark of human intelligence,yet the underlying computations have been little investigated inhumans. We argue that successful transfer learning upon taskacquisition is ensured by updating inductive biases and transfer ofknowledge hinges upon capturing the structure of the task in theinductive bias. To explore this, we trained participants on a non-trivial visual stimulus sequence task (Alternating Serial ResponseTimes, ASRT). During the training, participants were trained in twodistinct sequences successively, while the underlying structure ofthe task remained the same. We analyzed the acquired knowl-edge by recovering individual internal models of the task usinginfinite Hidden Markov Models. Our results show that beyondthe acquisition of the stimulus sequence, our participants werealso able to update their inductive biases. Acquisition of the newsequence was considerably sped up by earlier exposure, but thisenhancement was specific to individuals showing signatures ofabandoning initial inductive biases. Enhancement of learning wasreflected in the development of a new internal model. Addition-ally, our findings highlight the ability of participants to construct aninventory of internal models and alternate between them basedon environmental demands. Further investigation of the behaviorduring transfer revealed that it is the subjective internal model ofindividuals that can predict the transfer across tasks. Our resultsdemonstrate that even imperfect learning in a challenging envi-ronment helps learning in a new context by reusing the subjectiveand partial knowledge about environmental regularities.
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Developing and Evaluating a Computational Cognitive Model of
Sensorimotor Grounded Action Selection Based on Eye-movement
Behavior

Sensorimotor grounding of cognitive processes may be the key towhy humans exhibit efficient goal-directed behavior in a variety ofdynamic environments. Modeling such behavior computationallyposes a challenge as the model has to exhibit equally dynamicmotor control in order to ground cognitive processes in it. Oncethe computational model has been developed, the next challengelies ahead: how to evaluate the model behavior using humandata? Here we present an eye tracking experiment to investi-gate action control in dynamic environments in which fixationaleye movements reflect cognitive processes of action selection.Slightly increased uncertainty in motor control leads to more cau-tious action selection shown by fixations being initiated closer toa reference point, whereas strongly increased uncertainty leadsto the need to monitor the environment for potential threats andthus greater distances to the reference point. We equip a compu-tational model with the hypothesized action selection processesand single out the central parameter within its structure. In thelast section, a likelihood method is discussed that could be usedto evaluate the model based on human eye- movement behaviorand to infer the parameter value.
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Incorporating Cognitive Factors into Models of Speech Motor Control

Sensorimotor learning is defined as one’s ability to interact withthe environment by interpreting the sensory world and respond-ing to it with the motor system. Sensorimotor learning in speechhas been shown to be influenced by cognition, but most mod-els of speech mechanisms, including the DIVA model (Tourville& Guenther, 2011), do not include cognitive factors like attentionor memory. Nonetheless, speech motor control is observably dis-rupted in individuals with impaired memory function (e.g., peoplewith Alzheimer’s disease, Liu et al., 2012), and even in typicalspeakers, there appears to be a relationship between speech mo-tor learning and memory capacity (Lametti et al., 2012), that canvary quite widely. We explore the plausibility of incorporatingexisting cognitive modeling paradigms, like ACT-R, with models ofspeech production, to better define the role of memory in speechtasks. Specifically, we consider the hypothesis that incorrect re-sponses in a pitch perception task result from a failure to retrievethe memory of the target pitch. The ranges of time scales anddecay rates that result in retrieval failure can guide the implemen-tation of a more complete model that integrates elements of bothcognitive models and models of speech production.
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Predicting learning and retention in a complex task

This paper reports an experiment investigating learning and reten-tion in a complex task over multiple sessions across an extendedperiod of time. The primary aim of the experiment is to evaluatethe Predictive Performance Equation (PPE: Jastrzembski & Gluck,2009) a model of learning and forgetting that predicts retentionbased on past performance. The second aim is to test a taxonomyfor knowledge, skills and attitudes and a competence retentionanalysis technique developed to improve competence retention inmilitary training (Cahillane, Launchbury, MacLean, & Webb, 2013).Participants were trained over 16 weeks on the Multi-AttributeTask Battery (MATB: Comstock Jr & Arnegard, 1992), a computer-based task analogous to piloting an aircraft. The study revealssignificant variation in learning profiles for the MATB sub-tasksand demonstrates the PPE’s ability to make accurate predictionsof human performance over intervals ranging from 27 to 111 days.
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Inhibitory Control Deficits in Syndromes Associated with
Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration

Disinhibition is a prominent feature of syndromes associated withfrontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), encompassing impul-sive behaviours and difficulty suppressing inappropriate or habit-ual responses. Being disinhibited in these syndromes has beenlinked to higher caregiver burden, earlier institutionalisation, andpoorer prognosis (Murley et al., 2021). There are currently notreatments for disinhibition in FTLD. However, an avenue for po-tential treatment is that of neurotransmitter deficits. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and noradrenaline deficits in FTLD arewell established and are correlated with disinhibition in isolation(Murley et al., 2020; Ye et al., 2023). To develop and validatetreatment strategies for disinhibition, we need to understand thedelicate balance of neurotransmitter deficits in these syndromesand their link to disinhibition.Here we use a manual stop-signal task to quantify inhibitory con-trol in Progessive Supranuclear Palsy (PSP, Richardson’s syndrome,n= 5), behavioural variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD; n = 9)and age- and sex-matched healthy adults (n=14). The stop-signaltask is a well-established tool to quantify inhibitory control, withtrans-species and trans-diagnostic utility.We confirm that patients with PSP and bvFTD are impaired onthe stop signal task (SSRT; M = 301.38, SD = 98.87) comparedto controls (M = 187.38, SD = 32.78, p = 0.0003). Ongoing workis analysing the contribution of GABA-ergic and noradrenergicdeficits to these deficits in inhibitory control.Understanding the variance of inhibitory control has implicationsfor timing of symptom onset, prognostication, and the develop-ment of pharmacological interventions tomitigate the behaviouralchallenges faced by affected individuals and their caregivers.
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Hey Pentti, We Did It!: A Fully Vector-Symbolic Lisp

Kanerva (2014) suggested that it would be possible to construct acomplete Lisp out of a vector-symbolic architecture. We presentthe general form of a vector-symbolic representation of the fiveLisp elementary functions, lambda expressions, and other auxil-iary functions, found in the Lisp 1.5 specification (McCarthy, 1960),which is near minimal and sufficient for Turing-completeness. Ourspecific implementation uses holographic reduced representa-tions (Plate, 1995), with a lookup table cleanup memory. Lisp,as all Turing-complete languages, is a Cartesian closed category(nLab authors, 2024), unusual in its proximity to the mathemat-ical abstraction. We discuss the mathematics, the purpose, andthe significance of demonstrating vector-symbolic architectures’Cartesian-closedness, as well as the importance of explicitly in-cluding cleanupmemories in the specification of the architecture.
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What makes a model ”fit”? Comparing metrics of model quality in
Dynamic Causal Modeling of fMRI data

Model quality is generally determined by some metric of fit thatrepresents how well the model captures the target behavior. How-ever, as models become more complex, it becomes increasinglydifficult to determine howwell a given model is doing, and to com-pare it to alternates. In recent work comparing different accountsof high level cognitive structure in the brain using Dynamic CausalModeling (DCM), the Common Model of Cognition (CMC) wasdetermined to be the most plausible model configuration usingBayesian Model Selection (BMS). This paper explores some lowerlevel comparison metrics in an effort to gain a better understand-ing of what contributes to a model’s overall "fit" to complex data,with the goal of creating additional methods for evaluating modelquality.
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Integrating Cognitive Models of Human Perception and Computer
Vision Systems

Recent advances in self-supervised deep learning computer vi-sion algorithms have resulted in significant improvement acrossseveral benchmark tasks including image classification and objectdetection. Similar to humans, these deep learningmodels are ableto perform well on new tasks absent of task-specific guidance inthe form of new labeled training data. The seemingly human-likeability that deep learning-based computer vision systems possessto learn robust representations that transfer between a variety oftasks raises two key questions:1. How similar are learned representations from modern deeplearning models and computational cognitive models of humanvisual perception?2. Can we introduce a new objective during the training of a deeplearning model to guide the model towards learning more human-like representations?We address the first question by characterizing the relation be-tween modern deep learning vision transformer models and mod-els of human visual perception. To address the second questionwe introduce a novel training regime for deep learning modelsthat encourages representational alignment to cognitive mod-els of human perception. We compare different deep learningand cognitive models and show that our Human Aligned VisionTransformer (HuViT) training objective results in learned repre-sentations that are more similar to those produced by modelsof human perception over an equivalent unmodified deep learn-ing computer vision model while maintaining a similar level ofperformance on computer vision benchmark tasks.
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A simple diffusion-based framework for modelling time-varying changes
in task performance and strategy

As people engage in tasks over extended periods, their psycho-logical states change (e.g., due to practice effects or boredom).Despite this, the most common methods for modelling cognitiveprocesses, such as evidence accumulation models, only consider asingle estimate of a process across the duration of an experiment,therefore failing to account for important time-varying factorssuch as learning. In this study, we describe a simple method formodelling time-varying changes to diffusion model parameters byassuming that rather than being constant across time, their esti-mates follow theoretically informed trial-varying or block-varyingfunctions (e.g., exponential functions). Focusing on two param-eters, drift-rate (task efficiency) and threshold (caution) and anumber of candidate time-varying functions, we assessed 1) themeasurement properties of this framework, 2) the extent to whichthese models could describe empirical data from three typical ex-perimental psychology paradigms over and above the standarddiffusion model, and 3) how much the standard diffusion modelwas mislead by time-varying processes in these data.
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